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In recent years, operational prediction and optimisation of heating, 
ventilating and air conditioning (HVAC) systems and central plant to 
minimise the energy required to maintain building indoor conditions have 
become increasingly important. To effectively design and implement an 
energy management program for building energy systems, a simulation study 
must be performed. 
This thesis describes research conducted into the development of a modular 
simulation program for analysing the performance of HVAC systems and 
central plant. The computer program uses a quasi-steady state modelling 
approach and is able to simulate a wide variety of systems which are 
configured using available component models. 
Steady state mathematical models of HVAC components are developed using 
fundamental heat and mass transfer principles, laws of conservation of 
mass and energy and where appropriate empirical data. The carponent models 
are formulated to allow for the effects of various control strategies on 
the performance of systems and plant to be investigated. 
The program is applied to simulate a part of the Collins' Building variable 
air volume (VAV) air conditioning system and a hypothetical central cooling 
plant. The results of the simulation exercises are presented and analysed. 
The issue of validation and building energy simulation models is discussed. 
Conclusions are drawn and recommendations for further work are made. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
-2- 
1.1 BACKGROUND 
With growing energy problems facing the world, it is important that we use 
our natural energy resources as efficiently as possible. The 
implementation of a rational energy conservation policy, apart from 
reducing the depletion rate of our energy resources, will extend the time 
available to develop alternative energy supplies to replace fossil fuel 
combustion. 
One of the main fields of primary energy consumption is heating and cooling 
of buildings. A Building Research Establishment report (Ref. 1) estimates 
that about 40 to 50% of the consumption of primary energy in the United 
Kingdom takes place in building services and that over half of this energy 
is consumed in the domestic sector. In the United States of America, 
buildings account for about one third of total energy consumption (Ref. 2). 
Generally wasteful building design and operating procedures have been 
followed in the past. Consequently, there is a significant potential for 
energy savings. Energy experts have indicated that by exploiting currently 
available technology, the energy consumption in new buildings can be 
reduced by 30 to 50% and 10 to 30% in existing buildings, with no 
significant loss in standard of living, comfort, or convenience (Ref. 3). 
For non residential buildings, the United States Federal Energy 
Administration (Ref. 4) estimates that savings of up to 40% can be achieved 
by altering the buildings, their heating, ventilating and air conditioning 
(HVAC) systems and equipment, and their operating procedures. This 
potential for savings has been verified by various groups (Refs. 5 and 6). 
The key to. improving the thermal performance of buildings and the efficient 
use of energy for heating and cooling is the ability to accurately predict 
at the pre-construction stage, the performance of the building envelope and 
plant, and to assess the consequences of operating the building in 
different ways. 
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This type'of information is required at many levels of the building 
industry; fran the individual designer wishing to test the performance of 
a particular building to government policy makers wishing to evaluate the 
likely effectiveness of proposed incentive schemes or mandatory 
requirements aimed at reducing energy'consunption. 
1.2 WTIG BUIIDn ENERGY 'USAGE 
The energy usage of a building is affected by a canplex interaction between 
its design, operation, and the local environment. The effects of changing 
individual design features or operational parameters cannot usually be 
isolated and have to be studied in relation to the overall design and 
operation of the building. 
A building with a specified range of indoor conditions will have a net heat 
and moisture gain or loss because of internal loads and the building's 
interaction-with the environment. This results in a heating or cooling 
load on the building. The purpose of the HVAC system is to compensate for 
the building load so that the specified range of indoor conditions can be 
maintained. The HVAC system in turn impose requirements on the primary 
heating and cooling system (central plant) serving the building. Thus 
energy is utilised in-the building to operate the environmental control 
system and other service equipment (e. g. lighting, elevators or 
escalators). 
Estimating- the energy requirements of a building involves the following 
steps, namely loads calculation, secondary system simulation and primary 
system simulation. The loads calculation step involves the estimation of 
the loads experienced by the building spaces. The secondary system 
simulation step involves calculation of the energy or thermal requirements 
of the secondary system as they respond to the building loads calculated 
previously. The primary system simulation step involves the calculation of 
the amount of fossil fuel or electrical energy required by the primary 
system and its auxiliaries to satisfy the loads imposed'by the secondary 
system. 
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Each of these calculation, steps may be carried out very simply to achieve 
approximate results, or they may be performed with increasing degree of 
complexity and sophistication as more accurate and more refined 
determination of system performance is desired. Numerous building energy 
calculation procedures are currently available and they encompass methods 
from simple degree day procedures to comprehensive and computerised 
procedures which simulate building heat transfer and system/equipment 
performance on a minute by minute basis. A detailed review of various 
building energy calculation procedures is carried out in Chapter 2. 
However, it is the opinion of the author that for routine energy analysis, 
computer programs carrying out these calculations on a minute by minute 
basis are too sophisticated. Their application require the use of large 
scale computer systems, input preparation time and computer usage costs. 
Thus, there is a definite need for a procedure that is simple to use, 
reasonably accurate and which accounts for the significant parameters 
affecting building energy usage. 
1.3 CB3HCPIVE CP Q RRENr RESEARCH 
The objective of the current research is to develop a set of techniques 
which can be used to produce more energy efficient and cost effective 
buildings in terms of the provision of internal environmental conditions. 
These techniques should give analytically significant results for buildings 
with a wide variety of building characteristics, HVAC systems and 
equipment, and operational parameters. 
The developed system should be capable of being used efficiently by 
building or HVAC designers. It must therefore be relatively simple and 
straight forward to use and be capable of running on a modestly priced 
computer. 
1.4 OLITLI E cF THE TSFSIS 
The work carried out in accanplishing the above tasks has been laid out as 
follows: 
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A review of various procedures for estimating the energy usage of buildings 
is given in Chapter 2. These procedures range from single measure methods, 
such as the degree day method for estimating heating energy requirements of 
buildings to detailed simulation methods for estimating the energy 
consumption of the various carponents of building energy systems. 
Component models of building energy systems are presented in the next two 
chapters. Steady state mathematical models of components of secondary or 
HVAC systems are presented in Chapter 3 while those for primary systems or 
central plant are described in Chapter 4. The philosophy behind the 
development of these models is not to attempt a highly accurate and complex 
analysis, but a simple, practical and reasonably accurate simulation of the 
thermal performance of the components of HVAC systems and central plant. 
Component based system simulation techniques are reviewed in Chapter 5. 
Using the conponent models developed in Chapters 3 and 4, a mDdular quasi- 
steady state simulation program, SYSPAN, was developed for use in 
simulating the performance of HVAC systems and central plant. Results 
obtained using SYSPAN to simulate a part of the Collins' Building Variable 
Air Volume Air Conditioning System and a hypothetical central cooling plant 
are presented and analysed. The issue of validation and building energy 
simulation models is discussed. 
Conclusions and recd mendations for further work are presented in Chapter 
6. 
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CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW OF PROCEDURES FOR ESTIMATING THE ENERGY 
USAGE CF BUILDINGS 
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Symbol 
NOMEWMATaRE 
Description Unit 
a average temperature rise in building K 
which is maintained by miscellaneous 
gains alone. 
Cc annual energy cost for cooling £ 
CD empirical correction factor for heating 
effect vs. 18.3°C degree days 
Ch annual energy cost for heating £ 
COP coefficient of performance 
CV calorific value of fuel M7/kg 
c intercept on the y-axis as defined kW 
by Equation 2.7. 
Dd seasonal degree day total for base d. 
D15.5 standard seasonal degree day total 
D18.3 seasonal degree day total for base 18.3°C 
E fuel or energy consumption for the 
estimate period. m3 or )doh 
E1 average hourly energy demand kW 
E1 uncorrected equivalent hours of full 
load operation h 
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Sol Description Unit 
E2 corrected equivalent hours of full load 
operation h 
F fuel cost per unit mass £/kg 
Fd ratio of degree days for base d to the 
degree days for base 15.5°C 
Fl factor allowing for the length of the 
working week as used in Dquation 2.5 
F2 factor allowing for response of building 
and plant as used in Equation 2.5. 
F3 factor allowing for the length of the 
working day as used in Equation 2.5 
f percentage frequency of occurence of % 
climate factor 
G electricity cost per kWh £/kWh 
HL design heat loss }dgl 
h hours of plant operation h 
k correction factor as defined in Equation 
2.1 
m slope as defined by D3uation 2.7 kW/°C 
Mf armunt of fuel consumed kg 
Qr net annual heat requirement kWh 
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Symbol Description Unit 
tb base temperature °C 
ti design indoor dry bulb temperature °C 
tic intermediate cooling teerature bin °C 
midpoint 
tih intermediate heating temperature bin'' OC 
midpoint 
to design outdoor dry bulb temperature °C 
tpc peak cooling tenperature bin midpoint °C 
tph peak heating temperature bin midpoint °C 
v heating, value of fuel, units consistent 
with E 
X outside, air dry bulb temperature 
Y load kW 
nb boiler firing efficiency % 
TI 
s seasonal efficiency of heating plant % 
plant load kW 
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2.1 Biii aiCTION 
Effective energy, conservation in buildings requires the availability of 
energy estimating procedures that can quantitatively evaluate the effects 
of various design and operational parameters. There are a variety of 
energy estimating procedures presently available with differing level of 
sophistication (Ref. 1). The sophistication of the calculation procedure 
can often be inferred from-the number of separate ambient conditions and/or 
time increments used in the calculations. Thus a simple procedure may use 
only one measure, such as annual degree days, and will be appropriate only 
for simple systems and applications. Such methods are called single- 
measure methods. Improved accuracy may be obtained by the use of more 
information, such as the number of hours anticipated under particular 
conditions of operation. These methods of which the "bin method" is the 
most well known are referred to as simplified multiple-measure methods. 
The most elaborate methods currently in use perform energy balance 
calculations at each hour over some period of analysis, typically one year. 
These are called the detailed simulation methods, of which there are a 
number of variations. These methods require hourly weather data as well as 
hourly estimates of building operational parameters. Although not widely 
accepted as necessary, some procedures carry out the calculations at even 
smaller time intervals. 
2.2 SINGLE MEASURE METHODS 
Single-measure methods may be divided into those applicable to estimating 
(1) heating energy requirements and (2) cooling energy requirements. 
Generally 'speaking, those for heating are of longer standing and are more 
refined than those for cooling. 
1 
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2.2.1 Heating Bnergy 
The traditional degree day procedure for estimating heating energy 
requirements has been in use for about 50 years. It"is based on the 
assumption that, on a long-term average, solar and internal gains will 
offset heat loss when the mean daily outdoor temperature is 18.3°C and that 
fuel consumption will be proportional to the difference between the mean 
daily temperature and 18.3°C. This basic concept can be represented in an 
equation stating that energy consuuption is directly proportional to the 
number of degree days in the estimation period. The equation has undergone 
several stages of refinement (Refs. 2,3 and 4) in an attempt to make it 
agree as closely as possible with the available measured data on an average 
basis. The currently recomaended form is 
HLxD18.3x24 xCD . E 
(ti - to) xkxV 
(2.1) 
where 
E= fuel or energy consumption for the estimate period (m3 or 
kWh) 
HL = design heat loss (kW) 
D18.3= number-of 18.3°C degree days for the estimate period. 
ti = design indoor dry bulb temperature (°C). 
t° = design outdoor dry bulb terature (°C) 
k=a correction factor which includes the effects of rated full 
load efficiency, part load performance, oversizing and 
energy conservation devices. 
V= heating value of fuel, units consistent with that of E. 
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CD =e pirical correction factor for heating effect vs. 18.3°C 
degree days 
Traditionally, degree days for heating are calculated at*a base temperature 
of 18.3°C. In theory, the degree-day base temperature should equal the 
building's balance point temperature which is defined as the exterior 
temperature at which the heat losses through the shell of the building at 
the specified indoor temperature exactly match its internal gains with no 
contribution from the heating system. With the advent of increasing energy 
prices, building owners are reducing thermostat settings and increasing 
insulation levels. As a result, the heating balance temperatures of 
buildings may begin to differ from the traditional 18.3°C degree-day base. 
This difference may result in underestimating the effect, of conservation 
retrofits or overestimating the annual heating requirements for new 
buildings. 
Recognising this deficiency, the United States National Climatic Centre has 
published degree days to a wide range of base temperatures (Ref. 5). The 
degree days can be used in Equation 2.1 with the CD factor eliminated. 
Kusuda et al. (Ref. 6) have compared energy requirements for residential 
buildings calculated using the variable-base degree day procedure and DOE-2 
building energy analysis program and found close agreement between them. 
For application in Britain, the IHVE Guide Section B18 (Ref. 7) describes a 
scheme of calculation suggested by Billington (Ref. 8) for estimating fuel 
consumption for space heating. This entails modifying degree days to allow 
for different base temperatures, calculating the equivalent hours of 
operation at full load and making allowances for such factors as the length 
of the working week, the response of the building and plant and the length 
of the working day. The annual heat requirement is then calculated by 
multiplying the corrected equivalent hours of operation at full load by the 
building heat loss rate. The calculation scheme is outlined below. 
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Degree day reports used by the. Department of Energy show the monthly total 
of degree days in each month of the heating season calculated fran a base 
of 15.5°C. The base tea perature is given by 
tb = ti -a 
where 
(2.2) 
ti 
tb = base temperature (°C) 
a= average temperature rise in building which is maintained by 
miscellaneous gains alone M. 
The seasonal degree day total for the building is given by 
Dd = Fd X15.5 (2.3) 
where 
Dd = seasonal degree day total for base d. 
X15.5= standard seasonal degree day total for the region in Britain 
in which the building is sited. 
Fd = ratio of degree days for base d to the degree days for base 
15.5°C and can be obtained from Table B 18.13 of Ref. 7. 
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The uncorrected equivalent hours of full load operation is given by 
24 x Dd 
El = ti to (2.4) 
where 
E1 = uncorrected equivalent hours of full load operation (h). 
Further allowances can be made for the length of the working week (Fl), 
response of building and plant (F2) and the length of the working day (F3). 
The factors-F1, F2-and F3 can be obtained from Ref. 7. The corrected 
equivalent hours of full load operation is given by 
E2 = F1 x F2 x F3 x F. 1 (2.5) 
where- 
E2 = corrected equivalent hours of full load operation (h). 
The net annual heat requirements is given by 
Qr = HL x E2 
where 
Qr = net annual heat requirement (kWh). To obtain the annual 
fuel requirement, we must know the seasonal plant efficiency 
and calorific value of the fuel. The amount of fuel 
consumed over the heating season is given by 
Qr x 360 
mf 
,_. ns x CV 
(2.6) 
where 
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mf = aTrount of fuel consumed (kg) 
nS = seasonal efficiency of heating plant ($) 
cV = calorific value of fuel (M7/kg). 
The degree day method gives fairly reliable results for buildings, for 
example, dwellings, where the envelope transmission and infiltration are 
the dominant factors contributing to the building load. In those buildings 
with highly varying internal loads, sophisticated control systems, ccMplex 
air conditioning-systems or plant arrangements, this method is inadequate. 
2.2.2 Cooling Energy 
Single - measure methods for estimating cooling energy are less well 
established than those for heating. This is because the indoor-outdoor 
temperature difference under cooling conditions is typically much smaller 
than under heating conditions. As a result, cooling loads depend more 
strongly on such factors as solar gain and internal loads (besides 
temperature) than do heating loads. Since these loads are highly dependent 
on specific building features, attempts to correlate cooling energy 
requirements against a single climate parameter have not been highly 
successful. 
None-the-less two procedures, the D3uivalent Full Load Hours Method and 
the Cooling Degree Day Method have emerged and are widely used (Ref. 1). 
2.2.2.1 Equivalent Full Load Hours method 
This procedure consists of using an estimate, based on, the local 
experience, of the ratio of annual cooling energy requirements to the rated 
capacity of the cooling equipment Equivalent full load hours is equal to 
the number of hours that the cooling equipment will have to operate at full 
load to consume the same amount of energy when operated under typical 
conditions for a camplete year. 
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Equivalent hours 'of operation for cooling equipment have been measured in 
office buildings (Ref. 9) while for various locations in the United States 
of America, equivalent full load hours based on an indoor temperature of 
23.89°C have been published (Ref. 1). The annual cooling energy 
consumption of the building is calculated by'multiplying the peak cooling 
load by the equivalent full load hours. However, Stamper (Ref. 10) has 
suggested that reasonable estimates of the annual kilowatt-hour cooling 
consumption for the particular system can be obtained by multiplying the 
number of hours by the air conditioner nameplate rating. 
This procedure ignores all the operational control parameters of the 
particular systems serving the building which heavily influence energy 
usage in non-residential buildings. However, it provides` crude estimates 
of the energy usage of buildings. 
2.2.2.2 Cooling Degree Day Method 
The cooling energy requirement for residential buildings is estimated in 
the same manner as described in section 2.2.1 for predicting heating energy 
requirement. Cooling degree days to base temperature 18.3°C and for other 
base temperatures for various locations in the United States of America are 
available (Ref. 5). 
2.3 SEIFIED MILTIPLE EML DS 
The fact that single measure methods do not consider all factors that 
significantly affect energy use in buildings have led to the development of 
more sophisticated methods. These methods including the Basic Bin Method, 
Modified Bin Method and the Simplified Graphical Procedure are known as 
Simplified Multiple-Measure Methods. They consider more than one 
environmental parameter when estimating building energy use and are 
generally adequate in the early phases of a building design. 
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2.3.1 Basic Bin Method 
The basic bin method consists of performing an instantaneous energy 
calculation at many different outdoor dry bulb conditions and multiplying 
the result by the number of hours of occurence of each condition (Ref. 1). 
The bins are usually 2.78°C in size and are often collected in three daily 
8-h shifts. The procedure can account for the part load performance of 
HVAC equipment and has been specifically used for analysis of heat pump 
systems. Additionally by performing separate calculations for different 
time periods, variations of indoor loads with time and operating schedules 
of HM systems can be considered 
The envelope loads at the midpoint of each of the temperature bins can be 
obtained by linear interpolation between the design heating and cooling 
envelope loads. Refinements to the procedure include separate 
consideration of indoor loads and the use of mean coincident wet bulb 
temperature data, for each temperature bin, to calculate the latent cooling 
loads for infiltration and ventilation. 
The principal drawback of this procedure is the interpolation between end 
points corresponding to the summer and winter design envelope loads. The 
summer loads are based on the design hour and do not account for the 
'variation in the transmission and solar loads which, on the average, are 
much lower than the design hour values. These loads could be further 
reduced by cloud cover and other effects. Conversely the winter design 
envelope loads ignore solar effects which could significantly reduce the 
total losses through the envelope. 
Because of these limitations, the standard bin method has limited 
applicability in estimating building energy usage, particularly for 
commercial buildings. A refinement of the standard bin method, the 
Modified Bin Method (Ref. 11), which addresses the questions of time 
dependent. and solar loads has been developed. 
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2.3.2 Modified Bin Method 
A detailed description of the modified bin method is given in Ref. 11. The 
method recognises that the building and zone loads consist of time 
dependent loads (solar and scheduled loads) and temperature dependent loads 
(conduction and infiltration). To canpute the energy consumption, two or 
more computational periods are selected, normally representing the occupied 
and unoccupied periods. For each period, the time dependent loads are 
averaged and added to the conduction loads such that the load is 
characterized as a function of outside air temperature for the calculated 
period. 
The modified bin method utilises bin weather data. This data may be 
obtained from Air Force manual 88-29, Engineering Weather Data (Ref. 12). 
In expressing building loads as a function of outdoor temperature, the 
following assumptions are made: 
(i) All exterior loads can be expressed as a linear function of 
outdoor temperature. The exterior loads include transmission 
(including structural storage effects), infiltration and solar 
-loads. The transmission and infiltration loads are assumed to be 
a "piecewise" linear function (Fig. 2.1) of outdoor temperature, 
while the solar load is assumed to have a linear dependence on 
outdoor temperature over the entire outdoor temperature range for 
the location. 
(ii) On a daily basis the interior loads can be averaged over the 
"system on" or "system off" time periods. Time dependencies 
resulting from scheduling are either averaged over a selected 
period or multiple calculation periods are established. The 
duration of a calculation period determines the number of bin 
hours included in it. Normally, two calculation periods, 
representing occupied and unoccupied hours, are sufficient, 
although any number can be used. 
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The "occupied" period is defined as the operating period when the systems 
are operating normally and providing heating and cooling. The "unoccupied" 
period is the operating mode when the cooling equipment has been turned off 
and the heating has been set back to a lower temperature. The procedure 
assumes that the interior loads experienced during each of these periods 
can be averaged over the duration of the respective period. 
The procedure begins with a load estimation for the occupied and unoccupied 
operating modes. Although these calculations are similar to the design 
type calculations, they use averaged internal and solar loads, and are also 
performed at intermediate temperatures. 
The load calculations are performed at four temperature bins judged to be 
significant for the given building and location. The bins are identified 
by their midpoint temperatures (e. g the 31.94 - 34.72°C bin is identified 
as the 33.33°C bin), and represent the following four temperature bins. 
- Peak Cooling, tpc 
- Interirrediate Cooling, tic 
- Inteniediate Heating, tih 
- Peak Heating, tph 
Peak Cooling, tpc, is usually the midpoint of the highest temperature bin 
occurring at the location. 
Intermediate Cooling, tic, represents the lowest temperature bin in which 
the envelope transmission and outdoor air sensible loads impose cooling 
loads on the building. 
Intermediate Heating, tih, represents the midpoint of a temperature bin 
where the net building loads change fron heating to cooling loads. It is 
near the balance point for exterior zones,, and also the temperature where 
an economizer cycle is adequate for meeting any building cooling loads. 
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Peak Heating, tph is usually the midpoint of the lowest temperature bin 
occuring at the location. 
An alternate approach to developing the loads is to develop an equation of 
the load profile. This results in a system of linear equations of the form 
Y= mX +c (2.7) 
where 
Y represents load 
m is slope 
X is outside air temperature 
c is the intercept 
To calculate the average or "diversified" building loads, the internal 
loads are averaged over the occupied and unoccupied time periods. Loads 
resulting from solar gains through glazings are calculated by determining a 
weighted-average solar load for a summer day and a winter day, each of 
average cloudiness, and then establishing a linear relationship of this 
solar load as a function of outdoor temperature. The effect of heat 
transfer through sunlit roofs and walls is included in the transmission 
load by using the 24 hour time averaged values of the solar component of 
the cooling load temperature difference (CLTD). The CLTD's approximate the 
transient effects of building mass. 
Once a total load profile as a function of outdoor temperature is 
determined for the occupied and unoccupied periods, the performance of the 
HVAC system is simulated. This results in an estimation of the heating and 
cooling coil loads and fan energy consumption. With the coil loads known 
as a function of outside air temperature, the primary system input (ie 
chillers, boilers, etc) is computed for each load with component models 
which include the effects of part load operation and ambient conditions. 
The annual energy consumption is then determined by multiplying the 
frequency of occurence of bin weather data at each ambient conditions by 
the primary system power input and seining for all bins. 
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Lararative*studies have shown that the modified bin method gives results 
that are ccxnparable to those obtained from carprehensive computer programs 
(Refs. 6,13 and 14). However, the inability to adequately address the 
effects-of shading and building mass and the approximate nature of 
correlating time-dependent parameters to the outside temperature are 
significant limitations of this method. 
2.3.3 Simplified Graphical Method 
Graphical procedures that simplifies the estimation of annual energy 
requirements for intermediate and large-sized ocmuercial and institutional 
buildings have been developed (Refs 15 and 16). The graphical method is 
based on three sets of graphs that correspond to the three elements of any 
valid energy estimating procedure namely, the loads calculation, the 
secondary'system simulation and the primary equipment simulation. A 
separate set of graphs is required for each weather zone, building type and 
size range, HVAC system type, and a heating or cooling requirement. The 
simplified graphical procedure considers paraneters given in Table 2.1. 
TABLE 2.1 
Parameters considered in Simplified Graphical Procedure 
1) Building location and size 
2) Peak envelope heating and cooling loads 
3) Space temperature control settings (summer and winter) 
4) All internal heat gains (including lighting) 
5) Operating schedule for HVAC system 
6) Type of HVAC system and its method of control 
7) Outdoor air ventilation quantities 
8) Heating and cooling equipment characteristics. 
9) Auxiliary equipment characteristics 
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The procedure starts with the specification of building location, type and 
size. This identifies a set of graphs applicable to the building-size 
range and to a weather zone. From the selected graph set, the initial 
determination would be of the structural heating and cooling energy 
requirements using items 2 to 5 of Table 2.1 as input data. 
The annual structural energy requirements represent the necessary heat gain 
or removal to maintain the prescribed temperatures for the building. They 
form the input to the next set of graphs, which are used to determine the 
required output of the heating and cooling equipment. The additional input 
information required in this step are items 6 and 7 of Table 2.1 
A determination of the required output from the heating and cooling 
equipment serves to determine an annual equivalent coefficient of 
performance (COP) for that equipment. The COP is then used to determine the 
annual input energy requirement for the heating and cooling equipment. 
The energy required by the auxiliary equipment, such as fans and pumps, is 
a function of HVAC system type, control and operation. The sum of HVAC 
equipment, the auxiliary, lighting and internal loads energy usage 
determines the total annual building energy use. 
Although the simplified graphical procedure can provide analytically useful 
results when used for building energy analysis, the authors warn that it is 
not intended for use in situations requiring a high level of precision and 
accuracy. 
2.3.4 Other Methods 
Legg (Ref. 17) has developed a method originally described by Robertson 
(Ref. 18) to calculate the energy demands of air conditioning systems. The 
method is to establish the relationship between energy demands and an 
appropriate climate factor and then to integrate this with the annual 
frequency distribution of the climate factor. 
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This is illustrated in Fig 2.2 where plant, load 0, is plotted against the 
climate factor for which there is a known percentage frequency of 
occurence, f. The average hourly energy demand, E; is then given by the 
numerical integration: 
E/ _1 
E(f x 0) 
100 
where 
E= average hourly energy demand (W) 
(2.8) 
f= percentage frequency of occurence of climate factor ($) 
0= plant load (kW) 
From this calculation, the annual energy costs may be obtained, e. g. for 
heating using fossil fuel: 
EIxhxFx360 
Ch = (2.9) 
nbXCV 
and for a refrigeration plant: 
C_ 
EýxhxG 
(2.10) c COP 
where 
Ch = annual energy cost for heating (£) 
h= hours of plant operation (h) 
F= fuel cost per unit mass (f-/kg) 
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CV = calorific value of fuel (M7/kg) 
G= electricity cost per kWh (f-/kWh) 
OOP = Coefficient of performance 
Co = annual energy cost for cooling (£) 
As this method has same similarity with the bin method, it can only provide 
approximate estimates of the energy consumption of buildings. 
2.4 DEEEAAIL SJIAT CN IDS 
The wide-ranging and constantly changing internal and external factors 
which determine the thermal loads on commercial and industrial buildings 
suggest the need for frequent evaluation of those factors to obtain 
reasonably accurate estimates of annual energy consumption. The high peak 
internal heat loads in many commercial modern buildings make it necessary 
to look at these load patterns at every hour of the day and for each 
different type of day during the year to evaluate the changing relationship 
between internal and external loads. The diversity and sophistication of 
modern energy distribution and control systems further contribute to energy 
consumption differences. Detailed simulation methods allow the engineer to 
account for the effect of these changing conditions and system complexities 
on the estimated energy usage. These methods require large amounts of 
complex and repetitive calculations. The computational requirements are 
too extensive to be performed manually, making computer -applications of the 
procedures a necessity. 
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2.4.1 Building Energy Analysis Programs 
A wide variety of building energy analysis computer programs based on the 
detailed simulation method, have been developed by governmental 
organizations, utilities, manufacturers, educational' institutions and 
private consultants (Refs. 19,20,21 and 22). Analysis of building energy 
demands and consumption generally involves three major steps, namely 
thermal loads calculations, system simulation and central plant simulation. 
Most building energy analysis programs are organised in such a way that 
each of these steps is analysed by a separate subprogram. Some energy 
programs carry the program even one step further, into the economic 
analysis, and thus, consist of four principal computational programs: 
LOADS, SYSTEMS, PLANT and ECONOMIC analysis. 
Lau et. al (Ref. 23) have reviewed the calculational methodologies employed 
by these building energy simulation programs. The WADS program uses the 
building description infonnation with weather data to calculate the heating 
and cooling loads of the building on an hourly (or smaller tine increments) 
basis throughout an entire year. These heating and cooling loads, both 
sensible and latent components are responsive to the outside temperature, 
humidity, wind velocity, and solar conditions; schedules of people lights 
and equipment; infiltration; time delay of heat transfer resulting from 
massive walls, roofs and floors; and to the effect of building shading on 
solar radiation. The WADS program prints out a set of reports including 
peak heating and cooling loads by zone and building and also generates an 
hourly file which will be used by the SYSTEMS program. 
The SYSTEMS program uses the hourly load file output by the LOADS program 
as well as the user input system description to determine the heating and 
cooling demands of the secondary HVAC systems. In the simulation, the 
program takes into account the fresh air requirement, the HVAC system 
control schedules, supply and return fan power and the operating 
characteristics of the system in maintaining the space temperature and 
humidity set points. It is these hourly demands of heating and cooling 
that are passed on to the primary HVAC equipment or central plant. 
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The PLANT sub-program takes the output of the SYSTEMS sub-program and the 
user input of specific equipment to calculate the fuel and electrical 
requirements of the building and its energy systems. The simulation takes 
into account the part load characteristics of the primary equipment, user 
specified priorities for distribution of the tasks among the several 
components, and their operational schedules. 
The B JNOMIC sub-program combines the energy, consumption by the building 
and its energy systems with pertinent economic input to perform the life 
cycle analysis. The input data generally includes building and equipment 
cost, maintenance costs, utility, interest, and inflation rates. The final 
output gives the capital investment and the present value of. the 
operational costs for each year over the project lifetime. 
Fig 2.3 represents a simplified flow diagram for an' energy analysis 
catputer program. The diagram shows the basic function of each major model 
element on an input/output basis. It is worth noting the system 
"control interaction" path in this diagram representing the fact that 
capacity limits and/or control characteristics of the HVAC system can 
affect the space load. This implies that any variation in space 
temperature allowed by the system will cause the space sensible load to 
vary. Also, capacity limits and control characteristics of the central 
plant can cause variation in the performance of the HVAC system, and hence 
on loads. 
2.4.2. Calculating Space Sensible and Cooling Inaäs 
The calculation of space sensible and cooling loads is a key step in any 
building energy simulation. There are two widely used methods for doing 
these calculations: 
1) The Heat Balance Method. 
2) The Weighting Factor Method. 
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The heat balance method for calculating net space sensible loads is the 
more fundamental of the two methods. Its development relies on the first 
law of thermodynamics (conservation of energy) and the principles of matrix 
algebra. Since there are fewer assumptions required than for the weighting 
factor method, it is also the more flexible of the two. However, the heat 
balance method requires more calculations at each point'in the simulation 
process, and therefore is more costly in terms of computer resources. 
The purpose of the heat balance method is to allow calculation of the net 
sensible heating/cooling load on the space air mass. The approach is to 
write a heat balance equation; for each enclosing surface, and one for - the 
roan air. This set of equations take account of, the conduction, convection 
and radiation heat exchange between the room air, surrounding surfaces, 
infiltration and internal energy sources. They are then solved for the 
unknown surface and air temperatures. Once these temperatures are known, 
they can be used to calculate the convective heat flow to or from the space 
air mass. The latter constitutes the heating or cooling load which must be 
net by the space conditioning equignent. 
The weighting factor method of calculating space sensible load, first 
introduced by Mitalas and Stephenson, (Refs. 24 and 25), is a simple but 
flexible technique that accounts for the important parameters affecting 
building energy flow. It represents a caipranise between simpler methods, 
such as a steady-state calculation that ignores the ability of building 
mass to store energy, and more complex methods, such as complete energy- 
balance calculations. With this method, space heat gains at constant space 
temperature are determined from the building architectural data, the 
ambient weather conditions, and internal load profiles. These space heat 
gains are used, along with the characteristics and availability of heating 
and cooling systems for the building, to calculate air temperatures and 
heat extraction rates. 
The weighting factor method is based on the assumption that the heat 
transfer processes occuring in a roam can be described by linear equations; 
and thus that the superposition principle can be used for the calculation 
of cooling load and space temperature. 
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This means that the relationship between any excitation (e. g. per input 
to lights) and the corresponding component of the cooling load can be 
expressed in the form of- a characteristic transfer function. Once all the 
transfer functions have been determined for a room, they can be used to 
calculate the response to any excitation. The weighting factors are a 
convenient way of representing these characteristic transfer functions of 
a roan: they relate the Z-transforms of the excitations to the Z-transforms 
of the corresponding cooling load components. 
Two sets of weighting factors are used: heat gain and air temperature. 
Heat gain weighting factors represent transfer functions which relate space 
cooling load to instantaneous heat gains. Air temperature weighting 
factors represent transfer functions that relates room air temperature to 
the net energy load of the roan. 
In the weighting factor method, a two-step process is used to determine the 
air temperature and heat extraction rate of a room or building zone for a 
given set of conditions. In the first step, the room's air temperature is 
assumed to be fixed at sanereference value. This reference tenperature is 
usually chosen to be the average air temperature expected for the roan over 
the simulation period. Instantaneous heat gains are calculated on the 
basis of this constant, air temperature. A space sensible cooling load for 
the roam, defined as the rate at which energy must be removed from the roan 
to maintain the air temperature fixed at its reference value, is calculated 
for each type of instantaneous heat gain. The cooling load generally 
differs from the instantaneous heat gain because some of the energy from 
the heat gain can be absorbed by walls or furniture and stored for later 
release to the air. At the end of the first step, the cooling loads from 
the various heat gains are. summed to give atotal , 
cooling load for the 
roan. 
In the second step, the total cooling load is used -. along with information 
on the HVAC system attached to the. room-; and a set of air temperature 
weighting factors - to calculate the actual heat extraction rate and air 
tem: )erature. 
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The actual heat extraction rate differs fron the cooling load because, in 
practice, the air temperature can vary from the reference value used to 
calculate the cooling load or because of the HVAC system characteristics. 
2.4.3 Simulating BVAC Systems and central. Plant 
The purpose of simulating the HVAC system is to mathematically relate the 
rate of heating and/or cooling energy delivery to the space loads while the 
purpose of simulating the central plant or HVAC equipment is to calculate 
the energy used to meet the heating, cooling, and/or electrical loads of a 
building. Depending on whether relevant economic data is available, the 
costs associated with operating the central plant can also be determined. 
The dynamic performance of HVAC system and central plant under part load 
condition is the key factor for estimating the energy consumption of 
buildings. 
Kusuda (Ref. 26) has reviewed the methodologies used for simulating the 
performance of HVAC systems and equipment and placed them in three major 
categories: 
(1) The Truly Dynamic Simulation 
(2) Detailed Heat and Mass Balance Simulation 
(3) Quasi - Dynamic Simulation 
In the truly dynamic performance simulation method, differential equations 
governing the time-dependent performance characteristics of building 
construction, control equipment, heat exchangers, fans, punps, boilers and 
chillers are solved for very small time increments (in the magnitude of a 
minute) to represent the duty cycling of control equipment such as 
thermostats, humidistats and pressurestats. Exact minute-by-minute 
performance of the building thermal environment as well as the energy 
consumption and demand pattern of the HVAC systems and equipment is 
produced. 
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After the governing differential equations are set up, the finite 
difference solution must be obtained for each time step, requiring a large 
amount of computer tine. Due to the small time increment and exact nature 
of the modelling concept used in the simulation algorithms, this is the 
only procedure by which the transient effect of HVAC control equipment, as 
well as the heat exchanger time response can be effectively simulated. 
The detailed heat and mass balance simulation technique is to solve quasi- 
steady heat and mass balance equations for all of the major conponents of 
the HVAC systems for every hour; for example, leaving air temperature, 
specific humidity from the cooling coil, with the inputs being entering air 
temperature, specific humidity and flow rate, entering water temperature 
and flaw rate. The degree of complexity required to determine the leaving 
air temperature, which depends upon the physical characteristics of the 
cooling and dehumidifying coils (such as the number of rows, number of 
face tubes, number of fins per metre, and the type of circuitry) varies 
with respect to the intent of the specific energy analysis procedure. In 
many cases, empirical algebraic equations to represent the approximate 
relationship among input and output are used. The same is true for other 
equipment, such as chillers, boilers, fans and pumps. 
In the quasi-dynamic simulation method, the teenature and f low rate of 
water and air are assumed to be set at designated design values, so that no 
calculations are performed to determine the actual balance of the systems 
and equipment. For example, with this type of calculation, it may be 
assumed that the leaving air temperature from a set of cooling and 
dehumidifying coils is regulated to stay at a set value such as 13.0°C, 
regardless of the f low rates and temperatures of air and water past the 
coils. Likewise, leaving water tenperature of the chilled water from the 
cooling plant or cooled water from the cooling tower is always assumed to 
be known. 
Most of the quasi-dynamic simulation procedures accurately balance the 
heating and cooling capacity of the equipment, the heating and cooling 
distribution capability of the HVAC systems, and the heating and *cooling 
requirements of the spaces. 
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These procedures tacitly assume that the HVAC system is capable of self- 
balancing. This type of simplified assumption is, in many cases, 
reasonably accurate as long as the systems and equipment are properly sized 
and operated within their respective design limits. However, if the system 
is exceptionally oversized or undersized, such that the presumed 
temperature and flow at some of the components deviate from the actual 
balance point, this simplified method will fail. Because of its 
simplicity, this method has been used in the simulation procedures 
recommended by ASHRAE and adopted by the majority of existing HVAC system 
simulation procedures (Ref. 27) 
Public domain building energy analysis programs such as BLAST (Ref. 28) and 
DOE-2 (Ref. 29) utilise elements of the modelling concepts described in the 
detailed heat and mass balance simulation and quasi-dynamic simulation 
techniques. The basic approach used in simulating the performance of 
building energy systems in these two programs can appropriately be called 
the fixed schematic technique. This technique consists of writing a 
calculational procedure which defines a given set of HVAC systems. The 
system schematic then is fixed (inherent in the source-code), with the user 
having some options usually limited to equipment performance 
characteristic, fuel types, and the choice of using or not certain 
components and control strategies. In modelling a system, the user defines 
only those parts required; the other components and subsystems are then 
deactivated and not included in the analysis. 
The drawback of this approach is that distinct system schematics must be 
programmed separately. As additional systems are incorporated, the 
program's size increases and it costs pore to run. This extra code must be 
maintained, thereby furthering the expense of the program. The fixed 
schematic technique, by its nature restricts the evaluation of innovative 
system configurations. 
These disadvantages in the fixed schematic approach to system simulation 
and increased interest in special and innovative systems have led 
researchers to use the component based modelling approach in simulating 
building energy system. 
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The component based modelling technique differs fron the fixed schematic 
technique in that it is organised around components rather than systems. 
Each of the components is described mathematically and placed in a library 
for use in constructing systems. The user input includes definition of the 
system schematic in addition to equipment characteristics and capacities. 
Once all the components of a system have been identified and a mathematical 
model for each has been formulated, the components are connected together 
to form a network. The set of equations derived from the network formation 
are solved and the state of the air at the inlet and outlet boundaries of 
the components of the HVAC system are known. The energy required to 
satisfy the thermal demands of the coils and auxiliary equipment can be 
determined from the simulation of the central plant. System simulation 
computer programs, most of them proprietary, using the component based 
modelling technique have been developed or are being developed (Refs. 30, 
31 and 32). 
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CHAPTER 3 
SIMULATION OF THE COMPONENTS OF HEATING VENTILATING AND AIR CONDITIONING 
(HVAC) SYSTEMS 
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Symbol Description Unit 
Aa face area m2 
Aaa second virial coefficient for dry m3/kg 
air 
Aaw interaction coefficient for moist air m3/kg 
Ac minimum free-flow cross-sectional area m2 
Ad duct surface area m2 
pf fin surface area m2 
Al, Ati inside surface areas m2 
A0, A external surface areas m2 
p tm tube mean surface area m2 
Aww second virial coefficient for water m3/kg 
vapour 
a tube horizontal spacing m 
a, b, c, d fan part load model coefficients (see 
Equation 3.126) 
B See Equation 3.83 
BF bypass factor of cooling coil 
C, Cc, Ch capacity rate ratios 
Cac, Cah airstream thermal capacities k: W/K 
Cmax maximum of air or water thermal capacities kW/K 
cn minimum of air or water thermal capcities kW/K 
C1, C2 airside heat transfer coefficient constants 
c tube vertical spacing in 
cpC cold fluid specific heat capacity kJ/kg K 
cpda specific heat capacity of dry air kJ/kg K 
c specific heat capacity of moist air kJ/kg K pma 
CPS specific heat capcity of water vapour kJ/kg K 
c specific heat capacity of water kJ/kg K 
Dh coil hydraulic diameter m 
Di inside diameter of tube m 
Do outside diameter of tube in 
E, Ec, Eh effectiveness of cooling or heating coil 
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Symbol Description Unit 
Ehu effectiveness of recirculating water 
humidifier 
Fh fin height m 
Fs fin spacing m 
Ft fin thickness m 
FFIP fraction of full load power 
fs enhancement coefficient 
G mass velocity kg/m2s 
g moisture content kg/kg 
gai moisture content of inlet air to component kg/kg 
goo moisture content of outlet air fron 
component kg/kg 
gma moisture content of mixed air kg/kg 
goa moisture content of outside air kg/kg 
gra moisture content of return air kg/kg 
gsa moisture content of supply air kg/kg 
gSM saturated air moisture content at tsm kg/kg 
gss moisture content of saturated air kg/kg 
gZ zone air moisture content - kg/kg 
g1, g2, g3 moisture content of airstreams 1,2 and 3 kg/kg 
respectively 
h specific enthalpy of moist air kJ/kg 
ha specific enthalpy of dry air kJ/kg 
hai specific enthalpy of moist air entering a kJ/kg 
component 
hao specific enthalpy of moist air leaving a kJ/kg 
component 
hffi fouling heat transfer coefficient kW/m2 K 
hfg latent heat of evaporation kJ/kg 
hfgz latent heat of evaporation at zone 
conditions kJ/kg 
hfw specific enthalpy of water at tw kJ/kg 
hg specific enthalpy of water vapour kJ/kg 
hi inside surface heat transfer coefficient kW/m2K 
ho, hof, hot outside surface heat transfer coefficients kW/m2K 
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S bot Description Unit 
hSm specific enthalpy of saturated air at tsm kJ/kg 
hst specific enthalpy of steam kJ/kg 
h water-side average film heat transfer kW/m2K 
coefficient 
hwi specific enthalpy of air at twi kJ/kg 
hwsl specific enthalpy of water at tsl kJ/kg 
hl, h2, h3 specific enthalpies of airstreams 1,2 kJ/kg 
and 3 respectively 
Io, I modified Bessel functions of the first kind 
and order 0 and 1 respectively 
j Colburn J-factor 
Ka K1 modified Bessel functions of the second 
kind and order 0 and 1 respectively 
k thermal conductivity kW/m K 
kf thermal conductivity of fin material kW/m K 
kt thermal conductivity of tube material kW/m K 
L flow length of the heat exchanger m 
ma mass flow rate of air kg/s 
mall ma21 ma3 mass flow rates of airstreams 1,2 and 3 kg/s 
respectively 
me mass flow rate of cold fluid kg/s 
mc, max maximum mass 
flow rate of cold fluid kg/s 
mh mass flow rate of hot fluid kg/s 
mh, max maximum mass 
flow rate of hot fluid kg/s 
m(TIa mass flow rate of mixed air kg/s 
moa mass flow rate of outside air kg/s 
n'oa, min minimum mass 
flow rate of outside air kg/s 
mra mass flow rate of return air kg/s 
msa, mass flow rate of supply air kg/s 
mst mass flow rate of steam injected into the kg/s 
airstream 
n, w mass 
flow rate of water kg/s 
c. maximum mass 
flow rate of chilled water kg/s 
nlah, max maximum mass 
flow rate of hot water kg/s 
Nr number of rows of tubes 
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S pol Description Unit 
Nt number of tubes per raw 
NM number of transfer units 
NZUc number of transfer units for a heat 
exchanger using chilled water 
N'IUh number of transfer units for a heat 
exchanger using hot water 
NuD Nusselt number 
Pfa, s fan static pressure N/m2 
Pfa, t fan total pressure N/m2 
Pfa, v 
fan velocity pressure N/m2 
PLR part load ratio (see Equation 3.126) 
Pr Prandtl number 
Pb barometric pressure kN/m2 
PS vapour pressure kN/m2 
Psi saturation vapour pressure over ice kN/m2 
PSS saturation vapour pressure kN/m2 
pssi saturation vapour pressure at tsl kN/m2 
pSW saturation vapour pressure over water kN/m2 
4fa volumetric flaw rate of air m3/s 
4fa, d volumetric flaw rate of air at full load m3/s 
rate of heat transfer kW 
qcs rate of sensible heat transfer fron kW 
airstream to coolant 
qct rate of total heat transfer from airstream kW 
to coolant 
qd rate of heat transfer to/fron airstream kW 
fron/to duct 
gfin actual rate of heat transfer through fin kW 
qh rate of heat transfer from hot fluid to kW 
airstream 
gideal ideal rate of heat transfer through fin kW 
gzc, crit sensible cooling load of critical zone kW 
gzh, crit heating load of critical zone kW 
qzs zone sensible cooling load kW 
qzl zone latent cooling load kW 
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symbol Description Unit 
Nt number of tubes per raw 
NM number of transfer units 
NTUc number of transfer units for a heat 
exchanger using chilled water 
NZUh number of transfer units for a heat 
exchanger using hot water 
NuD Nusselt number 
Pfa, s 
fan static pressure N/m2 
Pfa, t fan total pressure N/m2 
Pf fan velocity pressure N/m2 a, v 
PIR part load ratio (see Equation 3.126) 
Pr Prandtl number 
Pb barometric pressure kN/m2 
PS vapour pressure kN/m2 
Psi saturation vapour pressure over ice kN/m2 
PSS saturation vapour pressure kN/m2 
pssi saturation vapour pressure at tsl kN/m2 
pSW saturation vapour pressure over water kN/m2 
Qfa volumetric flaw rate of air m3/s 
4fa, d volumetric flaw rate of air at full load m3/s 
rate of heat transfer kW 
qcs rate of sensible heat transfer from kW 
airstream to coolant 
qct rate of total heat transfer from airstream kW 
to coolant 
qd rate of heat transfer to/from airstream kW 
from/to duct 
gfin actual rate of heat transfer through fin kW 
qh rate of heat transfer from hot fluid to kW 
airstream 
qideal ideal rate of heat transfer through fin kW 
gzc, crit sensible cooling 
load of critical zone kW 
gzh, crit 
heating load of critical zone kW 
qzs zone sensible cooling load kW 
qzl zone latent cooling load kW 
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Symbol Description Unit 
Ra air-side film thermal resistance m2K/kW 
Rea, Rep Reynolds number 
Rf fin thermal resistance m2K/kW 
Rffi inside surface fouling thermal resistance m2K/kW 
Ri inside surface thermal resistance m2K/kW 
Ric coolant film thermal resistance m2K/kW 
gmt tube wall thermal resistance m2K/kW 
Rt total thermal resistance m2K/kW 
Rt modified overall thermal resistance m2K/kW 
S sigma heat kJ/kg 
SUR sensible heat ratio 
St Stanton number 
T absolute dry bulb temperature K 
t dry bulb tenperature °C 
ta dry bulb temperature of air °C 
tai dry bulb temperature of air at inlet to °C 
component 
tamb ambient temperature °C 
tao, dry bulb temperature of air at outlet fran °C 
component 
tb mean bulk temperature of fluid °C 
tccsp cooling coil discharge air temperature setpoint °C 
tci temperature of coolant entering coil °C 
too temperature of coolant leaving coil °C 
tdp dew point temperature of mist air °C 
tfb fin base temperature °C 
th hot fluid temperature °C 
thi temperature of hot fluid entering coil °C 
tho temperature of hot fluid leaving coil °C 
tma mixed air dry bulb temperature °C 
tma, sp set point 
temperature of mixed air °C 
toa. outside air dry bulb temperature °C 
t a oo change over 
temperature from minimum °C 
, o 
outdoor air to 100% outdoor air 
tra return air dry bulb temperature °C 
-47- 
Symbol Description 
trc throttling range of cooling coil air 
temperature controller 
trh throttling range of heating coil air 
temperature controller 
is tube wall temperature 
tsa supply air temperature 
tsl sling wet bulb temperature 
tsrn mean coil surface temperature 
tspc, tsph setpoint or desired value of the temperature 
of the controlled air 
tti tube inside surface temperature 
tto tube outside surface temperature 
tw condensate water temperature 
twi temperature of water entering a component 
t. mean water temperature 
two temperature of water leaving a component 
tX temperature at which outdoor air damper closes 
to minimum flow position 
tz zone air dry bulb temperature 
tzc, crit temperature of zone requiring coldest 
supply air temperature 
tzh, crit temperature of zone requiring warmest supply 
air temperature- 
tl, t2, t3 dry bulb temperatures of airstreams 1,2 and 
3 respectively 
t 1, toa2 outside air temperatures corresponding to 
toa3, toa4 tspl, tsp2, tsp3 and tsp4 respectively 
tspl, tsp2, temperature setpoints one, two three and 
tsp3, tsp4 four respectively 
Ud overall heat transfer coefficient for duct 
Uo overall heat transfer coefficient for coil 
Uö modified overall heat , 
transfer coefficient 
for coil 
ub see Equation 3.84 
Ue see Equation 3.85 
Unit 
K 
K 
oC 
oC 
oC 
OC 
oC 
oc 
oC 
oC 
oC 
oC 
oC 
oC 
oC 
oC 
oC 
oC 
oC 
oC 
kW/m2K 
kW/m2K 
kW/m2K 
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Symbol Description Unit 
Vfa, o 
fan outlet velocity M/S 
VW water velocity in tubes ni/s 
Wfa, a air power W 
Wfa, m 
fan motor power input W 
Wfa, sh 
fan power W 
Wfa, shd 
fan power at full load W 
xa mole fraction for dry gas 
xb fin base radius m 
xe external radius of fin m 
xt tube wall thickness m 
yb half thickness of fin m 
fin area/air side area 
Ltm mean tenperature difference K 
Ltm mean temperature different between K 
airstream and mean coil surface temperature 
Atm, cfc mean temperature 
difference for a counter K 
flow chilled water coil 
Atm, cfh mean 
temperature difference for a counterflow K 
hot water coil 
Atud mean temperature difference between duct and K 
ambient air 
ttfa airstream temperature rise due to fan gains K 
nac air efficiency of a counterflow chilled 
water coil 
rah air efficiency of a counterflow hot water coil 
ff fin efficiency 
nfa, m efficiency of motor/drive system 
% 
nfa, t fan total efficiency % 
TIhcj humidifying efficiency % 
roc water efficiency of a counter flow chilled 
water coil 
r water efficiency of a counter flow hot water 
coil 
0 relative humidity % 
C1 free-flow area/face area 
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Symbol Description 
11 dynamic viscosity 
us dynamic viscosity at temperature is 
ui percentage saturation 
specific volume 
Pa density of moist air 
WC cooling coil mass flow rate ratio 
" unit 
kg/ms 
kg/ms 
m3/kg 
kg/m3 
Wh heating coil mass flow rate ratio 
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3.1 INDUCTION 
To simulate the performance of HVAC systems, it is necessary to understand 
the performance characteristics of the components used in the systems. An 
HVAC system is required to provide heating, cooling and/or ventilation to 
the various zones in a building to produce acceptable occupancy conditions. 
Fundamental heat and mass transfer processes such as airstream mixing, 
sensible heating and cooling, humidification and dehumidification, etc. 
occur in these components. To meet the space needs, components are 
assembled and controlled to modify the airstream properties. The following 
components are modelled for the purpose of determining their thermodynamic 
performance when canbined into the total system: 
Mixing Boxes 
Heating Coils 
Cooling Coils 
Fans 
Humidifiers 
Ducts 
The psychrometric processes are analysed using the principles of 
conservation of mass and energy. The approach generally used in modelling 
the components is to integrate the control profiles of the components with 
their mathematical models under steady state conditions. 
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3.2 PSYCgTRIC FORMULAE 
In modelling HVAC systems, it is necessary to determine the state of the 
moist air within the system. In normal air conditioning practice, a 
psychrometric chart or a set of psychrometric tables is generally used to 
obtain and analyse the data concerning the state of the moist air. For 
computer applications, mathematical formulae for calculating the 
thermodynamic properties of moist air must be developed. The formulae and 
algorithms given in C, IBS publications (Refs. 1 and 2) and ASHRAE Handbook 
of Fundamentals (Ref. 3) have been adopted for calculating most of the 
thermodynamic properties of moist air. 
3.2.1. Saturation Vapour Pressure 
Fran Ref. 1, the saturation vapour pressure over water at temperature t is 
given by: 
log psw = 30.59051 - 8.2 log T+ (2.4804 x 10-3) T 
- (3142.31) 
(T) 
0 
(3.1) 
where 
T=t+ 273.15 (3.2) 
psw = saturation vapour pressure over water (kPa) 
t= dry bulb temperature (°C) 
T= absolute dry bulb temperature (K) 
and the saturation vapour pressure over ice at temperatures below 0°C is 
given by: 
log psi = 9.5380997 - (2663.91) (3.3) 
(T) 
where: 
Psi = saturation vapour pressure over ice at temperatures below 
0°C (kPa) 
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Due to the complexity of Equations 3.1 and 3.3, Equations 3.4 and 3.5 
relating saturation vapour pressure to temperature are preferred. They are 
based on the work by Tetens (Ref. 4) and Weiss (Ref. 5). Tettens' 
relationship between psw and t is given by: 
PSW = 0.61078 exp (17.2693882t) (3.4) 
(t + 237.30 ) 
and is applicable in the temperature range 0 to 1000C. 
Weiss relationship between psi and t is given by: 
psi ' 0.61078 exp (21.8745584t) 
(t + 265.50 ) 
and is applicable for temperatures below 0°C 
3.2.2 Relative &midity 
(3.5) 
Relative humidity is defined as the ratio of the actual vapour pressure of 
moist air to the saturation vapour pressure at the same temperature and is 
usually expressed as a percentage. It is given by: 
Ps x 100.0 
Pss 
where 
0= relative humidity ($) 
Ps = vapour pressure (kPa) 
Pss = saturation vapour pressure (kPa) 
3.2.3. Moisture Content or Specific Humidity 
(3.6) 
This is defined as the mass of water vapour associated with unit mass of 
dry air in an air-water vapour mixture. It is given by: 
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0.62197 fs ps (3.7) 
g Pb - sps 
where: 
g= moisture content per unit mass of dry air (kg/kg) 
fS = enhancement coefficient which is a function of temperature 
and barometric pressure (Refs. 2,3 and 6) 
PD = barometric pressure (kPa) 
3.2.4 Percentage Saturation 
This is defined as the ratio of the moisture content of moist air to the 
moisture content of saturated air at the same temperature and is usually 
expressed as a percentage. It is given by 
gx 100.0 
gss 
where: 
(3.8) 
u1 = percentäge saturation ($) 
gss = saturation moisture content per unit mass of dry air (kg/kg) 
A direct relationship exists between the relative humidity and percentage 
saturation. It is derived as follows: 
Fran Equation 3.7,0.62197 fs Ps 
g= Pb_fsPs 
Also 0.62197 fs Pss 
gss - Pb - fsPss 
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ü_g0.62197 fs ps x Pb - fs pss 
gss Pb - fs Ps 0.62197 fs pss 
u1_ 
PS 
x 
pb - fsPss 
pss Pb - fs Ps 
Fran Equation 3.6, ps =0 pss 
Thus 1i =0 (Pb -fs Pss) 
Pb - fs Ps 
11 1 (pb - fSpS) = 10 (Pb - fSPss) 
11 1(Pb - fSO Pss) -0 Pb -0 fs Pss 
1_ -0 
(Pb - fs Pss {1 - U}) 
.! = 11 pb/(pb - fs pss {1 - u'}) (3.9) 
3.2.5 Specific Enthalpy 
This is defined as the enthalpy of moist air per unit mass of dry air. It is 
given by 
h= ha +g hg (3.10) 
where: 
h= specific enthalpy of moist air per unit mass of dry air 
(kJ/kg) 
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ha = specific enthalpy of dry air (kU/kg) 
hg = specific enthalpy of water vapour (kJ/kg) 
ha and hg can be calculated from the algorithms given in Ref. 2 which is 
applicable for the tenperature range - 10.0 to 60.0 OC. However, from Ref. 
3, ha and hg can be calculated fron 
ha = 1.006t 
hg = 2501.0 + 1.805t 
3.2.6 Specific Volume 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
This is defined as the volume occupied by the moist air per unit mass of 
dry air. It is given by 
U-. 
where 
R 
a 
Xa = 
RaT- (x2 A+ xa (1 - xa) 2 Aaw + (1-xa)2 A. ) 
(Pb-PS) (3.13) 
82.0567 x 101.325 = 
28966 
0.62197 
0.62197 +g 
(3.14) 
u= specific volume per unit mass of dry air (m3/kg) 
Ra = gas constant for air (KJ/kg K) 
xa = mile fraction of dry gas 
Aa= second virial coefficient for dry air (Ref. 2) 
(m3/kg) 
Aaw = interaction coefficient for moist air (Ref. 2) 
(m3/kg) 
0.28704 kJ/kg K 
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Aw = second virial coefficient for water vapour (Ref. 2) 
(m3/kg) 
3.2.7 Dew Point 7bwperature 
This is defined as the temperature of saturated air which has the same 
vapour pressure as the moist air under consideration. It can be obtained 
by manipulating Equations 3.4 and 3.5. 
If ps is less than 0.61078 then 
265.5y (3.15) 
tdp 
21.8745584 -y 
If ps is greater than or equal to 0.61078 then 
237.3y (3.16) tdp = 
17.2693882 -y 
where: 
(ps) (3.17) 
y= in (0.61078) 
tdp = dew point temperature of moist air (°C) 
3.2.8 Sling Wet Bulb Temperature 
The wet bulb temperature is the temperature registered by a thermometer 
when its bulb is covered by a wetted wick and is exposed to a current of 
rapidly moving air. The sling wet bulb temperature is obtained by whirling 
the wet bulb thermometer. 
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The vapour pressure of unsaturated moist air is given by 
Ps = Pssi - Pb A (t - tsl) (3.18) 
where: 
Pssl = saturation vapour pressure at tsl (kPa) 
tsl = sling wet bulb temperature (°C) 
A=6.66 x 10-4 K-1 when ts1 > 0°C 
= 5.94 x 10-4 1(-1 when tsl < 0°C 
Knowing ps, pb and t, tsl can be determined by solving the equation 
resulting from substituting for Pssl using Equations 3.4 and 3.5. This 
non-linear equation can be solved iteratively by using the Newton-Raphson 
method and noting that tdp < tsl <t for unsaturated moist air. 
3.2.9 Sigma Heat 
This is defined as the enthalpy of moist air less a small enthalpy term. 
This term is the enthalpy of the water vapour associated with unit mass of 
dry air, calculated as if the water vapour was present as liquid water at 
. 
the wet bulb temperature. Sigma heat is given by 
S=h- ghws1 (3.19) 
where 
S= Sigma heat (kJ/kg) 
1ws1 = enthalpy of liquid water at ts1 (kJ/kg) 
Sigma heat is a function only of wet bulb temperature and barometric 
pressure. McPherson (Ref. 7) has derived this relationship and this is 
outlined below. As S is the enthalpy less the sensible heat of the water 
component, we have 
S= chat + ghfg + cps g (t - tsl) (3.20) 
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S= Cpdat + ghfg + cps g (t - tsl) (3.20) 
where: 
cpda = specific heat capacity of dry air (kJ/kg K) 
hfg = latent heat of evaporation at tsl (kJ/kg) 
cps = specific heat capacity of water vapour (kJ/kg K) 
The term cpdat represents that portion of S due to the sensible heat of 
moist air while ghfg represents the contribution to S due to the latent 
heat of evaporation and cps g (t - tsl) represents the superheated water 
vapour term. 
Transforming Equation 3.20 we have, 
S= cwt +g {hfg + cps (t - tsl)} (3.21) 
The direct relationship S=f {tsl, Pb) can be obtained from a 
consideration of the heat balance that exists at the wetted surface of a 
wet bulb thermometer. A mixture of lkg of dry air and g kg of water vapour 
at a dry bulb temperature, t, approaching and passing closely over the wet 
bulb surface, leaves in a saturated condition with the moisture content 
increased to gss and the tecrerature reduced to tsl. Sensible heat is 
transferred from the air to the cooler wet bulb, and the evaporation 
process transfers latent heat from the wet bulb back to the air. At 
equilibrium, these two are in balance. 
Sensible heat lost = Latent heat gained by the air 
1.0 xCax (t - tsl)= 1.0 x hfg x (gss - g) (3.22) 
where: 
c_ (cpda +g cps) (3.23) 
= specific heat capacity of moist air per unit mass of dry air 
(kJ/kg K) 
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Substituting for cpma in Equation 3.22 gives 
(cam +g cps) (t - tsl) = hfg (gss - g) 
cpda (t - tsi) + gcps (t - tsl) = hfg (gss - g) 
g {hfg + cps (t - tsl)) = hfg gss - cpda (t - tsl) 
_ 
hfg gss - Cpda (t - tsl ) 
9 hfg + cps (t - tsl) 
Substituting for g in D3uation 3.21 gives 
S= Cpda t+ hfg gss - cpda (t - tsl) 
S= hfg gss + cpda tsl (3.25) 
Over the temperature range 0.0 to 70.0°C, 
hfg = 2501.0 - 2.387 ts1 (3.26) 
cpda is approximately equal to 1.006 kJ/kg K and gss is a 
function of tsl and pb as can be seen from Equation 3.7. 
Thus S is a function only of tsl and Pb* 
3.3 MIXENG BOXES 
Mixing boxes are used to control the quantity of outside air entering an 
HVAC system or to control supply air temperatures as in face and by pass 
dampers or zone dampers of a dual duct/multizone system. Fig. 3.1 shows 
what happens when two airstreams net and mix adiabatically. Moist air at 
state 1 mixes with moist air at state 2 forming a mixture at state 3. 
The fundamental equations which apply are the conservation of energy and 
conservation of mass. These are: 
Dry air mass balance 
mal + ma2 = ma3 (3.27) 
1, 
ti 
91 
hi 
mal 
2't'9'h 
mat 
3I 
f, 
Iý 
"'Q3 
MOISTURE 
CONTENT 
(kg/kg) 
91 
EN" 
93 
92 
FIG. 3.1 THE ADIABATIC MIXING OF TWO STREAMS OF MOIST AIR. 
t2 t3 tl 
DRY BULB TEMPERATURE CC) 
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Water vapour mass balance 
mal g1 + ma2 g2 = ma3 g3 (3.28) 
Energy balance 
mal hl + ma2 h2 = ma3 h3 (3.29) 
Assuming the variation of the specific heat capacity of moist air over the 
working range of interest is so small as to be neglected, Equation 3.29 may 
be approximated by 
mal cpta tl + ma2 cpma t2 = ma3 cgma t3 
mal tl + ma2 t2 = ma3 t3 (3.30) 
where: 
mall ma2' ma3- = mass flow rates of the dry air portion of 
airstreams 1,2 and 3 (kg/s) 
g1, g2, g3 = moisture content of airstreams 1,2 and 3 
(kg/kg) 
tl, t2, t3 = dry bulb temperatures of air streams 1,2 and 
3 (°C) 
Combining Equations 3.27 and 3.28, we have 
mal g1 + ma2 g2 = (mal + ma2) g3 
mal (g1 - g3) = mat (g3 - g2) 
ma2 
_ 
gl - 93 
mal. 93 - 92 
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From D3uations 3.27 and 3.29 we have 
mat 
= 
hl - h3 
mal h3 - h2 
Fran Equations 3.27 and 3.30, we have 
mat t1 - t3 
mal t3 - t2 
Thus 
ma2 
_ 
g1 - g3 _ 
h1 - h3 
_ 
tl - t3 _ Line 31 (3.31) 
mal g3 - g2 h3 - h2 t3 - t2 Line 32 
Equation 3.31 shows that when two airstreams mix adiabatically, the 
mixture state lies on the straight line which joins the state points'of the 
constituents and the position of the mixture state point is such that the 
line is divided inversely as the ratio of the masses of dry air in the 
constituent airstreams. 
3.3.1 outdoor Air Control Systems 
The introduction of outside (ventilation) air is necessary when the 
conditioned space is occupied by people. Outside air dampers are used to 
control the amount of fresh air introduced into the HVAC system. Depending 
on the control methods used, a fixed or varying amount of outside air is 
introduced. Outside air control systems are often designed so that the 
cooling load on the mechanical refrigerating equipment is minimised as much 
as possible. The minimum amount of outside air must always be provided. 
Outdoor air is usually provided in one of the following ways. 
a) By means of an outdoor air damper which is fixed and set to minimum 
outdoor air volume - minimum outdoor Air control system 
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b) By means of an outdoor air damper which opens to maximum position at 
all times of system operation i. e. 100% outside air is always used - 
Maximum Outdoor Air Control System. 
c) By means of an outdoor air damper which opens to minimum and maximum 
positions at set temperatures of outdoor air. Between these set 
temperatures, the damper opens to proportional position depending on 
the mixed air temperature - Proportional Outdoor Air Control System 
d) By means of an outdoor air damper which is controlled by outdoor and 
return air temperatures so that mixed air temperature may remain at 
the set value - Temperature Control System. 
e) By means of an outdoor air damper which is controlled by outdoor and 
return air enthalpies so that mixed air temperature may remain at the 
set value - Enthalpy Control System. 
The simulation of outdoor air control systems involves determining the 
state point of mixed air and the amount of outdoor air introduced into the 
HVAC systan To do this the following data are required: 
Fran system characteristics: 
mo, min = minimum mass flow rate of outdoor air (kg/s) 
MM = mass flow rate of mixed air to air_ handling system 
(kg/s) 
Fran weather data: 
toa, = dry bulb temperature of outdoor air (°C) 
go = moisture content of outdoor air (kg/kg) 
Fran simulation of rest of system: 
tra = dry bulb temperature of return air (°C) 
era = moisture content of return air (kg/kg) 
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3.3.1.1 Minimet Outdoor Air Control Systan 
In this system, an outdoor air damper opens to a minimum position when the 
fan is started and closes when the fan stops as shown in Fig. 3.2. This 
provides ventilation air to make up for exhaust and exfiltration from the 
space. A manual return air damper usually provides balancing . 
The procedure for calculating the mass f low rate of outdoor air, the 
temperature and moisture content of mixed air is: 
The mass flow rate of outdoor air, mom, is: 
moa = moa, min (3.32) 
From Equation 3.27, the mass flow rate of return air mra, is: 
mra = 'im - nba 
mra - '4m - nba, min 
(3.33) 
From Equation 3.30, the temperature of mixed air, tom, is calculated as: 
4na tma = Moa, min toa + (%a - nba, nün ) tra 
tma _ 
(nba, min toa + (m.. moa, min) tra) (3.34) 
From Equation 3.28, the moisture content of mixed air, gam, is calculated 
as 
n4na gma - ia, min goa + (nina - nba, min) gra 
gma _ 
(moa, min goa + (mma nba, min) gra) (3.35) 
where: 
moa = mass flow rate of outdoor air (kg/s) 
mra = mass flow rate of return air (kg/s) 
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t= dry bulb temperature of mixed air (°C) 
g= moisture content of mixed air (kg/kg) 
3.3.1.2 Maximen Outdoor Air Control System 
100% outside air is used in buildings with large exhaust air requirements. 
This often occurs in laboratory buildings or hospital operating roans. No 
return air is recirculated in these installations. 
For these special applications, 
ms _ moa (3.36) 
is = to (3.37) 
gsa = goa (3.38) 
where: 
msa = mass flow rate of supply air to HVN system (kg/s) 
is = dry bulb tenperature of supply air before being conditioned 
by the HVAC system (°C). 
gs = noisture content of supply air before being conditioned by 
the HVAC system (kg/kg) 
3.3.1.3 Proportional Outdoor Air Control Systan 
This control system provides a year-round system with a fixed minimum 
outdoor air damper, which opens whenever the fan is running; a maximum 
outdoor air damper which is automtically controlled by a mixed air 
thermostat (proportional control); and a high limit outdoor air thermostat 
that returns the system to a minimum outdoor air condition. 
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I 
Whenever the outdoor air is above the setting of the mixed air thermostat 
(t 
, sp) 
and below the setting of the high limit (toa"co), 100% outdoor air 
will be used. The proportional outdoor air control system is shown 
schematically in Fig 3.3. It is also called the dry bulb economiser 
system. 
Apart from the data stated in section 3.3.1, the calculation of the mass 
flaw rate of outdoor air and the state point of mixed air requires: 
Fran systan characteristics: 
t, sp = desired temperature of mixed air 
(°C) 
toa, co = change over 
temperature from minimum outdoor air to 
100% outdoor air (°C) 
Let tX be the outdoor temperature at which the outdoor air dapper closes to 
minimum flow position. 
Applying B cation 3.30 we have 
nba, min tx + (nna - nba'min) tra = '%a tina, sp 
moa, min tx - mina tma, sp - (%a - moa, min)tra 
tX = 
Iina tma, sp - (x%a - nba, min) tra (3.39) 
where: 
moa, min 
tX = outdoor temperature at which the outdoor air damper closes 
to minimum flow position (°C). 
Thus the algorithm for determining mom, t and g is: 
If toa > toa, co or 
toa < tX, then 
calculate tma using Equation 3.34 
calculate g using Equation 3.35 
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If trna'sp < toa < to, Co, then 
moa rq. 
to = toa 
gma = goa 
If tX 4t<t, sp, then 
tma = tmasp 
moa is controlled to maintain tma at tma, sp by the mixed air proportional 
thermostat. Applying Equation 3.30, u can be calculated as 
mit toa + (nom - moa) tra = ulna tma, sp 
moa (toa - tra) _' (tma, sp - tra) 
moa _ 
(trat trna, sp) (3.40) 
ra oa 
Applying Equation 3.28,. gina can be calculated as 
moa goa + (I4m - nba) gra = Na gma 
gma 
nba 9.. + (mina - nba) gra 
- (3.41) mma 
3.3.1.4 ¶ rature Type Outdoor Air Control Systýn 
This system operates by means of an outdoor air damper which is controlled 
by a differential thermostat sensing the outdoor and return air 
temperatures and a mixed air thermostat, proportionally controlled so that 
mixed air temperature may remain at the set value. The system is shown 
schematically in Fig. 3.4. 
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The control program for this system depends on the relative values of to., 
tra and the desired temperature of mixed air, t , sp. 
The algorithm for determining mom, tm and g is: 
1) If t 
asp 
4 toa < tra then 
moa 'm 
tlna toa, 
gma = goa 
2) If toa < tm, sp < tra then 
tma = tma, sp From Equation 3.40, n is calculated as 
(tra - tm, sp) I 
moa tra - toa 
Calculate g using Equation 3.41 
Check to make sure that 
, min 
< moa < mma 
If m<n 
, min 
then 
mba = moa, min 
Calculate t using Equation 3.34 
Calculate g1na using Equation 3.35 
Ifmoa > mma then 
nba-r4. 
t= toa 
gma = goa 
3) If t< tra < tom, sp then 
mm = moa, min 
Calculate tma using Equation 3.34 
Calculate gina using Equation 3.35 
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4) If tra = toa then 
moa=nm 
tma=tOa 
gma = goa 
5) If t, sp< tra < t., then 
moa = moa, min 
Calculate t using D}uation 3.34 
Calculate g using Equation 3.35 
6) tra < tma, sp <t then 
Calculate moa, t and g in a manner similar to that in step 
2. 
7) If tra < toa < tma, sp then 
nba = ulna 
tma =toa 
gma = goa 
3.3.1.5 Enthalpy Type Outdoor Air Control System 
The outdoor air damper in this system is controlled by considering the 
enthalpies of the outdoor and return air streams. For most common 
applications, the enthalpy optimisation logic is based on the following 
rules: 
1) When the outdoor air dry bulb is below the cooling coil discharge air 
dry bulb temperature set point, outdoor and return air are mixed to 
obtain the desired supply air temperature without the use of 
mechanical cooling. This corresponds to Region 1 on the psychrometric 
chart of Fig. 3.5. 
100%RH 
hra 
REGION I 
REGION III 
MINIMUM 
OUTDOOR 
AIR 
REGION 11 
100% 
OUTDOOR AIR 
tccsp tra 
DRY BULB TEMPERATURE (OC ) 
MOISTURE 
CONTENT 
(kglkg) 
t«SP = COOLING COIL DISCHARGE AIR DRY BULB 
TEMPERATURE SETPOINT. (C) 
, 
trQ = RETURN AIR TEMPERATURE. (*C) 
hra = SPECIFIC ENTHALPY OF RETURN AIR. (kJ I kg) 
FIG. 3.5 OPERATING REGIONS ON A PSYCHROMETRIC CHART 
. FOR 
ENTHALPY TYPE OUTDOOR AIR CONTROL SYSTEM. 
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2) When the outdoor air enthalpy is below the enthalpy of the return air 
and the outdoor air dry bulb temperature is between the cooling coil 
discharge air dry bulb temperature set point and the return air dry 
bulb temperature (Region 11), 100% outdoor air should be used for 
maximum economy. 
3) When the outdoor air enthalpy is greater than the enthalpy of the 
return air and the outdoor air dry bulb temperature is greater than 
the return 'air dry bulb temperature (Region 111), minimum outdoor air 
should be used. 
Thus the algorithm for determining m0a, t and g is: 
Region 1 
tim = tccsp 
where: 
tccsp = cooling coil discharge air dry bulb temperature setpoint (°C) 
Iina (tra - tccsp ) 
moa - tra - toa 
Calculate g using Equation 3.41 
Check to make sure that r, min <m< nýra by following the procedure 
of item 2 Section 3.3.1.4 
Region 11 
1noa =Tina 
=toa tma 
gma = goa 
Region 111 
Moa - moa, min 
Calculate t using Equation 3.34 
Calculate g using D3uation 3.35 
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3.3.2 Mixing Boxes for Zone Dampers in Dual Duct/Multizone Systems 
Multizone or dual duct systems supply air of a desired temperature to a 
zone by mixing two airstreams. The mixing proces is analysed in the same 
way as outlined in Section 3.3. 
3.4 HEATING ODILS 
Heating coils are used as preheat coils located in either the outside or 
mixed air ducts, hot decks in multizone or dual duct systems, and reheat 
coils. 
The coils consist of banks of bare tubes or banks of tubes which have 
finned or extended surfaces. Practically all modern coils are of the 
extended surface type. Fig 3.6 shows two types of finned tubing. Fig. 
3.6 (a) employs spiral fins while Fig. 3.6 (b) shows continuous flat-plate 
fins. The heating medium passes through the tubes while moist air flows 
across the tubes and through the fins. The tubes are commonly made of 
copper, aluminium, or red brass; the secondary surface is made of 
aluminium or copper. The fins are usually mechanically bonded to the 
tubes. 
3.4.1 Heat Transfer Performance 
The heat transmission rate of air passing over a clean tube (with or 
without extended surface) to a fluid flowing within it, is impeded 
principally by three thermal resistance. The first is that from the air to 
the surface of the tube, it is usually called the external surface or air- 
film thermal resistance. The second is the thermal resistance to the 
conduction of heat through the fin and tube metal. Finally, there is a 
tube-side heating fluid film thermal resistance to inpede the flow of heat 
between the internal surface of the metal and the fluid in the tube. For 
some applications, an additional thermal resistance is included to account 
for either or both external and internal surface fouling. 
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The performance of heating coils depends in general on: 
1) The overall coefficient (Uo) of heat transfer between moist airstream 
and the hot fluid. 
2) The nenn temperature difference (atm) between moist airstream and the 
hot fluid. 
3) The physical dimensions of and data for the coil (such as face area Aa 
and total external surface area AO) with characteristics of the heat 
transfer surface. 
The rate of heat transfer from the hot fluid to the airstream is 
expressed by the following basic equation:, 
qh = Uo ptm (3.42) 
where: 
qh = rate of heat transfer f ran the hot fluid to the airstream (kW). 
Uo = overall coefficient of heat transfer between the airstream and 
hot fluid (kW/m2K) 
A0 = total external surface area (m2) 
tm = rrean temperature difference between the airstream, and hot fluid 
(K) 
Assuming no extraneous heat losses, the same amount of heat is gained by 
the airstream: 
qh = . ma cp (tao - tai) (3.43) 
where: 
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ma = mass flow rate of air (kg/s) 
tao = dry bulb temperature of air leaving the heating coil (°C). 
tal = dry bulb temperature of air entering the heating coil (°C). 
The same amount of heat is lost by the hot fluid. 
f 
qh = mh cph (thi - tho) 
where: 
(3.44) 
mh = mass flow rate of It fluid (kg/s) 
cph = specific heat capacity of hot fluid (kJ/kg K) 
thi = temperature of hot fluid entering the coil (°C ) 
tho = temperature of hot fluid leaving the coil (°C) 
The most economical heat exchanger is usually the finned-tube employing 
some form of crossf low arrangement. Fig. 3.7 shows two schematic 
arrangements. Fig 3.7 (a) shows a pure crossf low heat exchanger with two 
rows of tubes. This type with one or two rows of tubes is ca-only used in 
steam coils for heating air. Fig. 3.7(b) shows a counter-crossflow 
arrangement with four tube passes. This type with two or more tube passes 
is cam, my used where hot water passes through the tubes. 
Threlkeld (Ref. 8) has shown that the mean temperature difference for a 
crossflow heat exhanger is equivalent to that for a counterflow heat 
exchanger when one fluid teiperature remain constant e. g. condensing steam. 
However, in this thesis, the multirow counter crossf low heat exchanger will 
be approximated by the multirow counterflow heat exchanger. 
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For a counterflow heat exchanger using hot water as the heating medium, the 
mean temperature difference is given by 
etm, cfh 
(two - tai) - (twi - tao) (3.45) - (two - tai ) 
In 
(thi - tao) 
where: 
ýtm, cfh = logarithmic mean temperature difference for counterflow (K) 
two = temperature of water leaving the heating coil (°C) 
twj = temperature of water entering the heating coil (°C) 
Fig. 3.8 shows the temperature distribution in a single-pass counterf low 
heat exchanger. 
3.4.2 Effectiveness of a Counter"Flow Hot Water Coil 
3.4.2.1. Air Efficiency 
The highest theoretical temperature to which air passing through a 
counterf low hot water coil can achieve is the temperature of the entering 
hot water, twi. The air efficiency, rlah, is defined as the ratio of the 
actual increase in energy content of the air to the maximum theoretically 
possible. Thus 
cpma (tao - tal) " tao -t nah =-_- (3.46) 
ma cgna (twi tai) twi tai 
3.4.2.2. Water Efficiency 
The lowest theoretical temperature to which water can be cooled in a 
counterf law heating coil is the temperature of the inlet air, tai" 
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The water efficiency T1 . l, 
is defined as the ratio of the actual decrease in 
energy content of the water to the maximum theoretically possible. Thus 
%h- i cpw 
(twi two) 
_ 
twi 
(3.47) 
ma cpw (twi - tai) twi - tai 
where: 
mw = mass flaw rate of water through the heating coil (kg/s) 
cPW = specific heat capacity of water (JcJ/kg K) 
The effectiveness, Eh, of the hot water coil is defined as the efficiency 
for the fluid having the smaller thermal capacity. The thermal capacities 
for the ts' fluids are defined as follows: 
For air, Cah = ma Cpma 
For Krater, C_ cpw 
The capacity rate ratio, Ch is the ratio of the smaller to the larger 
thermal capacity. Thus if: 
Ciu 
Cab > Cwh' then Ch =n= 
Cwh 
= pw 
qmax Cah mace 
c 
(3.48a), 
and En =nwh 
Cah < CCh, then Ch =n= 
Cth 
_ 
mac 
Cmax Cwh pw 
and E1. = na, 
(3.48b) 
(3.49b) 
The number of transfer units, NlUh, for a heating coil will now be defined. 
As with Eh and Ch, the definition of NTUh depends on the relative 
magnitudes of the thermal capacities of the fluid streams. 
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It is defined as: 
NTUh = 
ýAo (3.50) 
n 
Thus if: 
C>U 
Ao 
(3 Cwh, then NTUh = mw C. 
51 a) 
ah Pw 
Cah < CWh, then NTUh = 
Uo A, 
(3.51b) 
ma cpma 
Expressions for E for several flow configurations have been published 
(Refs. 9,10,11 and 12). For a counter f low heat exchanger, the 
effectiveness, E, is given by 
E=1- exp (mu (1-C)) 
1-C exp (- NIU {1-C}) 
(3.52) 
where NTU' _ 
U° 
and C= 
Crun 
Cmin Cmax 
Two limiting cases of D3uation 3.52 are of particular interest, namely C= 
0 and 1. 
If C=0 Equation 3.52 reduces to 
E=1- exp (-NIU) (3.53a) 
If C=1, then 
E= NTU (3.53b) 
NTU +1 
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The derivation of D3uations 3.52 and 3.53b is given in Appendix A3.1. 
The rate of heat transfer from hot water to the moist airstream is then 
given by 
qh = Groin Eh (twi - tai) (3.54) 
3.4.3 Overall at Transfer Coefficient for a Dry Heat Exchanger 
From Equations 3.42 and 3.54, it is evident that the overall coefficient of 
heat transfer, Uo, must be determined in order to obtain the rate of heat 
transfer in a heat exchanger. Fig. 3.9 shows a schematic local section of 
a finned-tube heat exchanger. We will assume (1) steady state heat 
transfer, and (2) negligible contact resistance between the base of the fin 
and the tube (tfb = tto) . 
Before deriving an expression for Uo it will be useful, here, to define the 
fin efficiency nf. Because the fin does not have a uniform temperature, 
the fin efficiency is defined as 
Ti = 
gfin 
f gideal 
where: 
gfin = actual rate of heat transfer through fin (kW) 
gidea = ideal rate of heat transfer through fin if entire fin 
surface were at fin base temperature tft (kW) 
Here qideal is given by 
gideal = Af hof (tfb - ta) (3.56a) 
where: 
Af = surface area of fin, , (m2) 
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th 
xt = TUBE WALL THICKNESS (m) o ta = DRY BULB TEMPERATURE OF AIR (C) 
tfb = FIN BASE TEMPERATURE (0C) 
to = TUBE OUTER SURFACE TEMPERATURE tfb C) 
tti = TUBE INNER SURFACE TEMPERATURE (C) 
th = HOT FLUID TEMPERATURE (C) 2 Ati = TUBE INSIDE SURFACE AREA (m ) 
Ato = TUBE NET OUTSIDE SURFACE AREA (m2) 
Atm = TUBE MEAN SURFACE AREA (m2) 
At = FIN SURFACE AREA (m2) 
Ao = TOTAL OUTSIDE SURFACE AREA (m2) 
Ao = Ato +At 
FIG. 3.9 SCHEMATIC ILLUSTRATION OF A FINNED -TUBE HEAT 
EXCHANGER 
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hof = heat transfer coefficient on the finned side of the heat 
exchanger (kW/m2K) 
tfb = fin base temperature (°C) 
to = dry 'bulb temperature of air (°C) 
Thus of in is determined as 
gfin = qE Af hof (tfb - ta) (3.56b) 
Considering Fig., 3.9, we may write the following equations for the rate of 
heat transfer 
q= hi At, (th - tti) ( 3.57 ) 
kt At (tti tto) 
(3.58) q- Xt 
q= hot Ato (tto - ta) + of ho f Af (t fb - ta) (3.59) 
q= Uo Ao (th - ta) (3.60) 
Assuming hot = hof = ho, we have fron D3uation 3.59, 
q= h0 (Ath + hf Af) (tth - ta) (3.61) 
From Equation 3.57, th - tti -q 
hi Ai 
From Equation 3.58, tti - tto 
9x 
= 
kt Atm 
From Equation 3.61, tto - ta -q ho (Ath +r Af) 
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Adding these equations we have, 
th - ta ýq+q+q (3.62) hi Ai kt Atm ho(Ato +f Af) 
From Equation 3.60, th - ta iq 
Uo Jo 
Thus 
qq+q Xt 
+hq n) 
(3.63a) 
Uo I hi Ai kt Atrn o 
(Ato f Af 
Dividing throughout by q we have, 
11+l+1 
(3.63b) 
Uo hi Ai kt At3n ho (Ato +nfAf ) 
Multiplying throughout by Ao we have, 
1 Ao 
+ 
xt AC) 
+ 
Ao 
(3.63c) 
Uo hi Ai kt Atm ho (A. 0 + fl f Af ) 
Now Ao - Ath + Af; considering the last tern in D3uation 3.63c we have 
AC) Atýo +Af 
ho tte+TI fi) to(em+nfAf) 
A+ffA +Af 'nfAf 
h0 (Ato +nf Af) 
1+ Af (l - nf) 
no ho cA, +TI fAf 
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A0 1 
ho(At +T Af) to 
+1 
T)f 
ho (T + AtQ/A f) 
Substituting into Diuation 3.63c we have 
1 Ao 
+ 
ixt 
+ 
1-nf 
+1 
'o Ai hi kt A+ ho (nf + Ata/Af) ho 
Thus R. - Ri + Rmt + Rf + Ra 
where: 
Rt 
1= 
total thermal resistance (m2 K/kW) 
Uo 
Ri = 
A0 
= inside surface thermal resistance (m2 K/kW) 
Ajhj 
Rmt - 
A0 
"c {ý. At 3n 
tube wall thermal resistance (m2 K/kW) 
1- 
Rf - fin thermal resistance (m2 K/kw) 
ho ( rf + AtC/A f) 
(3.64) 
Ra =1- air-side film thermal resistance (m2 K/kW) 
ho 
The thermal resistances Rt, Ri, Rmt, Rf and Ra are referred to external 
area, Ao. For practical problems, Equation 3.64 should be modified to 
allow for fouling factors. 
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A minor deposit of a film or scale on the outside surface of a finned coil 
generally has little effect upon Uo because of the usually large magnitude 
of 1. Sometimes an allowance is made for inperfect bonding of the fins to 
ho 
the tubes but this effect is difficult to evaluate and with good 
construction, it should be small. It is pore important to include a fouling 
coefficient for the inside surface of the tubes. The thermal resistance , 
RMt, of the tube wall is a very small portion of the total resistance, Rt and 
may be neglected with very little error. Thus for more cases, 
At) 1++ 1_ 
+1 (3.65a) 
Uo Aihi Ai hffi ho (Ato /Af+nf) ho 
where: 
hffi - fouling coefficient of heat transfer on the inside surface of 
the tubes (kW/m2 K) 
Thus Uo 
= 1 (3.65b) 
1-n f1 ++ 
Aihi Ai hffi ho (Ato/Af44 f) ho 
Let Rffi be the inside surface fouling thermal resistance referred to A. 
(m2 K/kW). 
Ao 
Rffi s 
Ai hffi 
Thus 
U. 1 (3.65c) 
Ri+Rffi+Rf +Ra 
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3.4.4. Evaluating Beat Transfer Coefficients and Fin Efficiency 
3.4.4.1. Ecternal Surface Beat Transfer Coefficient Or Air-Side Seat 
Transfer Coefficient 
The cannon finned tube heat exchangers used extensively in HVAC systems are 
generally compact heat exchangers where a large surface area per unit 
volume exists. An arbitrary definition has been proposed which states that 
the ratio of surface area to volume in a compact heat exchanger is greater 
than about 656 m2/m3 (Ref. 10) 
The thermal characteristic performance of a finned tube heat exchanger is 
usually expressed in terms of the relationship between the air side 
Reynolds number Rea, and the average heat transfer Colburn J-factor (Ref. 
13) as follows: 
J= 4i (Rea) (3.66) 
Rea is based on the coil hydraulic diameter Dh and is expressed as: 
R= __ ea u 
where: 
G= mass velocity (kg/m2s) 
Dh = coil hydraulic diameter (m) 
u= dynamic viscosity (kg/ms) 
Dh (Ref. ]2) is defined as 
(3.67) 
4L Ac (3.68) 
Dh Ao 
where: 
L= flow length of the heat exchanger (m) 
Ac = minimum free-flow cross-sectional area (m2) 
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G is defined as 
G_ ma 
(1.0 + 9ai) 
Ac 
(3.69) 
The average heat transfer J-factor'is a function of the Stanton and 
Prandtl numbers (St and Pr respectively) and is given by 
J= St Pr2/3 (3.70) 
where 
St = 
ho (3.71) 
cpma 
Pr = 
11 x cprna (3.72) 
k 
k= thermal conductivity (]dgl/mK) 
Kays and London (Ref. 12) have studied extensively the heat transfer and 
pressure drop characteristics of a wide variety of compact heat exchanger 
surfaces. These include compact heat exchangers with tubular surfaces, 
plate-fin surfaces, surfaces where flow is normal to banks of finned tubes 
(finned-tube surfaces) and matrix surfaces. They recommend that the fluid 
properties 1i , cp and k be evaluated at the mean mixed fluid temperature. 
The finned-tube surface type, especially the family of heat exchangers with 
staggered tubes and either circular or continuous flat plate fins are 
widely used in HVAC systems. Experimental heat transfer data for 
representative coils, when plotted as J-factor against Rea indicates that 
the functional relationship given by Equation 3.66 can be expressed as: 
J= Cl Rea 2 (3.73) 
Elmahdy and Biggs (Ref. 14) have suggested that over the air side Reynolds 
number range of 200 to 2000, the quantities Cl and C2 are constants for a 
particular coil. They postulate that C1 and C2 are dependent on the 
physical characteristics of the heat exchanger. 
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After analysing experimental heat transfer data for twenty different heat 
exchangers, the parameters C1 and C2 were found to be expressible in terms 
of the physical dimensions of the heat exchangers, namely fin thickness, 
spacing and height as well as the coil hydraulic diameter. 
The expression for Cl and C2 according to Elmahdy and Biggs are: 
0.159 
{Ft} 0.141 
C= 1 {Fh) 
{Dh} 0.065 (3.74) 
{Ft} 
C2 =-0.323 
(Ft) 0.049 
{Fh} 
Fh = 0.5 {Fd - Do} 
where: 
Ft = fin thickness (m) 
Fh = fin height (m) 
Fs = fin spacing (m) 
Fd = fin diameter (m) 
Do = outside tube diameter (m) 
(3.76) 
Combining Equations 3.70,3.71 and 3.73, ho can be determined from the 
expression. 
ho =Gc pr 
2/3 Cl Rea C2 (3.77) 
3.4.4.2 Internal Heat Transfer Coefficient 
The internal heat transfer coefficient, hi can be determined from empirical 
correlations for forced convection. 
{FS} 0.077 (3.75) 
{Ft) 
For fully developed turbulent flow of liquids in smooth tubes, the Dittus- 
Boelter equation (Ref. 13) is 
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NuD = 0.023 ReDO. 
8 Prn 
where: 
n= 0.4 for heating (ts > tb) 
n= 0.3 for cooling (ts < tb) 
is = tube wall temperature (°C) 
tb = bulk fluid temperature (°C) 
NuD = Nusselt number 
ReD = Reynolds number 
Pr = Prandtl number 
(3.78) 
Equation 3.78 applies under conditions of ReD > 10,000,0.7 < Pr < 160 and 
L, /D > 60 and for moderate temperature differences between the fluid and the 
wall. All fluid properties should be evaluated at the arithmetic mean bulk 
teqerature of the fluid, tb. 
For situations involving a large property variation, the Sieder and Tate 
equation (Ref. 15) is recanmiended: 
NuD = 0.027 ReDO. 8 Prl/3 { 11}0.14 (3.79) 
{us} 
Equation 3.79 is applicable for ReD > 10,000,0.7 < Pr < 16,700 and L/D 
>60. All properties are evaluated at the bulk mean temperature tb, except 
Is which, is evaluated at the wall temperature ts. 
The heat transfer coefficient for laminar flaw in tubes can be evaluated 
from an empirical correlation suggested by Seider and Tate (Ref. 15): 
NuD = 1.86 (ReD Pr D)1/3 {u }0.14 (3.80) 
( L) { us} 
Equation 3.80 applies for {ReD Pr D}>l0 and all properties should be 
L 
evaluated at the arithmetic mean bulk temperature except for us, which is 
evaluated at the wall temperature. 
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For all water coils with surface designs employing smooth plain internal 
tube walls, the tube side water film heat transfer coefficient, Y can be 
calculated by the following formula fran McAdams (Ref. 13). 
h 1.0572906 (1.352 + 0.0198t. ) VW0.8 '(3.81) 
D1 .2 
where 
hW = water-side average film heat transfer coefficient (kW/m2K) 
tM = mean water temperature (°C) 
VW = water velocity in tubes (nv's) 
Di = tube internal diameter (m) 
Equation 3.81 is valid for water in the temperature range 4 to 104°C and 
where the water-side Reynolds number is greater than 3100. It is 
reccniended by ARI (Ref. 16) and the ASHRPE Handbook of Fundar rentals (Ref. 
3). 
3.4.4.3 Failing Coefficient 
The term, Rffi, in Equation 3.65c makes an allowance for. the build-up of 
scale and dirt which may occur on the inside surface of the coil tubes. 1 
hffi 
is )clown as the fouling factor. For water coils, this factor varies fron a 
nominal value of about 0.09 up to 0.35 m2 K/kW depending on the application 
(Ref. 17). 
3.4.4.4 Fin Efficiency 
Finned-tube heat exchangers are widely used in HVAC systems to increase the 
air side conductance and more evenly proportion the thermal resistance on 
each side of the heat exchanger. Numerous types of fin arrangements are 
used, the most cannon being smooth spiral, crimped spiral, flat plate and 
oonfigurated plate. 
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Mathematical solution for the teerature distribution and fin efficiency 
of a large number of finned configurations are available in the literature 
(Ref. 18,19 and 20). Exact solutions have been derived for constant 
thickness annular fins (Ref. 18 and 19) and tapered annular fins of 
constant area (Ref. 19 and 21). 
For an annular fin of constant thickness, Gardner (Ref. 19) gives the fin 
efficiency as: 
of =2x 
ub(1 - {ue}2) 
(ub) ) 
(11 {ub} -B Kl {ub}) (3.82) 
(Io {ub} +B Ko {ub}) 
I1 (ue) 
B= 
K1 (ue) 
Fh kf yb 
Ub {xe - 1} 
-1 {xb } 
ub xe 
ue = Xb 
Fh = xe xb 
where: 
(3.83) 
(3.84) 
(3.85) 
(3.86) 
In (u) = modified Bessel function of the first kind and order n.. 
Kn (u) = modified Bessel function of the second kind and order 
n. 
kf = thermal conductivity of. fin material (kW/m K) 
yb = half-thickness of the fin (m) 
xe = Fd = external radius of the fin (m) 
2 
xb = fin base radius (m) 
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The modified Bessel functions Io, Il, Ko and K1 can be evaluated by the 
polynomial approximation of these functions given by Abramowitz and Stegun 
(Ref. 22). 
The continuous flat plate fin of uniform thickness is commonly used in 
finned coils in HVP, C systems. It is not possible to obtain an exact 
mathematical solution for the efficiency of such a fin and approximate 
methods are necessary. Carrier and Anderson (Ref. 21) have shown that an 
adequate approximation is to assume that the fin area served by each tube 
is equivalent in performance to an annular fin of equal area and thickness. 
Fig. 3.10 shows the method where the equivalent outer radius of the annular 
fin is determined as 
ir xe2 - 7tx62 = ac - Wxb2 
7c xe2 = ac 
xe = ac 
ac 
where 
(3.87) 
a= tube horizontal spacing (m) 
c= tube vertical spacing (m) 
Thus the fin efficiency of a continuous flat plate fin can now be 
determined by using Equations 3.82 to 3.86. 
3.4.5 Heating Coil Control Methods 
In various HVAC systems, the temperature of air leaving the heating coil is 
controlled with one of four control methods (Ref. 23): 
1) Fixed Set Point 
2) ' Outside Air Reset 
3) Zone Controlled Reset 
4) Wild/Uncontrolled Coil 
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FIG. 3.10. APPROXIMATE METHOD FOR TREATING A CONTINUOUS FLAT 
PLATE FIN OF UNIFORM THICKNESS IN TERMS OF AN ANNULAR 
FIN OF EQUAL AREA. 
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3.4.5.1 Fixed Set Point 
With a fixed set point, a heating coil discharge air sensor and controller 
are used to maintain a fixed leaving air control point. The control point 
will deviate from the set point depending on the throttling range 
(proportional band) of the controller and the load on the coil. The 
throttling range of an air temperature controller is the difference in 
temperature of the controlled air between the zero and full capacity 
conditions. Fig. 3.11 shows the basic heating coil control arrangement, 
assuming the characteristic curve of the controller/valve is linear. 
The relationship between heating coil leaving air temperature to load, set 
point and throttling range can be derived. If 
tsph = set point or desired value of the temperature of the 
controlled air (°C) 
trh = throttling range of the heating coil air temperature 
controller (K) 
wh= heating coil mass flow rate ratio - the ratio of mass f low 
rate of heating medium to its maximum mass f low rate . 
then, 
tao - (tsph + 0.5trh) tsph - 0.5trh - (tsph + 0.5trh) 
wh-0.0 1.0 
tao - tsph - 0.5 trh =- trh wh 
tao - tsph - trh 0h-0.5) (3.88) 
where: 
h=% 
(3.89) 
Mh, nax 
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FIG. 3.11. FIXED SETPOINT CONTROL OF HEATING COIL 
0 Wh 1.0 
HEATING COIL MASS FLOW RATE RATIO, wh 
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mh = mass flow rate of heating medium (kg/s) 
maximum mass flow rate of heating medium. (kg/s) mh, max = 
For a perfect controller i. e. one in which the throttling range is zero (as 
might be approximated physically by a finely tuned proportional plus 
integral controller), Equation 3.88 becomes 
to = tsph (3.90) 
Thus, the leaving air temperature can be maintained at a fixed value as 
long as the capacity of the heating coil is adequate. 
3.4.5.2 Outside Air Reset 
With outside air reset, a heating coil discharge air controller is reset 
from a sensor located outdoors. The leaving air sensor maintains a control 
point based on the controller throttling range and the varying set point 
provided by the outside air sensor. Fig 3.12 shows the basic heating coil 
control arrangement. 
The heating coil leaving air temperature is computed fran Equation 3.88 or 
Equation 3.89 for a perfect controller where the setpoint varies and may be 
computed from Equations 3.91a, 3.91b and 3.91c. 
If 
t= outside air temperature (°C) 
toal = outside air temperature corresponding to setpoint tsp1 (°C) 
toa2 = outside air temperature corresponding to setpoint tsp2 (°C) 
tsp, = temperature setpoint one (°C) 
tsp2 = temperature setpoint two (°C) 
then, 
tspl - tsph tspl - tsp2 
toa - tl - toa2 - toal 
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FIG. 3.12 OUTSIDE AIR RESET CONTROL OF HEATING COIL. 
toal toa2 
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totQal 
tsp1 - tsph toa2 - t0 
(tspl - tsp2) 
(to-tom 
tsph - tspl (toat - toal) 
(tspl - tsp2) 
where: 
(3.91a) 
tsph = tenperature setpoint corresponding to t (°C) 
Thus if: 
toa 4 toal" tsph = tsp1 (3.91b) 
tc < toa < toa2, calculate tsph from Equation 
3.91a. 
toa ý' toa2l tsph = tsp2 (3.91c) 
3.4.5.3 Zone Controlled Reset 
With zone controlled reset, a selector relay will determine the zone 
requiring the highest supply air temperature. This zone will in turn be 
used to reset the setpoint of the heating coil discharge air. Fig 3.13 
shows the basic heating coil control arrangement. The heating coil leaving 
air temperature is computed from Equation 3.88 or Equation 3.89 for a 
perfect controller where the setpoint is given by 
qzh, crit (3,92) tsph - tzh, crit 
+ (ma x cam) 
where: 
tzh, crit = temperature of zone requiring highest leaving air 
temperature - critical zone (°C) 
gzh, crit = heating load of critical zone (kW) 
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3.4.5.4 Wild Or Uncontrolled Coil 
A wild or uncontrolled heating coil occurs in two ways. First, if no valve 
or control is present, the leaving conditions will be a function of the 
entering fluid stream properties and mass flow rate and the effectiveness 
of the heat exchanger. Second, if the control valve is wide open, the coil 
is operating at its limit and the leaving conditions will be constrained by 
the capacity of the coil. 
3.4.6 Algorithmn for Simulating the Performance of a Counterflow Hot Water 
Gail Controlled bya Proportional Discharge Temperature Controller 
This algorithm assumes that the hot water coil is a finned-tube heat 
exchanger with circular or continuous flat plate fins and heat transfer 
coefficients and surface geometry data are known or can be determined. It 
utilises the effectiveness and secant methods to determine the state of 
moist air leaving the coil, the mass flow rate of water through the coil, 
the rate of heat transferred to the airsteam and the temperature of water 
leaving the coil. 
Input Data 
Tube horizontal spacing 
Tube vertical spacing 
Tube outside diameter 
Tube inside diameter 
Fin spacing 
Fin thickness 
Hydraulic diameter 
Free - flaw area/face 
a (m) 
c (m) 
Do (m) 
Di (m) 
FS (m) 
Ft (m) 
Dh (m) 
area =a 
Fin area/Air side area =ß 
Face area = Aa (m2) 
Air side area = AO (m2) 
Water side area = Ai (m2) 
Number of tubes per raw = Nt 
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Number of rows of tubes = Nr 
Air side heat transfer coefficient constants C1 
and C2. 
Inlet water temperature = twi (°C) 
Maximum water mass flow rate = MwhImax (kg/s) 
Dry bulb temperature of air entering the coil = tai (°C) 
Moisture content of air entering the coil = gai (kg/kg) 
Set point temperature = tsph (°C) 
Throttling range of air temperature controller = trh (K) 
Mass flow rate of air through the coil = ma (kg/s) 
Thermal conductivity of fin and tube material = kfand 
respectively (kW/mK) 
Calculation Steps 
1) Check if the heating coil is off. 
If tai > tsph + 0.5trh, then the heating coil is off 
tao = tai 
gao = gai 
nýwh = 0.0 
qh = 0.0 
two = twi 
FIT 
kt 
2) Hot water coil is operating. In using the secant method, two starting 
values of water mass flow rate are required. 
Setl = 0.0 
mWh2 =w mwh, max (0 <w< 1) 
3) From controller/valve characteristics (Equation 3.88), compute leaving 
air temperatures corresponding to mWhl and mWh2. Let these be taol 
and tao2 respectively. 
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4) Ccapute error 1, ER1 = taol - tai 
5) Using tao2l ate qh - ma ogna (tao2 - tai) 
6) Using mWh2, canpute two = twi - qh 
' wh2 cpw 
7) Compute mean water temperature t=0.5 (two + twi ) 
8) Cottpute Atm, cf using D3uation 3.45 
9) Canpute mean mixed air tenperature, tarn = twm - Atm, cf 
10) Canpute waterside heat transfer coefficient, 1. Use Equation 3.81 if 
water flow inside tubes is turbulent. Use Equation 3.80 if water flow 
inside tubes is laminar. 
11) Canute heat transfer coefficient on the air side, ha using Dguation 
3.77. 
12) Canpute fin efficiency T using D3uations 3.82 to 3.87 
13) Compute overall heat transfer coefficient Uo using Equation 3.64 or 
3.65a. 
14) Compute coil effectiveness Eh using D3uation 3.52. 
15) Compute new value for qh, qhn using Equation 3.54. 
16) Compute a new value for tao2" tao2 = tai + qhn 
ma c 
17) Compute error 2, FR2 = taol - tao2 
18) Check for convergence 
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TOL = EPS x ABS (taol) 
where EPS is a small number 
ERROR = ABS (ER2) 
If ERROR < WL go to step 25 
19) Check that ER2ý ER1 
If ER2 = ER1, check the value of m2. 
If mwh2 = mwh, max, simulate the performance of the coil at this 
condition. Exit. 
20) 
A1X = 
(ßh2 - mahl) 
ER2-ER1 
21) Set mwhl = 2, ERl = ER2 
22) Canute a ne value for nlwh2 
Mah2 -ßh2-ER2xAlX 
23) Compute tao3 using mWh2 in Djuation 3.88 
taol = tao3 
tao2 = tao3 . 
24) Return to step 5. 
25) Caapute output data 
tao = taol 
mah = fahl 
gao = gai 
qh has been previously calculated in step 5. 
two has been previously calculated in step 6. 
26) Exit. 
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3.5 ODOISNG ODIIS 
Cooling coils are used for cooling air with or without accompanying 
dehumidification. In HVAC applications, they are generally plate fin heat 
exchangers with chilled water or refrigerant on the tube side and air on 
the fin side; although spirally-wound fins are sometimes used. 
When the chilled water or refrigerant in the coil tubes is at a lower 
temperature than the dew point temperature of the entering air, moisture 
will condense out of the air onto the tube and fin surfaces. Thus such 
coils can be used for cooling as well as dehumidification of the airstream. 
For air undergoing cooling and dehumidification, the psychrometric path of 
the air f lowing through the coil follows one similar to that shown in Fig 
3.14. 
3.5.1 Heat Transfer Performance 
The analysis of coil performance involving simultaneous cooling and 
dehumidification is car licated'by the need to consider latent (or mass) 
transfer as well as sensible heat transfer. The total heat transfer is not 
a function of temperature difference alone, but depends also on the 
humidity of the air passing over the coil surface. 
Two commonly used methods for analysing the performance of cooling and 
dehumidifying coils are the sensible heat ratio and the three line methods 
(Refs. 17,24 and 25). The three line method is slightly more accurate 
than the sensible heat ratio method; however it is more complex and takes a 
longer time for convergence especially for iterative applications like 
simulating the performance of the coil and its control. Thus the sensible 
heat ratio method has been preferred in order to enhance the computational 
efficiency of the cooling coil simulation program. 
The rate of heat transfer from the airstream to the coolant is given by 
qct = ma (hai - hao) - ma (gai-gte) h fw (3.93) 
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where 
qct = rate of heat transfer from the airstream to the coolant 
(kW) 
hi= enthalpy of air entering the cooling coil (kJ/kg) 
hao = enthalpy of air leaving the cooling coil (kJ/kg) 
gai = moisture content of air entering the cooling coil (kg/kg) 
gao = noisture content of air leaving the cooling coil (kg/kg) 
hfw = specific enthalpy of water at condensate temperature tw 
(kJ/kg) 
According to Ref. 17, tw is subject to substantial variations, depending on 
the method of coil installation as affected by coil face orientation, air 
flow direction, and air duct insulation. In practice tw is frequently the 
same as the leaving air wet bulb temperature. Within the normal air 
conditioning range, precise values of tw are not necessary since the 
enthalpy of the condensate na (gai - gao) hfw removed from the air, usually 
represents about 0.5 -. 1.5% of the total cooling load. Thus Equation 3.93 
reduces to 
get = ma(haj - hao) (3.93a) 
The rate of sensible heat transfer from the airstream to the. coolant is 
given by 
qcs = ma cpm (tai - tao) 
where 
(3.94) 
qcs = rate of sensible heat transfer from the airstream to the 
coolant (kW) 
The sensible heat ratio, SHR, is defined as the rate of sensible transfer 
to total heat transfer. Thus 
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qcs 
SHR %-t 
SHR =pa 
(tai - tao) 
hai - hao 
ma Cpma (tai - tao) 
ma (hai - hao) 
(3.95) 
The sensible heat ratio method compensates for the latent heat transfer 
between the air and the outside surface of the coil by using the product of 
(1) the reciprocal of the sensible heat ratio and (2) the temperature 
difference between air and external coil surface as an equivalent sensible 
heat transfer temperature difference. In effect this gives an equivalent 
thermal resistance to be used with the overall mean temperature difference 
htm. This modified overall thermal resistance is defined as 
Rt SHRRa+Rm+Rffi+Ric (3.96) 
where: 
Rt _ 
Ra = 
Rm = 
Rffi = 
Ric 
modified overall thermal resistence (m2 K/kW) 
air-side film thermal resistance (m2 K/kW) 
metal (tubing and fins) thermal resistance (m2 K/kW) 
inside surface fouling thermal resistance (m2 K/kW) 
coolant film thermal resistance (m2 K/kW) 
The rate of total heat transfer fron the airstream to the coolant is then 
given by 
A 
(3.97) qct 
Fran the coolant side, qct is given by 
qct = me cpc (tco - tci) (3.98) 
where: 
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MC = mass flow rate of coolant (kg/s) 
cpc = specific heat capacity of coolant (kJ/kg K) 
tco = temperature of coolant leaving the coil (°C) 
tci = temperature of coolant entering the coil (°C) 
Multirow finned tube heat exchangers are usually arranged so that the moist 
airstream flows over the tube banks in a counter-cross flow fashion. 
However, in this thesis, the counter-cross flow arrangement of a multirow 
heat exchanger will be approximated by a counterf low passage between moist 
air and coolant separated by metallic surface. 
For a counterf low heat exchanger using chilled water as the coolant, the 
mean temperature differnce is given by 
A tm, cf c= 
(tat - two) - (tao - tai ) 
In 
tai two) 
(tao - twi) 
where 
A tm, cfc = 
(3.99) 
logarithmic mean temperature difference for counterflow 
(K). 
3.5.2 Effectiveness of a Counterflow Chilled water coil 
3.5.2.1 Air Efficiency 
The lowest theoretical temperature to which air passing through a 
counterf low chilled water coil can achieve is the temperature of the 
entering chilled water, tti. The air efficiency, nac is defined as the 
ratio of the actual decrease in energy content of the air to the maximum 
theoretically possible. Thus 
_ 
ma (hai - hao) hai - hao 
äc - 
ma (hai - hai) hai - Iai 
(3. lOOa) 
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where: 
hwi = specific enthalpy of air at tti (kJ/kg) 
Fran Equation 3.95, hai - hao = 
cpma (tai - tao) 
SHR 
_ 
Cpma (taj - twi ) 
Also hai - hwi SHR 
Thus 
Ti = 
cp (tai - tao) 
X 
SHR 
ac SHR Cpma (tal 'W1) 
_t -tao nay t 
ai-twi 
3.5.2.2 Water Efficiency 
(3.100) 
The highest theoretical temperature to which water can be heated in a 
counterf low cooling coil is the temperature of the inlet air, tai. The 
water efficiency, Tc, is defined as the ratio of the actual increase in 
energy content of the water to the maximum theoretically possible. Thus 
Ti 
wc =iCM 
(two twi) two twi 
(3.101) - 
a cpw (tai - twi) tai - twi 
The effectiveness, Ec, of the chilled water coil is defined as the 
efficiency for the fluid having the smaller thermal capacity. The thermal 
capacities for the two fluids are defined as follows: 
For air, Cac 
c 
SUR 
For water, Cwc = mw cpW 
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The capacity rate ratio, Cc, is the ratio of the smaller to the larger 
thermal capacity. Thus if: 
c SHR 
Cac > CWe, then Cc =n=C 
ac 
= 
pw (3.102a) 
Ccnax 
ac ma cpma 
and Ec = Tlwc (3.102b) 
Cac < CWe, then Cc =X =C CWC = SHR 
cpma 
(3.103a) 
mw Cpw 
and Ec = nac (3.103b) 
The number of transfer units, NI'Uc, for a cooling coil is defined as: 
NTU = 
UO Ao 
(3.104) 
Cmin 
U, 
1 
o= Rt 
pö = modified overall heat transfer coefficient (kW/m2K) 
Thus if: 
U/ Ao 
Cac > Cwcj then NTUc =0 (3.105a) 
mw cpw 
3 Ao SHR 
Cac < CWC, then NTUC =U (3.105b)_ 
ma Cpma 
Fran Equation 3.52, the effectiveness Ec for a counterflow chilled water 
coil is given by 
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E=1- 
exp (-NTUc (1 - Cd) (3.106) 
1- COexp (-12Uc {1-Cc} 
if Cc = 0, Equation 3.106 reduces to 
Ec =1- exp (-N'IUc) (3.107a) 
If CC =1 then 
E_ 
NTUC 
NTUc +1 (3.107b) 
The rate of total heat transfer from the moist airstream to the chilled 
water is given by 
qct = Amin Ed (tai - twi) (3.108a) 
Also qcs = qot x SHR (3.108b) 
The derivation of Equations 3.106 and 3.107b is given in Appendix A3.2. 
3.5.3 Cooling Coil Control Methods 
The cooling coil leaving air temperature may be controlled with one of the 
following control types (Ref. 23): 
1) Fixed Set Point 
2) Outside Air Reset 
3) Zone Controlled Reset 
4) Wild/Uncontrolled Coil 
3.5.3.1 Fixed Set Point 
With a fixed set point, a cooling coil discharge air sensor and controller 
are used to maintain a fixed leaving air control point. The control point 
will deviate from the setpoint depending on the throttling range of the 
controller and the load on the coil. Fig 3.15 shows the basic cooling coil 
control arrangement assuming the characteristic curve of the 
controller/valve is linear. 
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The relationship between cooling coil leaving air temperature to load, 
setpoint and throttling range can be derived. If 
tspc = setpoint or desired value of the temperature of the 
controlled air (°C) 
trc = throttling, range of the cooling coil air temperature 
controller (k) 
We = cooling coil mass flow rate ratio - the ratio of mass flow 
rate of coolant to its maximum mass flow rate 
then 
tao tspc + trc (wc - 0.5) (3.109) 
where 
W= 
mc 
mc, max 
(3.110) 
mc'max = maximum mass flow rate of coolant kg/s) 
For a perfect controller i. e one in which the throttling range is zero, 
Equation 3.109 becomes 
t0 = tspc (3.111) 
Thus the leaving air tenperature can be maintained at a fixed value as long 
as the capacity of the cooling coil is adequate. 
3.5.3.2 Outside Air Reset 
With outside air reset, a cooling coil discharge air controller is reset 
fron a sensor located outdoors. The leaving air sensor maintains a control 
point based on the controller throttling range and the varying setpoint 
provided by the outside air sensor. Fig. 3.16gshows the basic cooling coil 
control arrangement. 
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The cooling coil leaving air temperature is computed from Equation 3.109 or 
Equation 3.111 for a perfect controller where the setpoint varies and may 
be carputed from Equations 3.112a, 3.112b and 3.112c. 
tspc = tsp3 
( tom - toa3 ) (t, 3 - tsp4 ) 
(toa4 - toa3) 
(3.112a) 
Thus if: 
toa< tß3, tsp = tsp3 
toa3 < toa < t., 41 calculate t from Dluation 3.112a SPC 
toa > toa4' tspc = tsp4 
(3.112b) 
(3.112c) 
where: 
toa3 = outside air temperature corresponding to setpoint tsp3 (°C) 
toa4 = outside air temperature corresponding to setpoint tsp4 (°C) 
tsp3 = temperature setpoint three (°C) 
tsp4 = temperature setpoint four (°C) 
3.5.3.3 Zone Controlled Reset 
With zone controlled reset, a selector relay will determine the zone 
requiring the lowest supply air temperature. This zone will in turn be 
used to reset the setpoint of the cooling coil discharge air The cooling 
coil leaving air temperature is computed fron Equations 3.109 or Equation 
3.111 for a perfect controller where the setpoint is given by 
gzc, crit (3.113) tspc = tz, crit ^(' x C.. ) 
where: 
tzc, crit - temperature of zone requiring lowest leaving air 
tenperature - critical zone (°C). 
gzc, crit = cooling load of critical zone (kW). 
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3.5.3.4 Wild/Uncontrolled Coil 
A wild or uncontrolled cooling coil occurs in the same manner as described 
for heating coils in section 3.4.5.4. Thus the leaving air temperature 
from the cooling coil will be under similar constraints as stated for 
heating coils. 
3.5.4 Contact - Mixture Principle 
The contact-mixture principle (Ref. 24) is often used in the analysis of 
cooling and dehumidifying processes in cooling coils. It assumes that a 
proportion of the inlet air is in contact with the coil surface and at that 
temperature, while the rest bypasses the coil and leaves without change in 
temperature. The bypass factor, BF, of a cooling coil can be derived by 
considering the rate of sensible heat transfer across the air side of the 
coil. 
Fran Equation 3.94, qcs = ma cc (tai - tao) 
Also 
qcs = 
Ao A (3.114) 
a 
Qt_ 
(tai - ts) - (tao - tsm) 
(tai - tsm) 
(3.115) 
In 
(tao - is ) 
where: 
ptm = mean temperature difference between the airstream and the 
mean coil surface temperature (K) 
tM = mean coil surface temperature (°C) 
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Thus, Equation 3.114 becares 
Ao (tai - tao) (3.116) 
qce Ra X (tai - tj) 
ln(tao 
- tsm) 
Thus 
_Aox( 
tai tao ) 
ma cpma (tai - tao ) Ra 
In 
(tai - tom) 
(tao - tsm) 
(tai -t> Ao 
ln(tao 
- tsm) ma cp Ra 
tai -t 
exp 
( Ao 
= 
tao - tsm (ma cp Ra ) 
tao -t(- Ao > 
= exp (3.117a) 
tai - tsn (ma cpma Ra) 
The left hand side of Equation 3.117a is the ratio of bypassed air to total 
air which is the bypass factor of the cooling coil. 
Thus 
tao - tý ( -Ao ) 
BF = tai - tw 
= exp 
(ma c Ra) 
(3.117b) 
pma 
Thus tsm = 
tao - BF tai (3.117c) 
1-BF 
The saturated air enthalpy, ham, and moisture content, gsm corresponding to 
tsm is 
hao - BF hai (3.118) h8m 1- BF 
ga BF gai 
9sm 1- BF 
(3.119) 
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where: 
hsm = saturated air enthalpy corresponding to tsm (kJ/kg) 
gm = saturated moisture content at t. (kg/kg) 
3.5.5 Algorithm for Simulating the Performance of a Counterflow Chilled 
Water Coil Controlled by a Proportional Discharge Auperature 
Controller 
This algorithm assumes that the chilled water coil is a finned-tube heat 
exchanger with circular or continuous f late plate fins and heat transfer 
coefficients and surface geometry data are known, or can be determined. It 
utilises the sensible heat ratio, effectiveness and secant methods to 
predict the heat and mass transfer performance and balance point of coil 
operation. The state of moist air leaving the coil, the mass flow rate of 
water through the coil, the sensible, latent and total rate of heat 
transfer and the temperature of water leaving the coil are determined. 
Apart from the data specified in Section 3.4.6 for heating coils, the 
following data are required: 
Maximum mass flow rate of water through the coil = c, (kg/s) 
Setpoint temperature = tspc (°C) 
Throttling range of air temperature controller = trc (K) 
Calculation Step 
1) Check if the cooling coil is off. 
If tai < tsp - 0.5 trc, then the cooling coil is off. 
t= t_. -ao -ai 
gao = gai 
mac = 0.0 
qcs = 0.0 
get = 0.0 
qci = 0.0 
two = twi 
Exit 
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I 
2) Chilled water coil is operating. Use two starting values of water 
mass flow rate for simulating coil performance 
Set mwcl = 0.0 
ac2 =w mac, (0 <w< 1) 
3) From controller/valve characteristics (Equation 3.109), compute 
leaving air temperatures corresponding to mcl and m2. Let these be 
taol and tao2 respectively. 
4) Canpute error 1, ER1 = tal - taol 
5) Canpute arithmetic mean air temperature, tam 
tarn = 0.5 (tai + tao2) 
t 
6) Compute ha using Fquation 3.77 using airstream properties calculated 
at tam, gai 
7) Canpute Ra 
1 
Ra h 
a 
8) Compute BF and tsm using tao2 and Equations 3.117b and 3.117c 
respectively. 
9) Compute dewpoint temperature of air entering the coil, tdpai" 
10) Determine how coil operates 
If tdpai > tsml then coil performs sensible cooling and 
dehumidification 
By tranforming Equations 3.118 aid 3.119, computer hao and gao 
Compute gcs gcs = ma cpma (tai - tao2) 
Compute qct get = ma (hai - hao) 
Compute qcl qcl = get - qcs 
SHR = 
9cs 
get 
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Else coil performs sensible cooling only. 
gao = gai 
Canpute hao. hao =f (tao2 
, 
gao ) 
qct = ma (hai - hao) 
qcs = qct 
gcl = 0.0 
sH=1. o 
11) Canpute two using kc2" two = twi + qct 
(n 2xcam) 
12) Compute Wean water temperature, twm = 0.5 (twi + two). 
13) Canpute heat transfer coefficient on the waterside, hW. 
14) Compute heat transfer coefficient on the air side, ha, using the mean 
mixed air temperature t=t- Atm, cfc and gai 
15) Comte fin efficiency, of 
16) Cc Pute Rt using Equation 3.96 
17) Compute coil effectiveness Eo using Equation 3.106 
18) Compute new values for qct and qcs, namely gctn and gcsn using 
Euations 3.108a and 3.108b 
19) Compute a new value for tao2, tao2 = tai - gcsn 
(ma x c: ) 
20) Canpute error 2, ER2 = tao2 - taol 
21) Check for convergence 
TOL = EPS x ABS (taol) where EPS is a small number 
ERROR = ABS (ER2) 
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22) Check that ER2 34 ERl 
If ER2 = ERl, check the value of mwc2. If mwc2 = mwcmax, simulate 
the performance of the coil at this condition. Exit. 
23) 
AIX = 
(ßc2 - rl\wcl) 
ER2 - FR1 
24) Set mwcl =2 and ER1 = ER2 
25) Canpute a new value for owc2 
2= vc2 -ER2XMX 
26) Canpute tao3 using2 in Equation 3.109 
taol = tao3 
tao2 = tao3 
27) Return to Step 5 
28) Canpute output data - 
tao = taol 
gao has been calculated in Step 10 
mac-2 
qcs, act, gcl has been calculated in Step 10 
two has been calculated in Step 11 
29) Exit 
3.6 FANS 
Basically, a fan is an air pump, a machine which creates a pressure 
difference and causes air flow. The impeller does work on the air, 
imparting to it both static and kinetic energy, varying in proportion 
depending on the fan type. In HVAC systems, three locations of fans are 
generally used; supply air fan, return air fan, and room or zone exhaust 
air fan. 
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Most commercial fans used in HVAC systems may be placed in one of two 
general types based upon construction and air f low patterns. These two 
types are centrifugal fans and axial flow fans. Centrifugal fans have flow 
within the rotating wheel (rotor) that is substantially radial to the 
shaft, with the rotor operating in a scroll-type housing. Axial fans have 
flow within the wheel that is substantially parallel to the shaft and 
operates within a cylinder or ring-type housing. 
3.6.1 Fan Performance 
The performance of fans is generally given in the form of a graph showing 
pressure, efficiency, and power as a function of volume flow rate. The 
following terms are generally used when discussing fan performance: 
Fan capacity: The fan capacity, Qfa, is defined as the volume of air, in 
m3/s. passing through the fan outlet. In normal 
applications, the volume leaving the fan is substantially 
equal to that entering since the change in specific volume 
of the air between fan inlet and outlet is negligible. 
Fan outlet velocity: 
The fan velocity, Vfa, o, 
is the outlet velocity of a fan 
obtained by dividing the volume flow rate by the fan outlet 
area. It is the average velocity that would occur at a 
point removed from the fan in a discharge duct having the 
same cross sectional area as the fan outlet. 
Fan velocity pressure: 
The fan velocity pressure, Pfa, v, 
is the pressure 
corresponding to the fan outlet velocity. It is given by 
Pfa, v =1 pa Vfa, o (3.120) 
2 
Pfa, v = velocity pressure (N/m2) 
Pa = density of air (kg/m3) 
Vfa, o = 
fan outlet velocity (m/s) 
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Fan total pressure: The fan total pressure, Pfa, t is the difference between 
total pressure at the fan outlet and the total pressure 
at the fan inlet. 
Fan static pressure: The fan static pressure, Pfa, s, is the fan total minus 
the fan velocity pressure. It is given by 
Pfa, s = Pfa, t - Pfa, v (3.121) 
where: 
Pfa, s = 
fan static pressure (N/m2) 
Pfa, t = fan total pressure (N/m2) 
Air Power: The air power, Wfa, a 
is the theoretical power required to 
drive a fan if there were no losses. it is given by 
Wfa, a = Pfa, t X 
4fa (3.122) 
where 
Wfa, a = air power 
(W) 
Fan Pacer: The fan power, Wfash, is the actual power required to drive 
a fan. It is the power input to the impeller or the power 
input to the fan drive shaft. 
Fan total efficiency: 
The fan total efficiency, 11fa, t; is the ratio of air power 
fo -fan power. Thus 
- 
Wfa, a x 100 (3: 123) nfa, t Wfa, sh 
f fa, t = fan total efficiency ($) 
Wfa, sh = fan power (W) 
The power required by the fan motor, Wfa, m, is given by 
Wfa, sh x 100 (3.124) w f a'ý fa, m 
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where 
Wfa, m = fan motor power 
input (W) 
nfa, m = efficiency of motor/drive system ($) 
The fan contributes heat to the HVAC system and must be included in the 
airstream temperature rise. 
If the fan and motor are both in the airstream, then the temperature rise 
is 
At _ 
Wfa, m (3.125a) 
fa Ma xc 
where 
ltfa = airstream temperature rise due to fan gains (K) 
If the fan only is in the airstream, then the temperature rise is 
t 
Wfa, sh (3.125b) 
fa ma xC 
3.6.2 Duct Static Pressure Control 
The three'most common methods of controlling duct static pressures employ 
discharge volume dampers, fan inlet vanes, or variable speed motors. 
Janisse (Ref. 26) has presented the variation of fan power input with fan 
capacity for these common control methods and this is shown in Fig. 3.17. 
From a power consumption standpoint, variable speed motors are the most 
efficient followed by inlet vanes with discharge volume dampers or 
throttling at the unit being the least efficient. From first cost 
considerations, the positions are reversed with discharge dampers being the 
least costly followed by inlet vanes with variable speed motors being the 
most expensive. 
With discharge damper control, dampers are installed to add at the fan the 
resistance that no longer exists in the duct when air flow decreases. 
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With variable inlet vanes control, vanes are positioned by an actuator in 
response to a signal from a duct pressure controller. Through action of 
the actuator, the duct pressure controller repositions the inlet vanes to 
maintain a relatively constant duct pressure at the point of sensing. For 
axial-flaw fans, the blade pitch angle is changed to facilitate the control 
of fan capacity. 
With variable speed motor control, the motor speed is varied in response to 
a signal from the duct pressure controller to maintain a relatively 
constant duct pressure. 
The fraction of full load power, FFLP, as shown in Fig. 3.17 may be 
expressed by the following equation: 
FFLP=a+bxPHR+cxPIR2+dxPLR3 (3.126) 
FFLP = 
wfa, sh (3.127) 
Wfa, shd 
PLR = 
4fa 
(3-128) 
Qfa, d 
where 
PIR = part load ratio 
Wfa, shd = 
fan power at full load conditions (W) 
4fa, d = fan air volume at full load conditions (m3/s) 
a, b, c, d = fan part load model coefficients which have different values 
depending on fan capacity control method. 
3.6.3 Fan Performance Simulation 
The simulation of the fan performance involves calculating the power 
required by the fan/motor and the airstream temperature rise. For constant 
air volume systems, Equations 3.122 to 3.125 can be used to determine these 
quantities if the appropriate data is known. For variable air volume 
systems Equation 3.122 to 3.128 are used to determine these quantities if 
the method of control is specified. The moisture content of the air 
passing through the fan does not change. 
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3.7 HUMIDIFIERS 
Humidifiers are used to increase the moisture content of air passing 
through an air handling unit. Humidification is required during periods, 
especially in winter, when the moisture content of outdoor air is low and 
the mixing of this air with return air might lead to the supply air having 
low moisture content. Two methods of humidification are in common use; one 
in which air is brought into intimate and effective contact with 
recirculated water, giving a process close to that of adiabatic saturation 
and one in which steam (normally dry saturated) is injected directly into 
the air. 
3.7.1 Recirculating -Water Humidifier 
In this type of humidifier, the air is brought into contact with 
recirculated water by means of either a wetted cell structure or by 
injecting the water as a finely divided spray (Fig. 3.18); the feed water 
being supplied at a temperature reasonably close to the wet bulb 
temperature of the entering air. Both configurations require the use of 
eliminator plates downstream of the unit to remove any droplets of water 
escaping fron the humidifier. The psychrometric process takes place along 
a line of constant wet bulb temperature, as indicated in Fig. 3.19, where 
the latent heat of evaporation of the water is supplied by sensible heat 
transfer fron the airstream. 
The effectiveness of the humidifier is given by 
gao - gai Ehu 
gss - gai 
and the humidifying efficiency is 
(3.129a) 
nhu =u x 100.0 (3.130) 
where 
Eu= effectiveness of recirculating water humidifier 
gao = moisture content of air leaving the humidifier (kg/kg) 
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gai = moisture content of air entering the humidifier (kg/kg) 
gss = moisture content of saturated air at the wet bulb 
temperature of entering air, tslai (kg/kg) 
rlhu = humidifying efficiency ($) 
From Equation 3.129a, we have 
gao = gai + Ehu (gss - gai) (3.129b) 
The state of air leaving the humidifier can be determined if the 
effectiveness of the humidifier and the state of inlet air is known. 
Calculation Steps 
1) Canpute the wet bulb temperature of the inlet air, tslai" 
2) Compute the saturated moisture content at tslail gss 
3) Compute the moisture content of air leaving the humidifier, goo. 
4) Since the change of state of air occurs along a line of constant wet 
bulb temperature, tslao - tslai" Knowing tslao and goo, the dry bulb 
temperature of air leaving the humidifier, tao can be determined fron 
psychrometric relations. 
3.7.2 Steam Hunidif ier 
Steam is directly injected into the airstream, thus increasing'the 
moisture content of the air. The dry bulb temperature of air leaving the 
humidifier is slightly increased, the degree of increase depending on the 
condition of the injected steam. The psychrometric process for steam 
humidification is shown in Fig. 3.20. 
The state of air leaving the humidifier can be determined by applying the 
principles of conservation of mass and energy. Assuming none of the 
injected steam is condensed, we have 
ma gai + tust = ma gao (3.131a) 
ma hai + mst hst = ma hao (3.132a) 
where 
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mst = mass flow rate of steam injected into the airstream (kg/s) 
hai = specific enthalpy of air entering the humidifier (kJ/kg) 
hst = specific enthalpy of steam (kJ/kg) 
hao = specific enthalpy of air leaving the humidifier (kJ/kg) 
Transforming D3uations 3.131a and 3.132a, we have 
gao = gai + 
Mst (3.131b) 
ma 
hao = hai + 
mst hst (3.132b) 
ma 
Thus knowing the condition and mass flow rate of steam injected into the 
airstream as well as the state of the inlet air, the state of the outlet 
air can be determined. 
Calculation Steps 
1) Knowing mst, compute gao from Equation 3.131b 
2) Knowing the condition of the injected steam, e. g. the pressure of dry 
saturated steam, compute its saturation temperature and hence the 
enthalpy hst 
3) Compute hao from Equation 3.132b 
4) Compute tao fron Equations 3.10 to 3.12 
3.8 wcis 
Ducts are used to convey air form the air handling unit to the spaces to be 
conditioned as well as returning all or part of the air to the unit from 
the conditioned zones. Whenever the air inside the duct is at a 
temperature different from the ambient temperature, heat will be 
transmitted outwardly or inwardly. 
The duct model accounts for the thermal gains/losses from/to the 
surroundings. The temperature of air leaving the duct, tao, can be 
determined if the following data are }mown. 
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Entering air temperature tai (°C) 
Ambient temperature, tamb (°C) 
Overall heat transfer coefficient for duct, Ud (kW/m2K) 
Duct surface area, Ad (m2) 
Assuming tai < tamb i. e. duct is carrying cold air, the rate of heat 
transferred to the airstream from the surroundings, qd, is from Equation 
3.43 
qd = ma Cpma (tao - tai) 
Also fron Equation 3.42 
9d = Ud Ad knd 
tmd 
tao - tai 
In 
(tamb - tai ) 
(tomb - tao) 
Thus 
Ud 1d (tao - tai ) 
ma cpma (too - tai) 
In(tamb - 
tai) 
(tam - tao) 
tamb - tai exp 
(Ud Ad ) 
tamb - tao (na c) 
(-vd) tamb - tao = exp C) (tamb - tai) (Ina 
-U 
Thus 
tao = tamb - exp 
(-Ud Ad ) 
(tamb - tai) (3-133) (ma c) 
Rnawing tao, qd can be determined. 
The moisture content of air leaving the duct does not change. 
Thus gao ° gai 
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If tai > tom, for ducts carrying hot air, tao is given by 
tao = tamb + (tai - tamb) exp 
3.9 ZON 
(-Ud Ad ) 
(3.131+) 
(ma c) 
The air conditioned by the HVAC system is supplied to the various zones in 
a building to maintain the conditions required within the zones. The 
relationship between the sensible and latent cooling loads of a zone and 
the temperature and moisture content maintained within is given by 
qzs = msa cpma (tz - tsa) (3.135) 
qzl = msa hfgz (gz - gsa) (3.136) 1 
where 
qzs = zone sensible cooling load (kW) 
msa = mass flow rate of supply air to zone (kg/s) 
tz = zone air dry bulb temperature (°C) 
tsa. = temperature of supply air to zone (°C) 
qzl = zone latent cooling load (kW) 
hfgz = latent heat of evaporation at zone conditions (kJ/kg) 
gz = zone air moisture content (kg/kg) 
gsa = moisture content of supply air (kg/kg) 
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MAPTER 4 
SIMULATION OF THE COMPONENTS OF CENTRAL PLADTT 
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Symbol Description 
Al - A12 full load water chiller model coefficients 
a, b, c, d water pupp part load model coefficients 
Bl - B18 full load water chiller model coefficients 
CPW, c specific heat capacity of water pw 
Cvfu calorific value of gaseous fuel 
Cl, C2, C3 reciprocating water chiller part load model 
coefficients 
Dl - D4 centrifugal water chiller part load model 
coefficients 
E effeciveness of cooling tower 
E see Equation 4.3 
p see 
item 5 of Section 4.3.4 
Fon fraction of the hour that the water chiller 
is running 
FF12 fraction of full load power 
FFLPBI value of FFIP at high capacity step 
FFIPLO value of FFIP at low capacity step 
FFIP2 see Equation 4.29b 
FOM factor of merit of cooling tower 
gai moisture content of air entering the kg/kg 
cooling tower 
g, unisture content of air leaving the kg/kg 
cooling tower 
unit 
kJ/kgK 
kJ/m3 
g' acceleration due to gravity m/s2 
Hw total pump head m. of water 
ha, hao specific enthalpies of air entering and kJ/kg 
leaving the cooling tower respectively 
hl, h2 specific enthalpies of refrigerant kJ/kg 
entering and leaving the evaporator 
respectively 
h3, h4 specific enthalpies of refrigerant kJ/kg 
entering and leaving the condenser 
respectively 
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Symbol Description Unit 
MAC mass flow rate of air entering the condenser kg/s 
MHR minimum hot gas bypass ratio 
MR mass flow rate of refrigerant kg/s 
KIR minimum unloading ratio 
M1C condenser water mass flow rate kg/s 
MaE evaporator water mass flow rate kg/s 
ma mass flow rate of air through the cooling kg/s 
tower 
r see Bguation 4.45 kg/s 
MW, Owi mass flow rates of water entering the kg/s 
cooling tower 
see Equation 4.45 kg/s 
mass flow rate of water leaving the cooling kg/s 
tower 
p compressor rotor input power }dnl 
pi water pump motor input power kW 
Pif water pupp motor input power at full load kW 
po water pump power output kW 
PCT cooling tower fan motor input power kW 
PCr'F cooling tower fan motor input power at full kW 
load 
pcWP condenser water pump motor input power kW 
PIFF boiler part load efficiency factor 
PLR part load ratio 
PLRHII value of PLR at high capacity step 
pj. rj value of PLR at low capacity step 
ppr, ca pressor rotor input power at part load kW 
pLRS value of PLR at the surge point S (see 
Fig. 4.7) 
Pb barm tric pressure kPa 
QBI rate of heat input to boiler kW 
QBN boiler net output kW 
QBp boiler gross output kW 
QBP boiler gross output required to satisfy kW 
building heating load 
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Symbol Description Unit 
QBPL1 piping loss kW 
QBPL2 pickup loss }M 
QC condenser heat rejection load kW 
QCT cooling tower load kW 
QE evaporator cooling load kW 
QEPL evaporator cooling load at part load condition kW 
QL rate of heat loss fron water chiller kW 
R tower capacity factor 
R* see Equations 4.51a and 4.51b 
Sai sigma energy of air entering the kJ/kg 
cooling tower 
Sao sigma energy of air leaving the cooling 
t 
kJ/kg 
Swi 
ower 
sigma energy of air at twi kJ/kg 
SIF stop loss factor 
TACT, TAC2 dry bulb temperatures of air entering °C 
and leaving the condenser respectively 
ZWC1, ZWC2 condenser entering and leaving water oC 
temperatures respectively 
7WE1,7WE2 evaporator entering and leaving water oC 
tenperatures respectively 
tamb dry bulb temperature of ambient air oC 
tsl, amb sling wet bulb temperature of ambient air 
oC 
tslai, tslao sling wet bulb temperatures of air °C 
entering and leaving the cooling tower 
respectively 
typ, two temperatures of water entering and oC 
leaving the cooling tower respectively 
(UA)c condenser UA value kW/K 
(UA)E evaporator UA value kW/K 
Va volumetric flow rate of air through m3/s 
the cooling tower 
V volumetric flow rate of air through m3/s 
the cooling tower at full load 
Vfu amount of gaseous fuel consumed m3/s 
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Symbol Description Unit 
pw volumetric flow rate of water discharged m3/s 
by pump 
WAR reference water-air ratio 
x see Equation 4.38 kW 
Y see Equation 4.40 kW 
Atc mean temperature difference across K 
condenser 
Ate mean temperature difference across K 
evaporator 
A tw water stream temperature rise, see K 
Equation 4.57 
T 'a air efficiency of cooling tower 
n bd distribution efficiency % 
n bf boiler full load efficiency % 
n bp part load efficiency of boiler % 
TI c crnpressor efficiency 
TICWP condenser water pump effiency 
rip pump efficiency % 
nw water efficiency of cooling tower 
Va specific volume of ambient air m3/kg 
Pw density of water kg/m3 
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4.1 INMU)CnON 
The central plant or HVAC equipment is defined as the mechanical and 
electrical machines and apparatus used to produce the chilled or heated air 
or water which will be distributed to the spaces conditioned by the HVAC 
systems. In meeting the HVAC systems thermal loads, the central plant or 
primary system components consume fuel and electrical energy. The energy 
consumed by pumps and fans for distributing heating or cooling fluids must 
be accounted for to obtain total building energy consumption. The 
following components of the primary system are modelled: 
Boilers 
Vapour Compression Chillers 
Cooling Towers 
Pumps 
The approach generally used in the analysis of the components is to 
determine the steady state performance at the full load or rated condition 
and then applying correction curves or factors to account for the change in 
performance at part load conditions. 
4.2 BOILERS 
A boiler is a pressure vessel designed to transfer heat (produced by 
combustion) to a fluid. This definition has been expanded (Ref. 1) to 
include transfer of heat from electrical resistance elements to the fluid 
by direct action of the electrodes. For HVAC applications, the fluid is 
usually water in the form of liquid or steam. 
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For HVAC systems, a boiler is a cast iron or steel pressure vessel heat 
exchanger designed with fuel burning devices and other equipment to: 
1) burn fossil fuels (or use electric current); and 
2) transfer the released heat to water (in water boilers) or to water 
and steam (in steam boilers). 
4.2.1 Boiler Performanoe at Full Ioad 
The heat output of a boiler is used to deliver the building heating load. 
However, the actual output capacity of the boiler must be greater than the 
building load because of two factors: 
1) There is a constant loss of heat through hot piping to surrounding 
areas, some of which is not useful heating. Insulation will reduce, 
but not eliminate this loss. This is called the piping loss, QBPL1. 
2) There is an additional heat loss when starting up a cold system. 
Before the boiler can deliver heat to the building, all the piping, 
water and equipment of the heating system itself must be heated. This 
is called the pick up loss, QBPL2. 
Because of these losses, the boiler must have excess capacity so that the 
remaining capacity can handle the building load. This is expressed as 
follows: 
Q3 = QBN + QBPL1 + QBPL2 (4.1) 
where: 
QBO = boiler gross output (kW) 
QBN = boiler net output (kW) 
QBPLl = piping loss (kW) 
QBPL2 = pickup loss (kW) 
The net output is the useful load, which is the sum of the requirements for 
space heating and service hot water, if any. The gross output is the 
actual heat. autput of the boiler. 
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The piping and pick up loses can be calculated if the details of the 
piping network and equipment are known. However, the usual practice is to 
make an allowance to be added to the net output. The distribution 
efficiency can be used to quantify these losses. It is given by 
nbd - 
QBN x 100 (4.2) 
QBO 
where 
T= distribution efficiency ($) ' 
Fran Equations 4.1 and 4.2, the teen (QBPL1 + QBPL2) is given by 
QBPL1 + QBPL2 = QBN x 
(1 
-1) (4.3) 
(Fbd 
where E ="0.01 x Tlbd 
The required heat input to a boiler will be greater than the gross output 
because some of the heat available in the fuel will be lost in the 
combustion gases at the chimney and from boiler outside' surface (radiation 
and convection losses). The overall or full load efficiency of 
the boiler is defined as 
nbf = QBO x 100 
(4.4) 
QBI 
where: 
T1hf = full load efficiency of boiler (%) 
QBI = rate of heat input to boiler (W) 
Modern automatic fired boilers have efficiencies of 75-80% at full load 
when new or well maintained (Ref. 2). However, Bratley (Ref. 3) from a 
survey of available literature found that the range of full load 
efficiencies for all types of oil and gas fired, non-condensing boilers is 
from 70-80%. 
wem 
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Poor maintenance and operating procedures often result in boilers actually 
operating at 50-60% efficiency or even less. The full load efficiency can 
be determined precisely only by laboratory test under fixed conditions. 
The amount of fuel consumed can be determined if the calorific value is 
known. For exanple, for a gaseous fuel, 
Vfu _ 
QBI 
Cvfu 
where: 
V fu = amount of gaseous fuel consumed (m3/s) 
Cvfu = calorific value of gaseous fuel (kJ/m3 ) 
4.2.2 Boiler Perforance at Part Toad 
(4.5) 
Boiler manufacturers do not usually supply the part load efficiency values 
of boilers. However, a number of researchers have carried out tests to 
determine the part load performance of various boilers (Refs 4,5,6,7,8 
and 9). 
One useful way of comparing the part load efficiency curves for different 
boilers is to introduce the concept of part load efficiency factor, PLEF, 
which is the ratio of efficiency at part load to that at full load. 
Thus, 
PLEF = 
Efficiency at part load _ 
Tbp (4.6). 
Efficiency at full load %f 
The part load ratio, PLR, for boiler operation is given by 
PLR = BP (4.7) 
4BO 
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where 
QBP = boiler gross output at part load (kw) 
The experimentally determined plots of PLEF against PIR for various boilers 
are shown in Fig. 4.1. 
Bratley (Ref. 3) has used the concept of stop loss factor, SLF, to 
characterise the performance of boilers at part load conditions. SLF is 
defined as : 
SLF = The stop loss energy consumption over a period 
Total amount of energy which would be consiuned 
if the burner worked continually during the period 
The part load efficiency factor is a function of the stop loss factor and 
part load ratio. This functional relationship is: 
PLEF =1 
1+SIF (1 -1) 
(PIR ) 
(4.8) 
The derivation of Equation 4.8 is given in Appendix A4.1. Bratley 
also plotted values of PLEF (obtained from Equation 4.8) against PLR for 
various values of SIF and these are shown in Fig. 4.2. 
Superimposing the family of theoretical curves (obtained from Dkuation 4.8) 
on the experimental curves (Fig. 4.1) as shown in Fig. 4.3, it can be seen 
that quite good agreement is obtained between the theoretical and 
experimentally determined values of PLEF. Thus the part load performance 
of a fossil fuel-fired boiler can be determined by specifying its stop loss 
factor. 
Values of full load efficiencies and stop loss factors for various boilers 
using fossil fuels obtained from References 4 to 12 are given in Appendix 
A4.2. 
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4.2.3 Control of Boiler Input and output 
Boiler controls are designed to control the rate of fuel input (on-off, 
step-firing, or modulating) in response to some control signal representing 
load change, so that the average boiler output equals load within some 
acceptable tolerance (Ref. 1). Boiler controls include safety controls 
that act to shut off fuel flow when unsafe conditions develop. 
Steam boilers are operated by boiler mounted, pressure actuated controls 
which vary the input of fuel to the boiler. Common examples are on-off, 
high-low-off, and modulating. 
Hot water boilers are operated by temperature actuated controls that are 
usually mounted on the boiler. Controls are the sane as for steam boilers, 
i. e. on-off, high-low-off, and modulating. Energy conservation can be 
achieved by resetting the hot water supply temperature to the HVAC system 
from an outside air thermostat. 
4.2.4 Algorithm for Simulating the Ferfornc of a Fossil Fuel- 
Fired Boiler 
. This algorithm determines the rate of heat input to the boiler and the flow 
rate of fuel consumed to satisfy the heating load imposed on it by the 
building. The following data are requried: 
Boiler capacity, QBO 
Boiler full load efficiency, %f 
Stop loss factor, SLF 
Building heating load, QBN 
Heating system distribution efficiency, % 
Calorific value of fuel, cvfu 
Calculation Steps 
1) Compute boiler gross output required to satisfy building heating load, 
QBP. 
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QBP = QBN where Ebd = 0.01 x nbd 
Ebd 
2) Check if the boiler is overloaded. If QBP > QBO, then boiler is 
overloaded. Print error message and adjust QBP and appropriate 
variables in HVAC system. 
Canpute part load ratio, PIR 
PLR = BP 
4Bo 
3) Campute part load efficiency, PLEF, using Equation 4.8. 
4) Carpute part load efficiency TI bp, using Equation 4.6. 
5) Canpute rate of heat input to boiler, QBI 
QBI = QBP where Ebp = 0.01 x fl 
Fbp 
6) Canpute flow rate of fuel consumed, Vfu,: using Dluation 4.5.. 
4.2.5 Multiple Boilers 
Multiple boiler installations are used for very large projects. The 
objective is to maximise the use of the higher efficiency part of the 
boiler part load characteristic by matching the number of boilers more 
closely to the heat demand, and so ensuring a higher part load ratio and 
thereby higher efficiency for the boilers that are. cperating. 
The algorithm given in Section 4.2.4 can be extended to simulate the 
performance of multiple boilers. For a given building heating. load, this 
involves determining the combination of boilers operating for minimal 
energy oansumption. 
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Multiple boilers installations offer the user some standby capacity if 
repair work must be done on any boiler. 
4.3 VAPOUR COMPRESSION C TTIJS 
Vapour compression refrigeration systems or chillers are widely used for 
producing refrigeration required for air conditioning. The function of a 
refrigeration system is to abstract a quantity of heat at one temperature 
level and to discharge it at a higher temperature level. In effect, a 
refrigeration system is a heat pump in that it pumps heat from one 
temperature level to a higher one. 
Mechanical compression using reciprocating or centrifugal compressors have 
found the greatest acceptance for air conditioning work, with reciprocating 
compressors primarily for the shall and intermediate refrigeration loads 
(up to 420 kW) and centrifugal compressors primarily for larger 
refrigeration loads (above 280 "kW) (Ref. 1). In this thesis only 
reciprocating and centrifugal compressor water chillers will be considered. 
4.3.1 Vapour Oixpression Water Chillers - Principles of Operation 
The water chiller is ä mechanical refrigeration device which transfers 
heat from a low temperature reservoir to a high temperature reservoir with 
an input of energy. The most efficient thermodynamic cycle for a water 
chiller is the Carnot cycle; however water chillers use a vapour 
compression cycle, due to the practical limitations of the working 
refrigerant. 
A pressure enthalpy (p-h) of an ideal saturated vapour compression 
refrigeration cycle is shown in Fig. 4.4. This cycle consists of a 
constant pressure heat addition in the evaporator (process 1-2), isentropic 
compression in the compressor (process 2-3), constant pressure heat 
rejection in the condenser (process 3-4), and isenthalpic expansion in the 
expansion valve (process 4-1). 
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expansion valve (process 4-1). 
An actual vapour compression cycle would vary from the ideal case due to 
several reasons, such as pressure losses in piping, sub 
cooling/superheating at the exit of the condenser/evaporator respectively, 
and non-isentrcpic caipressicn. 
A schematic of a water-cooled water chiller is shown in Fig. 4.5. The 
schematic shows the basic pieces of equipment and the variables labelled as 
appropriate. The water chiller model developed, here, is a model of the 
complete system and does not consist of individual component models or 
involve internal pressures or temperatures., 
4.3.2 Reciprocating Compressor Water Chiller Full Inad Model 
Full load reciprocating canpressor water chiller operation occurs when all 
compressors and cylinders are operating. This type of data is usually 
provided in manufacturers' eguiprent catalogues. 
Allen and Hamilton (Refs. 13,14 and 15) have developed steady state models 
to predict the performance of reciprocating water chillers. By applying 
basic physical laws to the water-cooled water chiller shown in Fig. 4.5, 
they obtained the following equations governing the steady state operation 
of water chillers: 
From evaporator water energy balance, 
QE = MW E'C: PW '(1- ZWE2) (4.9) 
Fran evaporator basic heat transfer equation, 
QE _ (UA)E ' AtE (4.10) 
Fran evaporator refrigerant energy balance, 
QE = Ißt " (h2 - hl) (4.11) 
From conpressor energy balance, 
(h3 - h2) P= (4.12) 
nc 
From condenser water energy balance 
QC =M WC . CPW (ZWC2 - ZWC1) (4.13) 
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Fran condenser basic heat transfer equation, 
QC = (UA)c etc (4.14) 
Fran condenser refrigerant energy balance, 
QC = MR " (h3 - h4) (4.15) 
Examination of Equations 4.9 through 4.15 show that they contain 
refrigeration system internal variables such as refrigerant mass flow rate 
and enthalpy values. The internal variables can be eliminated by utilising 
functional relationships among variables and examining typical water 
chiller performance data. Analysis of water chiller data has shown (Ref. 
16) that these seven original equations can be replaced by five functional 
relationships in terms of the water temperatures entering and leaving the 
evaporator and condenser. These are 
QE = MWE " GPW (ZWEI - ZWE2) (4.9) 
Combining Dquations 4.10 and 4.11 we obtain, 
QE = '1 (TWE2,5C2) (4.16) 
From Dkuation 4.12 we get, 
P= ''2 (ZWE2, ZWC2) (4.17) 
Combining D-uations 4.14 and 4.15 we obtain, 
QC = T3 (ZWE2, ZWC2) (4.18) 
QC = MC " CPW (M C2 - 7WC1) (4.13) 
Fran overall water chiller energy balance we get, 
QL = QE+P -QC (4.19) 
Allen and Hamilton (Ref. 13) have analysed available water chiller data and 
shown that the energy losses, QL are small for the well designed systems 
currently available from the major manufacturers. The thermal balance 
equation (Equation 4.18) may be replaced by Equation 4.20 which results 
from sinplifying Equation 4.19. 
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Thus, 
QC = QE +P (4.20) 
The functional relationships, I'1 and 'Y2 are determined from regression 
analysis of available water chiller data. A second order polynomial in two 
variables requiring six coefficients per equation as shown in Equation 4.21 
or 4.22 was considered adequate by Allen and Hamilton to describe the 
functional relationship. A slightly more accurate representation of the 
functional relationship is given in Ref. 16 and requires nine coefficients 
per equation as shown in Equation 4.23 or 4.24. 
Fran Allen and Hamilton 
QE = Al + A2 " ZWE2 + A3 " TWE22 + A4 - TWC2 + AS " ZWC22 
+ A6 ' ZWE2 ' ZW22 (4.21) " 
P= A7 + A8 ' ZWE2 + A9 ' ZWE22 + A10 ' ZWC2 + All ' TWC22 
+A. 2"E2"TW2 
Fran Ref . 16 
(4.22) 
QE = B1 + B2 " ZWE2 + B3 - TWE22 + B4 ¶WC2 + B5 " 7WC22 
+ B6 TWE2 ' TW-2 + B7 ' TWE22 " 7W2 + B8 ' 7WE2 " ZWC22 
+ B9 " IWE22 " ZWC22 (4.23) 
P= B10 + Bll - ZWE2 + B12 ' TWE22 + B13 ' ZWC2 + B14 'M C22 
+B15'TWE2'TWC2+B16'ZWE22. ZWC2+B17 "TWE2' TWC22 
+ B18 - TWE22 ' TWC22 (4.24) 
Thus, the full load water-cooled water chiller model can be expressed in 
terms of five equations (Equations 4.9,4.13,4.20,4.23 and 4.24), nine 
variables (QE, P, QC, MWE, TWEl, TWE2, MWC, TWC1 and TWC2 ), and eighteen 
coefficients (B1 through B18) that are determined from experimental or 
manufacturers' catalogue data by polynomial regression. 
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The vast majority of data available to determine Equations 4.23 and 4.24 
case fron manufacturers' equipment catalogues. Data in these catalogues is 
generally published under the standards mentioned in References 17 and 18. 
These data are usually given in a table showing QE and P as functions of 
ZWE2 and TWC2. If the chiller ratings are given as QE and P as functions 
of TWE2 and 7WC1, then for such data, TWC1 replaces ZWC2 in Equations 4.23 
and 4.24. The standards and industry practice is to generally give the 
full load data with evaporator and condenser water differential 
temperatures of 5.56K. 
Manufacturers catalogue and experimental data for a naninal 70.3kW water 
cooled reciprocating water chiller have been presented by Leverenz and 
Bergan (Ref. 19). The validity of Equation 4.23 and 4.24 was tested by 
determining eighteen coefficients using regression analysis and 
recalculating the original catalogue data from which the model coefficients 
were derived. 
These equations approximated the original data with less than 0.5% absolute 
difference for all of the data points. 
The full load model coefficients for the nominal 70.3kW reciprocating water 
chiller are: 
B1 = 82.865644 
B3 = 0.08653425 
B5 = 0.0129888 
B7 = -0.01576577 
B9 = 3.7754825E-04 
B2 = 0.690942 
B4 = -1.3468568 
B6 = 0.21566263 
B8 = -4.832048E-03 
B10 = 11.527754 
B12 = -0.03559041 
B14 = -2.1703287E-03 
B16 = 2.4987552E-03 
B18 = -4.0865307E-05 
B11 = 1.2360555 
B13 = 0.34554115 
B15 = -7.785435E-02 
B17 = 1.4342661E-03 
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The catalogue data from which the full load model coefficients were derived 
is given in Appendix A4.3, Table 1. 
For air cooled water chillers, it is necessary to modify the water cooled 
water chiller model presented above. Examination of manufacturers' 
catalogue data show that data is not available for MAC and TAC2 in air 
cooled water chillers. MAC is controlled internal to any given air cooled 
water chiller, and MAC and QC are not needed to interface with any other 
equipment model. Therefore the following sets of equations can be used to 
model the full load performance of an air cooled water chiller. 
QE = MWE ' CPW " (TWE1 - ¶IWE2) (4.9) 
QE = B1 + B2. TWE2 + B3. ZWE22 + B4 " TAC1 + B5 " TAC12 
+ B6 " ZWE2 TACT + B7 TWE22 TAC1 + B8 " TWE2 ' TAC12 
+ B9 ' ZWE22 TAC12 (4.25) 
P= B10 + Bil " TWE2 + B12 TWE22 + B13 " TAC1 + B14 " TAC12 
+ B15 ' TWE2 TAC1 + B16 " TWE22 ' TAC1 + B17 " ZWE2 ' TAC12 
+ B18 " TWE22 TAC12 (4.26) 
QC = QE +P (4.20) 
The full load air cooled water chiller model consists of four equations and 
seven variables. Thus three variables will have to be specified in order to 
solve the system of equations for a particular situation. 
4.3.3 Capacity Control of Reciprocating Water Chillers 
Water chillers are generally designed to handle the anum refigeration load 
of an air conditioning system. For most of the cooling season, the 
refrigeration load is smaller than the maximum value and this results in the 
chiller operating at part load for such times. The need for a reduction in 
refrigerating capacity as the load varies is apparent. 
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All methods of compressor capacity control function by reducing the afount of 
compressed refrigerant delivered to the condenser. Less liquid is therefore 
available to the evaporator, and the system capacity is reduced. 
Reciprocating compressor capacity can be control led in the following ways 
(Refs. 1 and 20): 
1) On-Off Control 
2) Speed Variation 
3) Cylinder Unloading 
4) Hot-Gas Bypass 
5) A combination of sane of these methods. 
Method 1 refers to simply starting and stopping the coressor in response to 
demand. This method may be satisfactory with small compressors. 
Method 2 refers to changing the speed of the compressor in response to the 
load. C Tressor displacement varies directly with speed. 
Method 3 is the most widely used means of controlling capacity of 
multicylinder reciprocating compressors. The operation of one or more 
cylinders is controlled so that the refrigerant vapour is not compressed and 
pumped out of the unloaded cylinders to the condenser, even though the 
pistons continue to go through their strokes. This reduces the quantity of 
liquid refrigerant going to the evaporator, reducing ca pressor capacity. 
Method 4 refers to bypassing the compressor hot gas discharge around the 
condenser. This keeps suction pressure fron falling below a set value. 
4.3.4 Reciprocating Compressor Water Chiller Part Iroad Model 
Using any or a combination of the methods given in Section 4.3.3, the water 
chiller can be controlled to satisfy the refrigeration load imposed on it by 
the HVAC system 
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If QEPL is the imposed refrigeration load, the part load ratio, PLR is 
given by 
PLR= QL 
QE 
(4.27) 
The general part load characteristic curve for a reciprocating water 
chiller employing cycling, hot gas bypass and cylinder unloading for 
compressor capacity control is shown in Fig. 4.6. The fraction of full 
load power, FFLP is plotted against the part load ratio for the entire 
operating range of the chiller. The curve can be broken into three 
distinct regions depending on the value of part load ratio. It will be 
useful at this juncture to define certain terms connected with compressor 
capacity control. 
The minimum hot-gas bypass ratio, MHR, is the point expressed as a part 
load ratio, below which hot gas bypass stops and caipressor cycling begins. 
Below this point, the chiller cycles on and off to meet the load. MHR is 
always equal to or less than MUR. 
The minimum unloading ratio, MUR, is the point expressed as a part load 
ratio at which the compressor unloading stops and hot gas bypass or 
cycling begins. 
Thus in general if: 
0.0 < PLR < MH2 (fron point 0 to Dr chiller cycles 
on and off to net the refrigeration load, 
MM < PIR < NU2 (fran point 1 to 2), hot gass bypass occurs, 
HUR < PIR ( 1.0 (from point 2 to 3), cylinder unloading occurs. 
However, if MHR = MUR, there is no hot gas bypass capability and the 
chiller moves fron unloading immediately to cycling as PIR drops below this 
ratio. If MHR = MUR = 1.0, the chiller does not unload and cycles from 
full load down to zero load. 
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Between points 2 and 3, the relationship between FFLP and PIR is 
FFLP = C1 + C2 'PIR + C3 ' PIR2 (4.28) 
Between points 1 and 2, the compressor is operating under a load larger 
than the external load on the machine. This additional load, called a 
"false load", causes the compressor to consume as much electricity as if 
the entire load was external to the chiller. Thus in this region, FFLP can 
be computed by substituting PIR = MUR in F. ßuation 4.28. 
Therefore 
FFLP = FFLP2 (4.29a) 
where 
FFLP2 = Cl + C2 ' MUR + C3 ' MUR2 (4.29b) 
Between points 0 and 1, the chiller is cycling. The fraction of on time 
factor, Fon is given by: 
QEPL 
Fon 
MUR-QE 
(4.30) 
FFLP is given by: 
FFLP = Fon ' FFLP2 (4.31) 
The power consumed by the chiller at part load, PPL, can now be determined. 
It is given by: 
PPL = FFIP 'P (4.32) 
Leverenz and Bergan (Ref. 19) have carried out tests to determine the part 
load performance data for a nominal 70.3kW reciprocating water chiller. 
The water chiller has four cylinders and does not have a hot gas bypass 
capability. The minimum unloading ratio for the chiller tested is 0.25. 
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Applying regression analysis to the experimental data, the coefficients Cl, 
C2 and C3, which model the cylinder unloading portion of the part load 
characteristic curve were determined as: 
Cl = 0.147333 C2 = 1.335675 C3 = -0.508362 
The experimental part load data fran which model coefficients Cl, C2 and C3 
were derived is given in Appendix A4.3 Table 2. -. 
Manufacturers' catalogues do not usually contain part load performance data 
in such detail as reported by Leverenz and Bergan. Rather, they are 
generally available in a form showing the variation of FFLP with PLR for 
various steps of capacity reduction due to cylinder unloading., For example 
Table 4.1 shows the part load performance data for a 50 Hz York LCH 50W 
hermetic reciprocating water chiller (Ref. 21). The chiller's compressor 
has four cylinders and rotates at a speed of 1470 r. p. m. 
TABLE 4.1 50Hz York T( I0W Reciprocating Water Chiller Capacity Reduction 
Steps 
PLR FFLP 
1.0 1.0 
0.75 0.80 
0.50 0.61 
0.25 0.40 
If the chiller is operating at a part load ratio of 0.6 say, this implies 
that the compressor is cycling between two and three cylinders in 
operation; two cylinders sixty percent of the time and three cylinders 
forty percent of the time. 
Thus, the corresponding part load power consumption of the chiller is 
PPL = (0.6 x 0.61 + 0.4 x 0.80)P , 
PPL = 0.686P 
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Therefore, it follows that if detailed part load performance data of 
reciprocating chillers is not available, the limited data from 
manufacturers catalogues can be used to simulate the part load performance 
in an approximate manner. 
4.3.5 Algorithm for Siaulatinq the Performance of a Water-Cooled 
Reciprocating Water Chiller 
This algorithm determines the power consumed by the compressor of the 
chiller in satisfying a refrigeration load, and the condenser heat 
rejection load. It is assumed that the chiller does not have a hot gas 
bypass control capability and that the following data are known: 
Refrigeration load, QEPL 
Temperature of water leaving the evaporator, ZWE2 
Temperature of water leaving the condenser, TiaC2 
Full load model coefficients, B1 through B18 
Part load model coefficients, Cl, C2, C3 
Minimum unloading ratio, 1438 
Calculation Steps 
1) Canputer full load capacity, QE, at ZWE2 and ZWC2 using Equation 4.23. 
2) Canute part load ratio, PLR. 
QEPL 
PLR = 
QE 
3) Compute full load power,, P, at ZWE2 and ZWC2 using Equation 4.24. 
4) Compute part load power required, PPL 
If PIR < MUR, compute PPL using Eiluations 4.30,4.31 and 4.32 
If PTR = MUR, compete PPL using Dguations 4.29a, 4.29b and 4.32 
If PLR > M. JR, compute PPL using Equations 4.28 and 4.32 
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5) Cannute condenser heat rejection load, QC 
QC = QEPL + PPL 
4.3.6 Multiple (hiller Systems 
Multiple chiller systems offer the user some standby capacity if repair 
work must be done on one chilling machine. Starting inrush current and 
per costs at part load conditions are reduced. Energy is saved since at 
system partial load, some of the chillers will be operating close to/or at 
full load. Maintenance can be scheduled for one chilling machine during 
part load times and sufficient cooling can still be provided by the 
remaining unit(s). However, these advantages are gained at, a significant 
increase in installed cost. 
The simulation of the performance of multiple, chiller systems involves 
determining the combination of chillers that, will satisfy a. given 
refrigeration load for minimal energy consumption. 
4.3.7 Centrifugal Water Chiller Full k v1 Model - 
The centrifugal water chiller operates on the same vapour compression 
refrigeration system and cycle as described in section 4.3.1. The., system 
consists of a centrifugal compressor, condenser, flow control device, and 
evaporator. The evaporator is the flooded liquid chiller type and_ the 
condenser is water cooled. The flow control device is either, a float ; valve 
or orifice. The centrifugal compressor is widely used in large air 
conditioning systems. 
The full load centrifugal water chiller model is similar to the water. 
cooled reciprocating water chiller model. Thus the full load centrifugal. 
water chiller model consists of five equations (Equations, 4.9,4.13,.. 4.20, 
4.23 and 4.24), nine variables (QE, P, QC, MWE, TWE1, ZWE2, MWC, TWC1, and 
WC2) and eighteen coefficients (Bi through B18) that are determined from 
experimental or manufacturers' catalogue data by polynomial regression. 
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4.3.8 Capacity Control of Centrifugal Water Chiller 
As stated in Section 4.3.3, the capacity of a coWressor must be regulated 
to meet the load demand. 
There are three methods of controlling the capacity of centrifugal 
conpressors (Ref. 20): 
1) Suction Pamper Control 
2) Speed Control 
3) Variable Inlet Guide Vanes 
The compressor capacity control is operated from a temperature sensor 
located in the leaving chilled water line. 
The suction damper is a simple one-piece butterfly damper in the suction 
line, that rotates to throttle the gas flaw. When it throttles flow back 
along the cQtpressor performance curve, operation will eventually reach the 
unstable surge region. This is at about forty to fifty percent of full 
load. 
The speed control method of varying centrifugal compressor capacity 
involves the use of variable speed prime movers. If the compressor drive 
is an electric motor, a variable speed type called a wound rotor motor can 
be used. For very large installations, steam turbines are used and speed 
control is accomplished by throttling steam flow to the turbine. Minimum 
load is limited to forty to fifty percent however, to ensure stable 
operation above the surge point. 
For both suction damper and speed control methods, hot gas bypass is 
required to reduce capacity below about fifty percent. No reduction in 
power occurs below this point. Fig. 4.7 shows typical power versus 
capacity curves for different methods of centrifugal compressor capacity 
control (Ref. 20). 
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An excellent method of varying canpressor capacity uses adjustable inlet 
guide vanes, also called prerotation vanes. This is a set of adjustable 
vanes in the compressor suction that are gradually closed to reduce the 
volume of refrigerant gas compressed, thus reducing the capacity. 
4.3.9 Centrifugal mater Chiller Part Irrad Model 
For stability purposes, a centrifugal compressor should not operate below 
the surge point (point S in Fig. 4.7) unless hot gas bypass control is 
utilised. The part load performance curve can be divided into two distinct 
regions depending on the value of part load ratio. 
The part load ratio for an imposed refrigeration load, QEPL is given by 
PLR = 
QEPL 
QE 
(4.27) 
Let the part load ratio corresponding to S be PLRS. Thus if PLR > PLRS, 
the relationship between FFIP and PIR is 
FFLP = D1 + D2 x PIR + D3 x PIR2 + D4 x PLR3 (4.33) 
where Dl, D2, D3 and D4 are part load model coefficients having different 
values depending on the caipressor capacity control method. 
If the centrifugal compressor possesses a hot gas bypass control mechanism, 
then the capacity may be controlled below the point S by aritificially 
loading the suction with hot gas from the compressor discharge. For this 
operating condition, 
PIR = PIRS (4.34a) 
and 
FFLP = D1 + D2 x PIKS + D3 x PIRS2 + D4 x PIRS3 (4.34b) 
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The power consumed by the chiller's compressor to satisfy a given 
refrigeration load is given by 
PPL = FFIP xP (4.32) 
The algorithm for simulating the performance of centrifugal water chillers 
is similar to that for reciprocating water chillers with the appropriate 
equations and model coefficient substituted. 
4.4 OOOLI? i3 TOWERS 
The function of a cooling tower is to reduce the temperature of circulating 
water so that it may be reused in condensers of a refrigeration plant and 
other heat exchange equipment. Mechanical draught cooling towers are 
catmonly used in HVAC applications. Air can be blown upward through the 
tower with the fan at the bottom (forced draught), or drawn upwards 
throught the tower with the fan at the top (induced draught). 
Fans may be either the centrifugal or the propeller type. Centrifugal fans 
-create a higher pressure and are therefore more suitable when there is 
considerable resistance to air flow through the tower. Propeller fans tend 
to be noisier. 
Most towers contain a fill of sane type, such as wood slats or latticework. 
The fill retards the rate of water fall and increases the water surface 
exposed to the air. Eliminator plates are generally placed at the air 
outlet to minimise drift or carry over of liquid water in the exhaust air. 
When the air and water move in opposite directions, the tower is called a 
counterf low type. When the air and water move at right angles to each 
other the tower is called a crossf low type. When the air and the water 
move in the same direction, the tower is called a parallel flow type, Fig. 
4.8 shows the three cooling tower air/water flow types. 
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4.4.1 Analysis of Seat Transfer Performance of Cooling Towers- Introduction 
The basic theory of cooling tower operation was first proposed in 1923 by 
Walker et. al. (Ref. 22). However the first practical use of the 
differential equations was developed by Merkel in 1925 (Ref. 23). 
He combined the equations for heat and water vapour transfer and used 
enthalpy as the driving force to allow for both sensible and latent heat 
transfer. Heat is removed from the water by a transfer of sensible heat 
due to a difference in temperature levels and by the latent heat equivalent 
of the mass transfer resulting from the evaporation of a portion of the 
circulating water. Merkel combined these into a single process based on 
enthalpy difference as the driving force. 
Merkel's theory requires two main assumptions, namely, that the water loss 
by evaporation is neglected and the Lewis number for air/water vapour 
systems is unity. The theory states that all of the heat transfer taxing 
place at any postion in the tower is proportional to the difference between 
the enthalpy of saturated air at the temperature of the water at that point 
in the tower and the enthalpy of the air at the point in the tower. 
Merkel's simplified approach has been almost universally adopted for the 
calculation of tower performance. 
Sutherland (Ref. 24) has presented a method for accurate analysis of 
mechanical draught counterf low cooling towers and compared his results with 
those obtained by using Merkel's approximate method. Sutherland relaxed 
the assumptions made by Merkel and used a fourth-order Range Kutta method 
to solve the differential equations obtained by carrying out a heat and 
mass balance over an elemental volume of the counterf low cooling tower. He 
showed that substantial underestimation of tower volume from 5 to 15 
percent are obtained if the approximate method is used. 
For building energy analysis canputer programs, Sutherland's aethod is too 
canplex and does not consider the prediction of cooling tower performance 
at off-design conditions. 
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A completely different and simpler approach to the simulation of the 
performance of cooling towers has been presented by Whillier (Refs. 25 and 
26). It does not use the Merkel's method of analysis and takes account of 
the water loss by evaporation. It is reasonably accurate and is readily 
applicable for simulation of the off-design performance of cooling towers 
and has therefore been adopted for developing the cooling tower model 
presented in this thesis. 
4.4.2 &iergy Balance for a Cooling Rbwer 
In a cooling tower, the moisture content of the air increases from gai to 
gao, so that the rate of evaporation of the water is equal to ma (gao 
gai), where 
ma = mass flow rate of dry air (kg/s) 
gai = moisture content of air at inlet (kg/kg) 
gao = moisture content of air at outlet (kg/kg) 
As a result of the evaporation taking place in the tower, the mass f low 
rate of water leaving the tower is 
njWc) = tai - ma(gao - gai) (4.35) 
where 
nkWO = mass flow rate of water leaving the tower (kg/s) 
Mwi = mass flow rate of water entering the tower (kg/s) 
The energy balance for a cooling tower is obtained by equating the 
enthalpies of the entering air and water streams to the enthalpies of the 
leaving air and water streams. Thus, 
ma hai + alai cpw twi = ma hao +(i. - ma . 
(gao - gai)) cppw two' 
tai cpw (twi - two) = ma Mac) ham - hai) -c tyo (g0 - gai) } (4.36) 
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0 
where 
cPW = specific heat capacity of water (kJ/kg K) 
twi = tenperature of water entering the tower (°C) 
two = tenperature of water leaving the tower (°C) 
hao = specific enthalpy of air leaving the tower (kJ/kg) 
hai = specific enthalpy of air entering the tower (kJ/kg) 
Fran the definition of sigma energy we have 
S =h-gctsl 
Thus 
hao = Sao + gao cpw tslao 
hai = Sal + gai c tslai 
where 
Sao = sigma energy of air leaving the tower (kJ/kg) 
Sai = sigma energy of air entering the tower (kJ/kg) 
tslai = wet bulb temperature of air entering the tower (°C) 
Substituting for hao and hai in Equation 4.36 we get, 
I cpq (twi - tom) = ma (Sao - Sa) +X (4.37) 
where 
X- ma cpw {gao (tslao - two) + gai (two - tslai)} (4.38) 
Dluation 4.36 may be expressed as 
mw cpq (twi - two) = ma (hao - haz) -Y (4.39) 
where 
Y=ma cpw two (gao -gj) (4.40) 
The left hand side of Equations 4.37 and 4.39 is the rate of heat transfer 
in the cooling tower. 
Whillier (Refs. 24 and 25) has noted that the terms X and Y are small 
relative to the other terms and both are always positive. 
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Consideration of a wide range of numerical situations indicates that the 
numerical value of X is always a little less than half the value of Y, and 
that the value of X is typically between 2 and 4 percent of the left hand 
side of Equations 4.37 and 4.39. 
The energy balance equation that is used by most authors is Equation 4.39, 
with the term Y being ignored. Equation 4.37 is preferred by Whillier, 
with the term X ignored, for the reason that the error involved in ignoring 
X is a little less than half of the error involved when Equation 4.39 is 
used with Y being ignored. The reason for ignoring the terms X or Y is to 
enable the use of simple definitions for the air efficiency and the water 
efficiency, and to facilitate use of the terms "approach" and "range" in 
calculations of tower performance. 
Subsequent equations for the cooling tower model will hence be developed on 
the basis of sigma energies, using Equation 4.37 and the term X ignored. 
4.4.3 The Efficiency of Cooling Towers 
The performance of cooling towers can be expressed in several ways, of 
which the two most convenient are the water efficiency and the air 
efficiency. 
4.4.3.1 Water Efficiency 
The lowest possible temperature to which the water can be cooled in any 
cooling tower is the wet bulb temperature of the air entering the tower, 
tslai" The water efficiency is defined as the ratio of the actual energy 
removed from the water, to the maximum possible amount that could be 
removed. 
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Thus 
n= 
C' (twi - two) 
_ 
twi - two 
wv cpw (twi - tslai) twi - tslai 
The range of a cooling tower is the reduction in temperature of the water 
through the cooling tower; the. approach is the difference between the 
temperature of the leaving water and the wet bulb temperature of the 
entering air. 
Thus 
Range = twi - two 
Approach = two - tslai 
(4.41a) 
(4.42) 
(4.43) 
Now twi - tslai = (twi - two) +(t - tslai) 
= Range + Approach 
Thus 
nw = 
Range (4.41b) 
Range + Approach 
4.4.3.2 Air Efficiency 
The maximum possible wet-bulb temperature that the air passing through a 
cooling tower can achieve is the temperature of the entering water, twi. 
At this condition the sigma energy value of the air will be Swi. The air 
efficiency is defined as the ratio of the actual increase in energy content 
of the air, to the maximum possible increase. 
Thus, 
n= 
Sao - Sal 
a i -Sax 
(4.44) 
1 
"ti 
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4.4.3.3 Reference Water - Air Ratio, WAR 
The ratio of the mass flow rates of water to air, mw/ma, may vary from 
perhaps 0.1 to about 5, although the usual range is between 0.3 and 3 
(Refs. 25 and 26). Quite, obviously at the extremes of m, /ma the fluid 
having the greater thermal capacity will exhibit a small change in 
temperature, and hence the efficiency for that fluid will be very low. On 
the other hand the fluid with very low thermal capacity will exhibit a 
large change in temperature and hence the efficiency for that fluid will be 
high. 
There exists one combination of water and air mass flow rates, hereafter 
called the reference water-air ratio, WAR, at which the energy that would 
be given up by the water in cooling to the air inlet wet-bulb temperature 
is exactly equal to the energy increase of the airstream when its wet-bulb 
temperature is increased to the water inlet temperature. At this water- 
air ratio (and only at this value) the thermal capacities of the water and 
airstreams would be equal. 
The reference water-air ratio may be derived from Equation 4.37 with X 
neglected, on the basis of the above definition. Thus for this condition, 
mw cp, (twi - tslai) = ma (Swi - Sai) 
Thus, 
WAR = "' _ 
ma 
swi - Sal 
Cpw (twi - tslai 
(4.45) 
It is of considerable importance to note that WAR depends on only three 
items, namely 
1) the inlet water temperature 
2) the inlet air wet-bulb temperature 
3) the baranetric pressure 
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According to Whillier, WAR is entirely independent of the design of the 
cooling tower, the efficiency of the tower, and of the actual water and air 
mass flow rates. It is that ratio of water to air mass flow rates at which 
the thermal capacities of the two streams would be equal. The reference 
water-air ratio may vary from about 0.5 at low wet bulb temperatures to 
about 2.5 at high wet-bulb temperatures. 
4.4.3.4 Rower Capacity Factor, R 
In any cooling tower the actual water-air ratio will, in general, differ 
fron the reference value, so that the thermal capacities of the water and 
air streams will seldom be equal. A factor of fundamental importance in 
evaluating the performance of any tower is hence the ratio of the actual 
water-air ratio to the reference value, i. e., the ratio of the thermal 
capacity of the water stream to the maximum thermal capacity of the 
airstream. This ratio is called the tower capacity factor, R. 
Thus, 
(t/ma ) 
R= 
WAR (4.46) 
An important relationship between the air and water efficiencies can be 
derived by manipulating Equations 4.37,4.41a, 4.44,4.45 and 4.46. 
Neglecting X, Equation 4.37 becanes 
a cpw (twi - two) = na (Sao - Sai) 
Fran Equations 4.41a and 4.44 we have 
Ti a {twi - tslai } {Sao - Sai } 
nw {twi - two } {tai - Sai } 
Fran Equation 4.37a we have, 
San - Sai 
twi - two 
MW CPW 
_ ma 
(4.37a) 
(4.47) 
(4.37b) 
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Fran D3uation 4.45 we have, 
twi - tslai 
=1 (4.45a) 
Swi - Säi Cpw 
Using Equations 4.37b and 4.45a, Equation 4.47 becomes 
na 
= 
mw cpw 1=N 
(4.47a) 7i ma WAR " Cpw WAR 
Using Equation 4.46, Equation 4.47a becomes 
R (4.48a) 
Tq 
Thus TLd =R Tjw (4.48b) 
Equation 4.48 is valid only if the air efficiency is defined in terms of 
energy ratios. It does not hold if the air efficiency is defined in terms 
of teuperature ratios. 
The capacity factor R, in cooling towers specifies the relative thermal 
capacities of the two fluid streams. Thus it has the same significance as 
the thermal capacity ratio Can/C , in conventional heat exchangers (as 
outlined in Chapter 3). It is an extremely important parameter in that it 
serves as a basis for rationalisation of the theory of cooling towers and 
many other types of wet heat-exchange equipment. 
4.4.4 Correlation of Experimental Data 
At values of the capacity factor R less than 1, that is the thermal 
capacity of the water stream is less than the thermal capacity of the 
airstream, the maximum possible value of the water efficiency will be 1, 
but the maximum possible value of the air efficiency will be R. Similarly, 
at values of R greater than 1, the maximum possible values of the air and 
water efficiencies are 1, and 1, /R, respectively. 
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This is illustrated by the upper lines marked FOM =1 in Figures 4.9a and 
4.9b, in which efficiency is plotted against R. These upper lines 
represent the maximum possible water and air efficiencies attainable in any 
cooling tower. 
An extensive series of tests was carried out by Hem (Ref. 27) on a packed 
cooling tower which could be supplied with hot water from the condenser of 
a refrigeration plant, or with cold water from the evaporator. Thus, in 
one case the water was cooled in the tower, while in the other the water 
was heated. The tests covered an extremely wide range of mw/ma, from 0.6 
to 11.6. The wet-bulb temperature of the air was 34°C, the barometric 
pressure 119.5 kPa and the inlet water temperature about 12°C and 43°C for 
the two conditions. The reference water-air ratio, WAR, for these two 
situations was approximately 0.79 and 1.59 respectively for the two values 
of inlet water temperature. When the test data are plotted as water 
efficiency against the water-air ratio, r/ma, the data lie on two distinct 
curves (Ref. 27). However when plotted as in Figure 4.9a or 4.9b showing 
water efficiency against the tower capacity factor, R, the data fall on a 
single curve (Ref. 27). 
The effectiveness, E, of a cooling tower is defined as the efficiency for 
the fluid having the smaller thermal capacity. 
if R<I, E -rlw (4.49a) 
if R'I, Ea na (4.49b) 
Whiller (Ref. 26) plotted curves of E against R* for various sets of data 
and tried three equations for the best fit lines through that. These are 
Equations 4.50a, 4.50b and 4.50c, and while none is perfect, the third 
seESns to be adequate for all test data examined by him. The equations are: 
Straight line equation 
E-1- R* (1 - FcM) (4.50a) 
Hyperbolic-type equation 
E- 
1 
(4.50b) 
1+ R* (1/FUM-1) 
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Experimental-type equation 
E=KMR* (4.50c) 
In these equations, the term R* is always less than 1. It is defined as 
follows: 
If R<1, R* -R 
IfR>1, R*-1/R 
(4.51a) 
(4.51b) 
This R* is seen to be equivalent to Can/Cmax in the theory of conventional 
heat exchangers. After considering several sets of test data, Whillier 
(Ref. 26) found that the exponential relation, Equation 4.50c has the 
widest applicability. The hyperbolic equation, 4.50b, has too much 
curvature. Hence Equation 4.50c is adopted for developing the cooling 
tower model. 
Lines of constant factor of merit, FOM, based on Equation 4.50c, are shown 
in Fig 4.10. This figure is most useful when analysing cooling tower test 
data, since test data plotted on the figure enable an immediate estimate of 
FOM to be made. 
4.4.5 Pacer of Merit of Oooling Zbwers 
The value of FOM (which is also the intercept on the R=l line of the best 
curve through the data) is known as the factor of merit of the tower. A 
perfect tower would have a factor of merit, FOM = 1. According to Whi1lier 
(Ref. 26), all good commercial cooling towers seem to have a factor of merit 
between 0.6 and 0.7. 
Whillier notes that Equation 4.50 is an empirical one and that data for 
highly efficient towers (F > 0.7) can often be equally represented by a 
straight line. However, the data for inefficient towers do not fall on a 
straight line, but on a line approximated adequately by Equation 4.50c. 
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Since test data tend to lie on lines of constant FOM when plotted in Figure 
4.10, then it is possible to categorise each cooling tower uniquely by 
means of its factor of merit, FOM. This represents a significant 
simplification in the rating of cooling towers. Knowing POM for a cooling 
tower is equivalent to knowing the UA factor, and the configuration, of a 
conventional heat exchanger. 
Typical values of factor of merit, FOM for various types of cooling towers 
are given in Appendix 4.4 Table L These values are taken fron Ref. 26. 
4.4.6 Capacity Ooit=n1 of Cooling Zbwers 
Most cooling tower systems are subjected to substantial changes in ambient 
wet-bulb temperature and load during the normal operating season. 
Accordingly, some form of capacity control may be required to maintain 
prescribed condensing tetperatures. 
Fan cycling is the simplest method of capacity control on cooling towers 
and is often used on multiple-unit or multiple cell installations. In non 
freezing climates where close control of the leaving water terperature is 
not essential, fan cycling affords an adequate and inexpensive method of 
capacity control. 
Two-speed fan motors, in conjunction with fan cycling, can double the 
number of steps of capacity control, when compared to fan cycling alone. 
This is particularly useful on single-fan motor units which would have only 
one step of capacity control by fan cycling. Two-speed fan motors are 
cor=nly used on cooling towers as the primary method of capacity control 
and also to provide the added advantage of reduced energy consumption at 
reduced load conditions. 
Modulating danpers in the fan discharge of centrifugal blower fans are used 
for cooling tower capacity control, as well as for energy management. In 
many cases modulating dampers are used in conjunction with two-speed 
motors. 
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Condenser water bypass is another method used to control condenser-cooling 
tower capacity. This can be done by using a bypass valve between the 
condenser discharge and inlet. 
4.4.7 Algorithm for Simulating the Performance of a Cooling T Wer 
Energy is consumed in driving the fan or fans required to achieve proper air 
movement through a cooling tower. The pump head of a cooling tower also 
contributes to the energy expended in the operation of the condenser water 
pmp 
The algorithm assumes that the cooling tower has a two-speed fan motor and 
that the condenser water puip operates at constant volume. It determines the 
temperature of water leaving the tower and the power consumed by the fan motor 
in satisfying the cooling tower load. The following data are required. 
Ambient Air Data 
Dry bulb temperature of ambient air, tamb (°C) 
Wet bulb temperature of ambient air, tsl, amb (°C) 
Barametric pressure, pb (kPa) 
Water Chiller Data 
Chiller heat rejection load, QC (kW) 
Condenser water punp motor input power, PCWP (kW) 
Efficiency of condenser water pump n ur 
Cooling Tower Data 
Factor of Merit, FON! 
Temperature of water entering the tower, twi (°C) 
Tower fan motor input power at full load, PCIF (kW) 
Volumetric flow rate of ambient air through tower at full load V (m3/s) 
Mass flow rate of water entering the tower, mw (kg/s) 
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Calculation Steps 
1) Catq'ute cooling tower load, QCT 
QCT = QC + (PGW x rj CWP 
) 
2) Cargiute temperature of water leaving the tower, two 
_ 
(QGT) 
two - twi (mw x cam) 
3) Catpute reference water-air ratio, WAR 
Compute S. 4 and Sai using D3uations 3.4,3.7,3.25 and 3.26 
Swi - Sai 
WAR 
Cpw (twi - tsl, ab) 
4) Compute water efficiency, nW using Equation 4.41a. Substitute tsl, amb 
for tslai 
5) Canpute tower capacity factor, R 
If FCM >T1 W (implying R> 1), solve the equation 
FOM = (R fl W)R for R by using the Newton Raphson method. 
Use the value of 
R= 1/11w- 1/FOM +1 as a first guess. 
If F um <, nw (implying R< 1), then In TI W R=1nF'OM 
6) Compute mass flow rate of air through tower, ma to satisfy the load. 
MW 
m= aRx WAR 
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7) CaTpute the specific volume of the ambient air, va using Fguations, ' 3.14 
and 3.15 
8) Compute volunetric flow rate, Va corresponding, to as 
Va = ma va 
9) Canpute part load ratio PLR 
PLR 
Va 
= 
Vaf 
10) Compute power consumed by the fan motor, PCT. - Generally at part load, 
the fan cycles to meet the tower load. It is assumed that the volume of 
air discharged by the fan at low speed is half that discharged at high 
speed, and from fan laws, the power consumed by the fan motor at low 
speed is one-eighth that consumed at high speed.. 
Thus if PIR = 0.5, FFIP = 0.125 
If PLR < 0.5, the fan cycles between off and low speed operating 
conditions. 
PIRLO=0.0, PLRHI=0.5 
FFLPIA = 0.0, FFLPHI = 0.125 
If 0.5 < PLR t 1.0, the fan cycles between low and high speed operating 
conditions. 
PLRID = 0.5, PIRHI = 1.0 
FFLPIA = 0.125 FFIPHI = 1.0 
The fraction of the hour that the fan operates at the higher speed, RUNTME is 
given by: 
RUNTIME 
PLR - PLRIA 
PLRHI - PIRLO 
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The fraction of full load power, FFIP for the part load operating condition is 
given by: 
FFIP = (RUNTME x FFIPHI) + (1.0 - RUM HE) FFIPIA 
Thus, 
PCI' = FFIP X PC'1F 
4.5 PrIMipS 
A pump is a device that circulates liquids through piping systems. It 
provides the pressure necessary to overccm the resistance to flow of a liquid 
in a piping system. Pumps can be classified in two groups according to the 
way they develop this pressure; either by positive displacement or centrifugal 
force. In the first group are included reciprocating, gear, vane, screw, and 
rotary pumps. They are used only in specialized cases in HVAC work. The 
centrifugal pump is the type most widely used in circulating water in HVAC 
systems. 
Centrifugal pumps are used in heating and air conditioning for four major 
-applications (Ref. 1): 
1) Condenser Water 
2) Chilled Water 
3) Hot Water 
4) Boiler Feed and Condensate 
4.5.1 Puip Performance 
The centrifugal pump increases the pressure of the liquid by first increasing 
its velocity, and then converting that velocity energy to pressure energy. 
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The items of major importance in the performance of a pump are the pressure 
(head) it will develop, the volumetric flow rate it will deliver, the power 
required to drive the pump and its efficiency. These are called pump 
characteristics. The characteristics are usually presented in the form of 
curves for each pump, and can be used to select the correct pump for an 
application. The general shape of these curves is similar for all centrifugal 
plnps. 
For a water pump, the power output is the power transmitted to the water. The 
power output, Po, is related to the head developed by the pump, Hw and the 
volumetric flow rate, VW by the formula 
Po = Pwxg'xiiwxVw/1000.0 
where: 
Po = gup power output (kW) 
Pw = density of water (kg/m3 ) 
g/ = acceleration due to gravity (nVs2) 
Hw = total purrp head (m of water) 
VW = volumetric flow rate (m3/s) 
(4.52) 
The power input to a punp is always greater than the pow er output because of 
friction and other unavoidable losses. The efficiency of a pupp is defined as 
P 
n= per output x loo = 
PO 
X 100 
power input Pi 
(4.53) 
In general pumps are operated as constant volume, cycling or variable flow 
(Ref. 27). 
The fraction of full load power, FFLP, for a pucip is related to the part load 
ratio by the formula: 
FFLP =a+bx PIR +cx PIR2 +dx PIR3 (4.54) 
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a, b, c and d are part load model coefficients 
PLR = 
Heating or cooling load 
Heating or cooling capacity 
(4.55) 
If the pump is a constant volume pump which is on whenever there is a load 
then 
a=1, b=c=d=0.0 
If the pupp is cycled in resprnse to a load then 
a=0, b=1, c=d=0.0 
If the pump is a variable speed pump, the part load model coefficients can 
be determined by applying regression analysis to the experimental or 
manufacturers' catalogue data. In the case the part load ratio, PLR is 
the ratio of the volumetric f low rate discharged by the pump at part load 
to that discharged at full load. 
The power input to the pump at part load, Pi, is related to that required 
at full load, Pi f by the formula: 
Pi = FFLP x Pif (4.56) 
The temperature rise of the water stream, tw, due to pump gains is given 
by: 
AtW = 
P0 
(4.57) 
pWVWC 
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CHAPTER 5 
SIMULATION OF THE PERFORMANCE OF HVAC SYSTEMS PND CENTRAL PLANT 
-203- 
Symbol Description Unit 
APP approach K 
Fk kth constraint value Various 
FFLP fraction of full load power 
FPCW fan absorbed power kW 
gai unisture content of air entering node kg/kg 
gao moisture content of air leaving node 
gma, moisture content of mixed air kg/kg 
goa moisture content of outside air kg/kg 
gra moisture content of return air kg/kg 
hai specific enthalpy of air entering node kJ/kg 
hao specific enthalpy of air leaving node k7/kg 
mai mass flow rate of air entering node kg/s 
mCIO mass flow rate of air leaving node kg/s 
mma mass flow rate of mixed air kg/s 
moa, min minimum mass 
flow rate of outside air kg/s 
PIR part load ratio 
RNG, RNGN range K 
ri fresh air fraction of air entering node 
ro fresh air fraction of air leaving from node 
¶IWBQA wet bulb temperature of outside air (sling) °C 
ZWC1, TWC2 temperatures of water entering and leaving 
the condenser respectively °C 
ZWEl, TWE2 temperatures of water entering and leaving 
the evaporator respectively °C 
TwICT, TWOCT temperatures of water entering and leaving 
the cooling tower respectively °C 
tma temperature of mixed air °C 
toa temperature of outside air °C 
tra temperature of return air . 
°C 
tz zone air dry bulb temperature °C 
tz, n, tz, max minimum and maximum values of tz 
respectively 
Va volumetric flow rate of air m3/s 
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5.1 INTRODUCTION 
Stoecker (Ref. 1) has defined system simulation as predicting the operating 
quantities within a system (such as pressures, temperatures, energy-and 
fluid-flow rates) at the condition where all energy and material balances, 
all equations of state of working substances, and all performance 
characteristics of individual components are satisfied. For our purposes, 
system simulation can be classified into quasi-steady state and dynamic 
analysis. 
Quasi-steady state system simulation assumes that over the time interval of 
interest, typically one hour, the operating variables are relatively 
constant but may change over the next time interval. Dynamic analysis is 
used for the study of performance of systems subject to frequent changes in 
the operating variables and has been applied to the thermal analysis of 
buildings, the stability and dynamic response of HVAC control systems. 
Reference 1 states that since the dynamic response of HVAC systems is much 
more rapid than that of the building, a steady state simulation of the 
system is adequate for most energy calculations. 
As mentioned in Chapter 2, two basic approaches currently used in the 
computer simulation of building energy systems are the fixed schematic 
technique and the component based modelling technique. While the fixed 
schematic with options technique has been used by most of the building 
energy analysis programs developed in the last decade, advances in system 
simulation and increased interest in special and innovative systems have 
led to the development of the component based modelling approach. For 
simulating a given HVAC system, computer programs using the fixed schematic 
technique may be quicker and cheaper to run; however they lack the 
flexibility of the computer programs using the component based modelling 
approach. 
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5.2 O 'ONFN BASED SYSTEM MMEELI 4 
The HVAC system and central plant may be considered to be composed of a 
number of canponent modules. Therefore, the first step towards modelling 
the building energy system is to develop a model for each of the 
components. Each of the models is placed in a library for use in 
contructing systems. 
Two techniques used for the component based performance simulation of 
building energy systems are the sequential and simultaneous calculation 
methods. 
The sequential calculation method has resulted from the formulation of the 
component models on an input/output basis and presumes that a suitable 
starting point can be found to proceed with the simulation. Using input 
information (for the system schematic and its cattponents), the output from 
the first component can be calculated and this forms the input to the next 
component. Using this and any other relevant input data this procedure is 
repeated for all the components; this leads to the determination of the 
performance of the entire system. 
One advantage of the sequential modelling approach is that simple or 
complex component models can be used; these can be upgraded as technical 
knowledge improves thus allowing for further development of the computer 
simulation program. Component based system simulation programs making use 
of the sequential modelling approach include TRNSYS (Ref. 2) which has been 
developed for the transient simulation of solar energy systems and AMBER 
(Ref. 3) which uses the quasi-steady state approach. 
In TRNSYS each component model is formulated as a separate FORTRAN 
subroutine. The components are described by either algebraic or 
differential equations. The transfer of information into and out of a 
component is shown in Fig. 5.1 which indicates the ordering of inputs, 
outputs and parameters for a mixing box operating in the minimum outdoor 
air control mode. 
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foci goa fra gra mma 
TYPE 1 1MODE 
MIXING BOX WITH MINIMUM 
OUTDOOR AIR CONTROL 
fma 
- gma 
mma 
INFORMATION FLOW DIAGRAM 
INPUTS 5 
OUTPUTS 3 
PARAMETERS 2 
CHARACTERISTIC DESCRIPTION 
PARAMETERS 
1. MODE 
2" moa, min 
FIG. 5.1 COMPONENT DIAGRAM FOR MIXING BOX OPERATING 
IN MINIMUM OUTDOOR AIR CONTROL MODE. 
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The mixing box component receives data such as toa, goal tral gras nba, min 
and mma and computes tma and gma; these output data as well as mma are 
transmitted to other canponents. Once all the mathematical models of the 
components have been formulated, the next step is to construct a system 
information flow diagram. 
An information f law diagram is a schematic representation of the f low of 
information between each of the system components. In the diagram each 
component is represented by a component diagram like Fig. 5.1. The 
information flow diagram of a system, is constructed by joining all of the 
diagrams of the system components. TRNSYS recognizes the position of each 
component in the information flow diagram by the user assigning to each 
component a unique UNIT number. The input and output variables of each of 
the component models are then identified and their functional relationships 
determined. Solving the set of simultaneous algebraic and differential 
equations which describe the component models leads to the determination of 
the performance of the system. 
The alternative approach to component based system simulation is the 
simultaneous calculation method. 
Silverman et. al. (Ref. 4) have used a network modelling approach to 
simulate the performance of HVAC systems. With this method, the building 
and its energy systems can be viewed as a number of "nodes" connected by 
"arcs". Each node is of a particular type, e. g. fan, heating coil, cooling 
coil or air-conditioned zone. Each arc carries a fluid, e. g. air or water, 
and has certain properties. such as mass flow rate, enthalpy, moisture 
content and fresh air fraction. Each node type implies certain 
"constraints" which must be enforced. For example a mixing box (collector) 
must obey the laws of conservation of mass, conservation of energy, 
conservation of water vapour and conservation of the fresh air component. 
These constitute equality constraints on the arc variables entering and 
leaving the node. They are written in the form: 
Fk = mao -E mai (5.1) 
Fk = mao hao -E mal hai (5.2) 
Zva 
Fk = mao gao - mai gai 
Fk = mao ro - mai ri 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
In Equations 5.1 to 5.4, Fk is the kth constraint value (forced to zero in 
the solution process). The subscripts i and o represent the node "in" and 
"out" respectively, while ma, ha, ga and r respresent air mass f low rate, 
enthalpy, moisture content and fresh air fraction respectively. 
Some node types also imply inequality constraints. For example, a node 
representing an air-conditioned zone requires that the temperature in the 
leaving arc not violate high or low bounds. This is written as: 
Fk = tz, I - tz (5.5) 
Fk = tz - tz, jn (5.6) 
where tz, max and tz, n are the zone upper and lower temperaure bounds, and 
tz the actual zone leaving air temperature. The F's here are again 
constraint values but are forced to be greater than or equal to zero, 
rather than strictly equal to zero, during the solution process. Typically, 
a particular node type implies several constraints of both equality and 
inequality types. This is summarised in Table 5.1. Table 5.1a shows a 
list of the different node types necessary to model a large class of 
systems. Table 5. lb shows a list of different kinds of constraints. The 
right column of Table 5.1a indicates the constraint which must be enforced 
for each type of node. 
TABLE S. la 
Node Type Definitions 
Node Type Description Constraints Invoked- 
1 Outside air intake None 
2 Collector 2,3,4,5 
3 Fan 17 
4 Cooling coil 6,16,19 
5 Heating coil 18 
6 Zone 10,11,12,13,14,15 
7 Distributor 7 
8 Exhaust air outlet None 
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TABLE 5.1b 
Constraint Definitions 
Constraint Type Description 
2 Collector mass conservation 
3 Collector energy conservation 
4 Collector moisture conservation 
5 Collector fresh air conservation 
6 Cooling coil not allowed to heat 
7 Distributor mass conservation 
10 Zone temperature lower bound 
11 Zone temperature upper bound 
12 Zone relative humidity upper bound 
13 Zone fresh air lower bound 
14 Zone unisture conservation 
15 Zone energy conservation 
16 Cooling coil unisture removal 
17 Fan energy conservation 
18 Heating coil not allowed to cool 
19 Cooling coil capacity limit 
Type 
Equality 
equality 
Equality 
Equality 
Inequality 
Equality 
Inequality 
Inequality 
Inequality 
Inequality 
Equality 
Equality 
Equality 
Equality 
Inequality 
Inequality 
Some arc variables are determined by external factors such as weather data, 
occupancy schedules and are defined as exogenous, meaning that these 
variables are external to the solution process. 
The network definition of a HVAC system is accomplished by making use Pf 
four arrays ARCTAB, NODTYP, END and RNODE. The ARCTAB array represents, by 
reference to the constraints invoked for each node, a set of equations or 
inequalities which must be'satisfied. The EXO array represents inputs 
which fix certain of the variables in ARCTAB. The RNODE array carries 
information about the nodes, e. g., capacities, parameters for the node 
constraint equations, etc. 
Canponent models developed for the network modelling approach do not have 
distinct inputs and outputs. Rather each component is represented by one 
or more "constraints", which are simply functions of the arc variables. 
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At the solution point, the constraint is "satisfied", meaning that the 
function is either zero (equality constraint) or within the specified 
limits (inequality constraints). The approach to prograimiing is therefore 
to select a proposed set of solution values, evaluate the constraints (as 
implied by the nodes present) for the proposed solution values, and repeat 
until all constraints are satisfied. 
The solution algorithm utilised by Silverman et. al. to achieve this and 
solve the network is the Generalized Reduced Gradient Method (Ref. 5). 
After the network is solved the mass flow rates, enthalpies, humidities and 
fresh air fractions are known throughout. Other quantities of interest, 
for example temperatures, heat addition/removal rates at coil, etc. can be 
determined with auxiliary relationships. 
The program developed by Silverman et. al. is limited in several ways. It 
optimises only over a single time period, allows only for single-fluid 
networks thus preventing analysis of generalised central plants and does 
not allow direct inclusion of conventional HVAC controls. 
Sowell et. al. (Ref. 6) have expanded and refined the work carried out by 
Silverman et. al to include analysis of conventional HVAC proportional 
controls. The network description of the HVAC system is obtained using the 
concepts proposed by Silverman et. al.; however graph theory is employed to 
select a suitable set of equations and develop an algorithm for their 
solution. The network solution algorithm generated on the mainframe is 
downloaded to a microcomputer on which it becomes part of a tool for 
building energy analysis. 
Despite the automatic determination of a very efficient computational 
sequence, including iterative calculations if necessary, several 
limitations remain. The microcomputer implementation of the solution 
algorithm examines only a single operational point and currently available 
component models deal primarily with the airside of HVAC systems. The 
water side of HVAC systems and central plant components are not modelled. 
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4 
However, the authors indicate that further developments of the program will 
cater for these limitations. 
A non-proprietary computer program, HVAC SIM+, (Ref. 7) which accounts for 
the dynamic interactions between the building shell, HVAC systems and 
equipment, and control systems is being developed at the National Bureau of 
Standards. The program employs advanced equation solving techniques and a 
hierarchical, modular approach to simulate the dynamic performance of 
entire building/HVAC/control systems. Such a simulation exercise involves 
the simultaneous solution of a large number of algebraic and differential 
equations over a large time period using time steps on the order of seconds 
or smaller. This is because the dynamics of systems within a building take 
place on a time scale on the order of seconds for actions involving local 
control loops to a time scale on the order of minutes for changes in zone 
conditions. 
Potential research applications for the program of particular interest are 
to evaluate the energy conservation benefits of various advanced control 
strategies and algorithms, to examine the dynamic interactions among 
building subsystems, and to explore ways of optimising the annual energy 
performance of entire buildings considered as single systems. However, the 
authors warn that HVACSIM+ is not intended as a software that can be easily 
used by the general public or even design engineers. 
The computer program, SYSPAN, developed to simulate the thermal performance 
of HVAC systems and central plant in this thesis uses the sequential 
modelling approach and is described in the next section. 
5.3 SI? ATICNl MEJHDDOIDGY cF COMPUTER PROGRAM SYSPAN 
SYSPAN uses a component based sequential modelling approach to simulate the 
thermal performance of HVAC systems and central plant. Each component of a 
building energy system is formulated as a separate subroutine with distinct 
inputs and outputs using the models developed in Chapters 3 and 4. 
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SYSPAN has the following features: 
Component modules are defined so as to include their associated 
controls. For the frequencies under consideration the -response of 
most of the components is essentially steady state and thus a quasi- 
steady state modelling approach to predicting the energy usage of the 
heating and cooling plant is adequate. 
The HVAC systems and equipment are configured using available 
component models. 
The state of the air is determined at the inlet and outlet ports of 
each component of the HVAC system From this the thermal loads on the 
coils and the electrical power requirement of the fan. motor can be 
calculated. The coil thermal loads are passed to the central. plant 
simulation program to determine the energy consumed by the primary 
system components to satisfy the loads. 
The simulation of a system consists of setting the functional, relationships 
between the components and then solving the resulting set of simultaneous 
relationships. Since each of the functions is formulated as a FORTRAN 
subroutine, SYSPAN calls these function modules or subroutines in order to 
solve the simultaneous equations. The order in which the subroutines are 
called depends on the available information at the system model generation 
stage. This is illustrated for the following applications: 
For HVAC systems employing 100% outdoor air at all times, SYSPAN works its 
way through the system by starting from the outside air port, assuming the 
mass flow rate of conditioned air is known. Since all components of the 
system have been identified at the configuration stage, the relevant 
subroutines are called in sequence and the "balance point" of system 
operation is determined. 
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For recirculating air conditioning systems in which the mass flow rate of 
supply air, the state of return air and/or the desired tenperature of mixed 
air is known, a convenient starting point for the simulation process is the 
mixing box (for outside and return air) and no iterations around the system 
loop is required. 
For recirculating air conditioning systems where the starting point for 
simulation is not obvious or all the input data necessary to model any 
component is not available, SYSPAN sets up iterative calculations around 
the system loop. Iterative methods used to obtain a solution for the state 
of the system are the successive substitution or secant methods. The 
methods consist of starting with an initial value (successive substitution 
method) or two values (secant method) for the solution,, calling all of the 
model subroutines (thus obtaining a new set of state variables), checking 
the new state against the old state, and iterating until convergence is 
achieved. The speed of convergence is, of course, dependent on the initial 
value(s) assumed and the convergence criteria. 
Applications for which iterative calculations are necessary include 
recirculating systems serving zones where the internal conditions are 
floating, for example, zone air temperatures are known but the relative 
humidities are allowed to float between lower and upper limits. A suitable 
starting point for simulating such systems is the point where return air 
from all zones meet. Since the system return air temperature can be 
determined from the mixing box model, a value can be assumed for the return 
air relative humidity; this leads to determining the state of system return 
air. Iterative calculations are then setup around the system loop using 
the techniques outlined above in order to obtain a solution for the state 
of the system. 
5.4 APPLICATION CP SYSPAN FOR I KIE A'DI= THE PERFcRmwE (P HVAC SYSTEMS 
The suite of computer programs, collectively referred to as SYSPAN, has 
been implemented on a VAX11/750 minicomputer to simulate the Collins 
Building Variable Air Volume (VAV) system as specified by IEA Annex 10 
Working Group. 
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Two configurations of the VAV system serving the third floor of the 
penthouse suite of the Collins Building in Glasgow were specified in Annex 
10 cbcunent AN85 0220-01 (Refs. 8 and 9). 
In this thesis, only VAV system configuration 1 as shown in Fig 5.2 is 
modelled. The system comprises a mixing box (economiser), spray type 
humidifier, axial fans, cooling coil, heating coil and supply duct. The 
system is to be simulated under different control schemes and zone 
conditions. Data for the simulation exercises are given below and in 
Appendix A5. 
5.4.1 Weather Data 
Hourly values of dry bulb temperature and relative humidity for two days, 
namely September 7 and November 4, in 1981 are given in Appendix A5.6. The 
barometric pressures for September 7 and November 4 are 114.9 kPa and 94.3 
kPa respectively. 
5.4.2 Controls 
5.4.2.1 Coils 
The water mass flow rate through both coils is controlled by a temperature 
sensor at point W. The control scheme is as follows (see Fig. 5.3): 
If temperature at A is greater than or equal to 12°C then, 
no water flow through heating coil 
full water flow through cooling coil 
If temperature at A is between 11.25 and 10.75°C then, 
no water flow through heating coil 
no water flow through cooling coil 
If temperature at A is less than or equal to 100C then, 
full water flow through heating coil 
no water flow through cooling coil 
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5.4.2.2 Fresh Air Control 
When in use the fresh air controller (economiser) responds to an outside 
air temperature sensor and a temperature sensor located at point 'B'. The 
controller works as follows: 
If outside air temperature is greater than or equal to 16°C then, 
fresh air fraction is 10% 
If outside air temperature is greater than or equal to 10°C and less than 
16°C then, 
fresh air fraction is 100% 
If outside air temperature is less than 10°C then, 
fresh air fraction is adjusted to give a temperature of 100C at point 
'B' 
The fresh air fraction is considered to apply to mass flow rates. 
5.4.2.3 VAV Box Control 
The VAV box uses a simplified control scheme. Maximum air supply flow rate 
(6.2m3/s) occurs when the zone temperature is greater than or equal to 
22.1°C. Minimum air supply (1.24m3/s) occurs when the zone temperature is 
less than or equal to 20.1°C. A linear proportional controller modulates 
the flow between these temperatures. The volumetric flow rates should be 
converted to mass flow rates by taking the density of air as 1.2kg/m3. 
5.4.2.4 Humidifier 
The humidifier is controlled by an on/off device. It is on when the 
outside air temperature is less than 14°C and the room relative humidity is 
less than 60%. 
5.4.2.5 Fan 
A blade pitch controller maintains 1 kPa in the entrance to the duct. The 
design pressure drop (i. e. at maximum air flow rate) of the VAV system is 
0.5kPa. 
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This controller need not be modelled; the fan characteristic data given in 
Appendix A5.4 can be used. 
5.4.3 Simulation Exercises 
5.4.3.1 Exercise 1.1 
In this exercise, the VAV system operates with 100% fresh air and constant 
zone conditions of 21°C, 55% RH. The ceiling void plenum is at a constant 
temperature of 22°C (for all exercises). 
5.4.3.2 Exercise 1.2 
In this exercise, the conditions are the same as for Exercise 1.1 except 
that the economiser is operating. Since the return air fan is not modelled 
for all exercises, it is assumed that air at roan temperature is mixed with 
fresh air in the economiser. 
5.4.3.3 Exercise 1.3 
In this exercise, the VAV system operates with 100% fresh air and varying 
roan conditions given in Appendix A5.7. 
5.4.3.4 Rrercise 1.4 
In this exercise, the conditions are the same as for Exercise 1.3 except 
that the economiser is operating. 
Each simulation exercise is to be conducted for the 24 hourly values of dry 
bulb temperature and relative humidity given for September 7 and November 4. 
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5.4. Sin elation Technique 
The following component models, formulated as separate FORTRAN subroutines 
have been used to simulate the VAV system (as specified in the various 
exercises). They are: 
1) VAV Control Box Model: A direct linear routine models the VAV control 
box and determines the volumetric f low rate of air corresponding to 
zone temperature. From this, the mass flow rate of conditioned air is 
determined since the density of air is known. 
2a) Mixing Box Model Type 2: This models the all outdoor air control 
system. 
2b) Mixing Box Model Type 3: This models the economiser or the proportional 
outdoor air control system. 
3) Humidifier Model Type 1: This nodels the wetted cell humidifier using 
recirculating water. 
4) Fan Model Type 5: This models the axial fan with variable blade pitch 
" 
angle control. By applying regression analysis to the fan 
characteristic data given in Appendix A5.4, an expression relating 
fan absorbed power, FPOW, to the volumetric flow rate of air, Va has 
been obtained. This expression is: 
FPCW = -2.576121 + 5.230758 x Va - 2.406034 x Va2 + 0.76756 x Va3 
-0.11094 x Va4 + 6.176272E-03 x Va5 (5.7) 
5a) Cooling Coil Model Type 1: This models the cooling coil with variable 
water flow rate. 
5b) Cooling Coil Model Type 2: This models the cooling coil with, fixed 
water flow rate. 
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6a) Heating Coil Model Type 1: This models the heating coil with variable 
water flow rate. 
6b) Heating Coil Model Type 2: This models the heating coil with fixed 
water flow rate. 
7) Duct Model: This models the thermal interaction between a duct and 
its surroundings. 
After determining the mass flow rate of supply air, SYSPAN calls the 
relevant subroutines starting from the mixing box and solves the system 
sequentially; no iterative calculations are set up around the system loop. 
However, when modelling the heating and cooling coils, iterative 
calculations are necessary. The state of the air at the inlet and outlet 
ports of each component of the system, mass flow rates and temperatures of 
water leaving the coils, coil thermal loads, power input to the water pump 
motor and fan motor are determined. The last three variables mentioned are 
passed to the central plant simulation sub-program in order to calculate 
the energy consumed by the components of the primary system. 
5.4.5 Results of the Similation Exercises 
The results obtained for the simulation exercises are presented as graphs of: 
Dry bulb temperature of air leaving each component against time 
Moisture content of air leaving each component against time 
Mass flow rates of water through heating and cooling coils against time 
Coil thermal loads against tine 
The graphs for Exercises 1.1 and 1.4 (for September 7 and November 4) are 
presented in the following pages (see Figs. 5.4a to 5.19) while those for 
Exercises 1.2 and 1.3 are presented in Appendix 5 (see Figs. A5. la to 
A5.16). 
For inter-model comparisons, the results obtained for the simulation 
exercises by one participant in the IEA Annex 10 Working Group are also 
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presented (see Figs. 5.4b to 5.18b and Figs. A5. lb to A5.15b) . Morant 
(Ref. 1O) used the computer program TRNSYS to simulate the VAV system. As 
LNSYS is basically designed for the transient simulation of solar energy 
systems, steady state mathematical models were developed for the VAV system 
components and included in the standard ZRNSYS library. 
In these graphs, the labels have the following meaning: 
0- value of outside air 
M- value after the mixing box 
H- value after the humidifier 
FS - value after the axial fan (supply air fan) 
C1 - value after the cooling coil 
Hl - value after the heating coil 
D- value after the supply air duct 
R- value of the roam or zone 
nwcc - mass flow rate of water through cooling coil (kg/s) 
mwhc - mass flow rate of water through heating coil (kg/s) 
qcs - sensible cooling load (kW) 
qcl - latent cooling load (kW) 
qct - total cooling load (kW) 
qht - heating load (kW) 
5.4.6 Analysis of the Results of the Siuulation Exercises 
The following notation explains the labelling adopted for the graphs: 
Fig. 5. Xa is a graphical representation of the results obtained for the 
simulation exercises using SYSPAN. 
Fig. 5. Xb is a graphical representation of the results obtained for the 
simulation exercises by Morant (Ref. 10). 
For the graphs presented in Appendix A5, the corresponding notation is Fig. 
A5. Xa and Fig. A5. Xb respectively. 
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Generally, it can be seen that very good agreement exists between the two 
sets of results presented. Although this cannot be interpreted as a full 
scale validation of the algorithms used by SYSPAN, nevertheless it serves 
as a fairly good basis for evaluating the computer program. 
Before analysing the results of the simulation exercises, it will be 
useful, here, to discuss how the VAV system is controlled. Simultaneous 
heating and cooling is eliminated by sequencing the operation of the 
heating and cooling coils and maintaining a dead band between their control 
bands (see Fig. 5.3). This is a positive control feature of the system. 
The operation of the humidifier is independent of the operation of the 
cooling coil. Thus, there exists the possibility of the two components 
operating simultaneously. This actually occurs, for some hours, with the 
result that the cooling coil, when dehumidifying, reduces the moisture 
content of the airstream below that entering the humidifier. Thus energy 
is wasted in operating the humidifier water pump and chiller 
simultaneously, although the power consumption of the former is relatively 
negligible. This is a negative feature of the control strategy used the 
VAV system. 
For exercise 1.1, Figs. 5.4a and 5.5a show the dry bulb temperature and 
mositure content profiles for various 'points' around the system for 
September 7th simulation while Figs. 5.4b and 5.5b show the same profiles 
as obtained by Morant. Figs. 5.6a and 5.6b show the hourly variation of 
the mass flow rate of water through the heating and cooling coils and Fig. 
5.7 shows the hourly variation of the coil thermal loads. It can be seen 
that the heating coil is not operating, the cooling coil negates the 
operation of the humidifier and the cooling coil total load varies from 
12.92kW to 66.03kW. For the same exercise but for November 4th simulation 
(see Figs. 5.8a to 5.11), the heating coil operates between the 1st and 
11th hour and between the 20th and 24th. At the 12th and 19th hour, 
neither the heating coil nor cooling coil operates because the temperature 
at control point 'A' falls in the dead band region. The maximum heating 
coil load is 17.26kW and the maximum cooling coil load is 24.53kW. The 
cooling coil performs sensible cooling only. 
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Comparing September 7th simulation results for exercises 1.1 and 1.2, it 
can be seen that the maximum cooling load for the former (66.03kW) exceeds 
that of the latter (51.31kW). This reduction in the maximum cooling coil 
load is attributed to the economiser minimising the proportion of - 
fresh air 
in the supply air to the zone for outside air temperatures greater than or 
equal to 16°C. Comparing November 4 simulation results for exercises 1.1 
and 1.2, it can be seen from Figs. 5.11 and A5.8 that the hourly heating 
coil load for the former generally exceeds that of the latter. This is 
due to the economiser limiting the proportion of fresh air in the supply 
air to the zone when the outside air temperature is less than 100C. 
For exercises 1.3 and 1.4, we have variable zone conditions and the mass 
flow rate of supply air varies with the zone temperature according to the 
VAV Box control scheme. From the results of the simulation exercises 1.1 
and 1.3 for September 7, it can be seen that anytime the supply air mass 
flow rate for the latter exceeds that for the former, the cooling coil load 
follows likewise. The reverse is also true, that is, the cooling coil load 
for exercise 1.3 is smaller than that for exercise 1.1 if the supply air 
mass flow rate for the former is smaller than that for the latter. These 
statements are also applicable to the results of the simulation exercises 
1.1 and 1.3 for November 4 for both heating and cooling coils. 
The results of the simulation exercise 1.4 for September 7, show that the 
cooling coil load varies from 7.44 kW to 145.6kw and for the same day, the 
results for exercise 1.3 indicate that the cooling load varies from 7.44kW, 
to 114.7kW. For exercise 1.4 and using the weather data for November 4, 
the heating coil operates between the 1st and 6th hour and between the 20th 
and 24th hour, while the cooling coil operates between the 7th and 18th 
hour. At the 19th hour, neither the heating coil nor cooling coil operates 
due to the temperature at the control point falling in the dead band 
region. 
It can be seen from Fig 5.14a that the mass flow rate of water through the 
cooling coil reaches its maximum value of 4. lkg/s between the 10th and 15th 
hours. 
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From Fig. A5. lla, the mass flow rate of water through the cooling coil 
reaches this value between the 15th and 16th hours. It can also be 
observed that the maximum cooling load occurs during these tine periods for 
each exercise. 
5.5 APPLICATIW CF SYSPAN FOR SINVIATING ME PACE CF CENTRAL PLANP 
The Collings Building System Simulation Exercises 1 and 2 do not include 
the simulation of the performance of the central plant; because of this no 
specifications have been made for the caiponents of the central plant. 
However, for illustrative purposes, a central cooling plant has been 
designed to meet the thermal requirement of the VAV system using the 
weather data of September 7, although this day does not represent a typical 
design day. 
SYSPAN has been used to simulate the performance of this plant and 
determine the electrical power required to drive the components of the 
plant. The cooling plant comprises a water cooled reciprocating water 
chiller, chilled and condenser water pumps and a cooling tower (see Fig. 
5.20). The cooling plant performance data are given below. 
5.5.1 Cooling Plant Perfo * Data 
5.5.1.1 Chiller 
The chiller selected is a 50Hz York LGH50W (Ref. 11) water cooled hermetic 
reciprocating water chiller having a nominal capacity of 175.84kW. The 
chiller's compressor has four cylinders and rotates at a speed of 
1470r. p. m. The capacity control mechanism operated by a thermostat sensing 
the temperature of the water entering the chiller, unloads cylinders down 
to minimum capacity in 4 steps by use of solenoid valves. 
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Applying regression analysis to the performance data given in Ref. 11, the 
full load model coefficients for the chiller are determined as: 
For capacity 
B1 = 143.82809 B2 = 15.47111 
B3 =-0.6777865 B4 = 0.4576413 
B5 =-0.02433473 B6 =-0.5681095 
B7 = 0.039002 B8 = 7.240383E-03 
B9 =-5.2034E-04 
For power 
B10 = 24.23438 B11 =-1.614395 
B12 = 0.098539 B13 = 0.308869 
B14 = 1.876727E-03 B15 = 8.476418E-02 
B16 = - 5.082313E-03 B17 = - 7.9379E-04 
B18 = 6.350406E-05 
To correspond with the chilled water flow temperature used for the 
simulation exercises, the chilled water supply temperature is assumed to be 
constant at 4.4°C. The design temperature of water leaving the condenser 
is 350C. 
The capacity reduction data for the reciprocating water chiller is shown in 
Table 4.1 which is reproduced here for convenience purposes. 
city Reduction Data 
PIR FFLP 
1.00 1.00 
0.75 0.80 
0.50 0.61 
0.25 0.40 
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5.5.1.2 Chilled Water Rum 
This is a centrifugal pump which discharges a constant amount of water. 
The mass f low rate of chi 1 led water is 4. lkg/s and the efficiency of the 
pimp motor is 90%. The electrical per required to drive the pupp motor 
is 0.9037kw. 
5.5.1.3 tenser Water Pump 
This is a centrifugal pump which operates at constant volume. The mass 
f low rate of condenser water is 8.106kg/s and the efficiency of the pump 
motor is 90%. The electrical power consumption of the pump motor is 
1.8073kw. 
5.5.1.4 Cooling Tower 
The cooling tower is an induced-draught counterflow type. Capacity control 
is provided by cycling the fan which operates at, two speeds. The 
temperature of water leaving the cooling tower floats with the wet bulb 
temperature of ambient air subject to a fixed approach and is not allowed 
to fall below 18.333°C. 
Performance data for the cooling tower is as follows: 
Factor of merit = 0.6 
Full load volumetric flow rate of ambient air = 2.3909m3/s 
power required to drive the cooling tower fan motor at full load = 1.958kW 
The volumetric flow rate of ambient air at low speed is half of that at high 
speed and the power consumption of the fan rotor at low speed is one-eighth 
of that at high speed. 
5.5.2 Simulation Technique 
The simulation of the performance of the cooling plant involves determining 
the energy consumed by the various c rponents of the plant to satisy the VAV 
system thermal loads. 
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Equations 4.23 and 4.24 indicate that the capacity and full load power of a 
water cooled reciprocating water chiller depend on the tetrperatures ZWE2 
and ZWC2. Since ¶W-2 is not readily )mown, the capacity, power requirement 
of the chiller and the load on the cooling tower cannot be determined. 
Thus, it is necessary to set up iterative calculations around the water 
loop of the condenser and cooling tower in order to determine the balance 
point of operation of the cooling plant, since the temperature of the 
chilled water supplied to the cooling coil is assumed constant. 
Using the successive subtitution technique the performance of the cooling 
plant can be sinulated. The calculational procedure is as follows: 
1) Canpute the temperature of water leaving the cooling ter, ZWOCT. 
TWOCT = Maximum of { (ZWBOA + APP) and 18.333 } 
where ZW33A is the wet bulb temperature of outside air and APP is the 
approach (which can be determined from the design simulation run). 
2) Assume a value for the range, RNG and determine the temperature of 
water entering the cooling tower, ZWIGT. 
ZWICT = ZWOCT + RNG 
Assuming losses in the piping from the condenser to cooling tower is 
negligible, the temperature of water leaving the condenser, TWC2 is 
equal to ZWICT. 
3) Use the reciprocating water chiller subroutine to determine the 
chiller power consumption and the condenser heat rejection load. 
4) Use the cooling tower subroutine to determine a new value for range, 
RNGN. If RNQ1 and RNG are within a specified tolerance, go to step 5. 
Otherwise RNG = RNGN and go to step 2. 
5) Determine the electrical power required to operate the cooling plant 
and its carronents. 
6) Exit. 
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5.5.3 Results of the Central Plant Simulation Exercises 
The simulation exercises comprise determining the performance of the 
central cooling plant in satisfying the thermal loads of the VAV system 
(for Exercises 1.1 to 1.4) using the weather data of September 7. The 
results are presented as graphs of: 
Electrical power consumption against time 
Part load ratio against time 
In these graphs, the labels have the following meaning: 
p- power consumption of the chiller's compressor (kW) 
CTFEW - power consumption of the cooling tower fan motor (kW) 
cpKW - power consumption of the cooling plant (sum of electrical 
power required to drive the chiller's compressor, cooling 
tower fan, chilled and condenser water pumps) (kW) 
FMPOW - power consumption of the VAV system supply fan motor (kW) 
WppOW - power consumption of the VAV system humidifier water pump 
motor (kW) 
ZCPKW - total power consumption of the HVAC system and central 
cooling plant components (kW) 
PLRCH - part load ratio for chiller 
pIP, CTF - part load ratio for cooling tower fan 
5.5.4 Analysis of the Results of the Central Plant Simulation Exercises 
Generally for all the exercises, the total VAV system and central plant 
power oonsunption (ZCPKW) profile is similar to that of the total cooling 
load (qct). 
For exercise 1.1, WPKW varies from 12.723kW at the 7th hour to 29.723kW at 
the 18th hour (see Fig. 5.21). The total energy consumption for the day is 
533.002kWh. The part load ratio for the chiller varies from 0.0846 at the 
7th hour to 0.4133 at the 17th hour (see Fig. 5.22). The minimum unloading 
ratio for the reciprocating water chiller is 0.25. 
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Frequent or prolonged operation of chillers at capacities below the last 
step of unloading without the aid of a hot gas bypass mechanism is 
inadvisable. Thus for this chiller, such a , mechanism which bypasses a 
portion of the hot discharge gas from the condenser to the evaporator inlet 
should be installed. This produces an artificial load on the evaporator 
and permits capacity reduction to as low as 5%. 
For exercise 1.2, TCPKW varies from 12.713kW to 26.24kW. The total energy 
consumed by the primary and secondary system for the day is 519.29lkWh. 
Thus compared to exercise 1.1, the reduction in energy use due to the 
operation of the economiser is 13.711 kWh or 2.572%. The part load ratio 
for the chiller varies from 0.0844 to 0.3407 with the chiller operating at 
part load ratios below the minimum unloading ratio for the first 9 hours 
(see Fig. 5.24). 
For exercise 1.3, the energy consumption of the VAV system and central 
plant increases considerably (over the previous two) mainly because of the 
higher cooling load imposed on the cooling plant and increased fan power 
consumption. Over the 24 hour period, the energy consumption is 638.723 
kWh. TCPKW varies from 7.199 kW at the 1st hour to 47.821 kW at the 16th 
hour while the part load ratio of the chiller varies from 0.0520 to 0.7713 
for the same hours respectively (see Figs. 5.25 and 5.26). 
For exercise 1.4, the total energy consumption of the VAV system and 
central plant for the day is 716.295 kWh. Compared to exercise 1.3, the 
increase in energy use is 77.572 kWh or 12.145%. This increase is mainly 
due to the higher cooling loads imposed on the cooling plant. Compared to 
exercise 1.2, the increase in energy use is 197.004 kWh or 37.9%. However, 
the chiller operates at part load ratios below the minimum unloading ratio 
for 12 hours (see Fig. 5.28). 
/ 
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5.6 VALIDATION cF SYSPAN 
Wiltshire (Ref. 12) has reviewed the issue of validation and building 
energy simulation models and defined validation as the testing of a model's 
theoretical basis and its ability to reproduce the observed behaviour of 
the building or system. According to him, a full scale validation of a 
model will require the use of the following investigatory techniques: 
Theoretical Examination 
Analytical Verification 
Carparative Studies 
Empirical Validation 
Theoretical Examination -The first stage of any validation verification 
study should begin with a rigorous theoretical, examination of the 
fundamental principles embodied in the model. This requires the 
availability of good documentation in which there is a clear technical 
exposition of the physical and engineering assumptions; the analytical and 
numerical techniques that have been e loyed and a ful 1 explanation of the 
formulation of the associated algorithms. 
Analytical Verification - With this technique, the models (and submodels) 
are evaluated against carefully designed problems with known analytical 
soutions. These problems can be chosen to test the most important 
individual and combined heat transfer mechanisms in the models. 
Comparative Studies - With this technique, the results from the simulation 
of a hypothetical building or system by two or more models are compared. 
In the case where the models have been through the verification process, 
this procedure gives some indication of whether the use of the model 
introduces differences in the solution. If the verification process is 
omitted, there is less certainty in explaining the discrepancies between 
the results. 
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Dtpirical Validation - This is the ultimate stage of validation in which 
the correspondence between the model's solution and the real, physical 
world (building or system) is assessed. Only at this stage does it became 
clear whether the assumptions, approximations and operation of the model 
are adequate to match reality with a sufficient degree of accuracy. 
Fran his review, Wiltshire proposed that greather emphasis in validation 
studies should be placed upon the theoretical examination of models and the 
development of scientifically rigorous analytical verification techniques 
since these are capable of identifying problems at all stages of model 
formulation. He suggests that a structured approach to validation is 
required in which the four validation techniques mentioned above have a 
role to play. 
Since SYSPAN uses a component based simulation technique, the problem of 
its validation is largely reduced to the validation of its individual 
component models. The models formulated in SYSPAN use fundamental heat 
and mass transfer principles, laws of conservation of mass and energy and 
in same cases empirical data. Although there could be refinements to sane 
of the models (e. g. cooling coil) to enhance their modelling`- capabilities, 
however they are suitably adequate for the purpose of, steady state analysis 
df HVAC systems and building energy calculations. 
As indicated in Section 5.4.6, the results obtained for the VAV system 
simulation exercises using SYSPAN were in very good agreement with those 
obtained by Morant. Although this cannot be regarded as a full scale 
validation of the algorithms used by SYSPAN, nevertheless it goes a long 
way towards satisying the comparative study validation technique 
elucidated by Wiltshire. 
An empirical validation of these algorithms will require the use of a fully 
instrumented HVAC test facility where clearly defined and carefully 
monitored experiments can be carried out. Such a test facility has been 
designed and installed at Construction Engineering Research Laboratory, 
Champaign, Illinois in the United States of Acrerica (Refs. 13 and 14). 
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The components of the HVAC test facility could be configured and controlled 
to represent the more commonly used HVAC systems such as variable air 
volume, terminal reheat, dual duct constant volume, dual duct variable 
volume systems, etc. However, a number of problems were encountered in the 
course of conducting experiments to determine the performance of components 
and systems. The major problem was the failure of the various components 
and control systems to match the manufacturers' performance specifications. 
Efficient performance of most of the equipment was achieved only after 
field adjustment. The major recommendation of their study was that more 
research and development is needed to improve the reliability and 
maintainability of HVAC components and systems. 
According to Kusuda (Ref. 15), most of the past validation efforts in 
building energy calculation have been directed toward the comparison of 
calculated and metered gross annual fuel/electricity. Although several 
attempts have been made to measure the detailed performance of HVAC systems 
of large buildings by extensive instrumentation, none of the results of 
these efforts have been useful for the comprehensive validation of the HVAC 
system simulation calculation procedures. Thus, one sees that the 
validation of building energy calculation procedures is an expensive and 
time consuming task. A proposal by Kusuda is to select a typical set of 
commonly used HVAC systems, equipment, and control schemes for sample 
problems for which solutions based upon the most accurate engineering 
analysis are available, for a limited number of operating conditions. With 
the use of these sample problems, at least the algorithmic accuracy of 
various simulation procedures can be evaluated for most of the conventional 
systems. 
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS AND RE OMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 
-274- 
6.1 OOý1cwsic NS 
The need to design energy efficient buildings, improve the thermal 
performance of existing building stock and the availability of powerful 
digital computers have led to the development of building energy analysis 
computer programs. Energy analysis plays an important role in developing 
an optimum HVAC system and equipment, architectural design of new buildings 
and in determining cost effective modifications to existing buildings. 
Generally, the first stage in the building design process is to determine 
an optimum shape/form of the envelope, suitable construction materials and 
the appropriate layer by layer composition of the building elements (walls, 
floors, roofs, etc. ). This requires the use of a thermal loads analysis 
computer program which can determine accurately the effects of the changes 
in building design variables on the heating and cooling loads of the 
building. 
The choice of an adequate HVAC system to satisfy the heating and cooling 
loads and maintain the building internal conditions requires a system 
simulation program which enables comparative studies of alternative systems 
to be made. Component based simulation methods seek to give the designer 
this flexibility by enabling a system to be defined by specifying its 
individual components and their connections. 
A nodular system simulation computer program requires the availability of 
mathematical models which can accurately analyse the thermal performance of 
the components comprising the system and evaluate the effects of 
various control strategies on system operation. Component models of HVAC 
systems and central plant developed in this thesis make use of fundamental 
heat and mass transfer principles, laws of conservation of mass and energy 
and where appropriate emprical data. 
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They are basically steady state and address those physical variables used 
in the selection and design of HVAC components. 
The computer program SYSPAN, developed in this thesis, utilises the 
component based sequential modelling approach to simulate the performance 
of HVAC systems and central plant. A wide variety of HVAC systems can be 
configured and simulated by SYSPAN using available component models. Since 
each of the component models are formulated as separate FORTRAN 
subroutines, SYSPAN calls the relevant subroutines in order to determine 
the balance point of system operation. The order in which the subroutines 
are called depends on the available information at the system model 
generation stage. The simulation of the performance of the HVAC system 
involves determining the state of the air at the inlet and outlet ports of 
each component of the system and other relevant variables such as coil 
thermal loads, fan power consunption, etc. 
The energy consumed by the central plant component in satisfying the 
thermal requirements of the HVAC system is determined with the aid of the 
central plant simulation subprogram. The performance of the components of 
building energy systems at part load must be accounted for if a reasonably 
accurate calculation of the energy consumption is to be obtained. This is 
because these components operate at part load conditions for most of the 
time. 
It can be seen fron the results of the simulation exercises (for VAV system 
and central plant) that SYSPAN can be used as an energy analysis tool by 
building services designers or operators. As the state of the air is 
determined throughout the circuit, a thorough analysis of the performance 
of the HVAC system can be made. Thus, the effects of various control 
strategies on system performance can be investigated. Also, the hourly 
part load ratios at which the caponents are operating are presented. This 
information can be used to devise an effective energy management program 
for scheduling the operation of the system and central plant. 
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6.2 RHOOMENDATIONS FOR Fib WORK 
One of the major problems encountered in this study is the lack of 
sufficient full and part load performance *data of the components of HVAC 
systems and equipment in the public domain. Thus, there exists the need to 
produce comprehensive quality data sets of the performance of these 
components which can be used to validate algorithms employed by component 
models or aid in component model development. The efforts of the IEA 
Working Group on System Simulation in Buildings (Annex 10) in this 
direction are noted; however, their work will be more useful if they liaise 
with the major manufacturers of HVAC components or include proficient 
building services designers in their group. 
For the purpose of determining performance data and checking manufacturers' 
specification of components, a fully instrumented HVAC test facility should 
be set up. Using this full scale test facility, various components can be 
configured and controlled to represent a wide variety of HVAC systems. 
Experiments can be conducted to determine the performance of the various 
systems, obtain data for the individual components and investigate the 
effects of various control schemes on system performance. Reliable data 
obtained fron such clearly defined and carefully monitored experiments can 
be used to validate the algorithms employed by system simulation computer 
programs. 
In order to fully utilise the flexibility provided by the modular 
simulation program, SYSPAN, an improved user interface which makes the 
input and editing of complex system models easier and faster should be 
developed and linked to it. 
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APPENDIX A3.1 
Derivation of Hquations 3.52 and 3.53b 
Consider an incremental area of a counterf low hot water coil surface as 
shown in Fig. A 3.1. The rate of heat transfer over the area dAo can be 
expressed in three ways as follows: 
dqh = Uo 9 dAo (1) 
dqh=-c cpw dtw (2) 
dqh =- ma cpma dta (3) 
The reason for the negative signs in Equations 2 and 3 is that for 
increasing heat exchanger area, temperatures tW and ta are decreasing in 
value. Let m cpw be the smaller thermal capacity, then the definitions of 
NTU, C and E are 
rrru 
Uo Ao ma cpw twi - two 
C=, E =m c» , ma cpma twi - tai 
From D3uations 2 and 3 we have, 
dqh =-i cpq dt W=- ma c dta prna 
mw cpw dtw = ma c dta pma 
Now 0= tw - to . '. dO = dt. - dta 
. '. rnw cpw (dtq - dta) = mw c , dtw- c dta 
Substituting for mc dtw using Equation 4 we get, 
(4) 
c am , (dtw - dl--a) =ma cpma dta -fc dta 
= dta (ma ces -c) 
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Using Dpation 3, dta may be eliminated to give, 
mW cpw (dtw - dta) = 
-dqh (ma cpma - mw ccw) 
ma cpma 
Ic (dtw - dta) =- dqh (1 - C) 
Using D3uation 1 to eliminate dqh gives 
-U0AdAo (1-C) 
dtw - dta = 
Thus 
dA 
= 
9 mw c 
Integrating we get, 
e 
d9 U0 (1 - C) 
JB mw cpw 
e. i 
A 
0 
dA 
0 
0 
In e-0 _C 
(1-C) =-NTU (1-C) 
Thus 
e-o 
= exp (- NTU (1 - C)) 
9i 
But 
go 
= 
two - tai = 
twi - tai - (twi - two) c5) ei twi - tao twi - tai. - (tao - tai 
From the definition of E we have 
twi - tom =E (twi - tai) (6) 
Also fron heat balance 
mac (tao - tai) = mw cpw (twi - two) =nq cpw E (twi - tai) pma 
ma cpw 
- Uo (1 - C) dAo 
Thus tao - tai _ 
mw cpw E (tti - tai ) 
lila CFra 
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Using the definition of C we get, 
tao - tai = CE (twi - tai) (7) 
Using Equations 6 and 7 in Equation 5 we get, 
00 
- 
(tw - tai) (1 - E) 
Ai (tti - tai) (1 - CE) 
Thus 
80 
_1-E 61 1- CE 
1-E= (1 - CE) exp (- NI. U (1 - C) ) 
1-exp (-NTU (1-C)) =E (1-Cexp (-NIU (1 -C)) 
1- exp (- NTU (1 - C)) 
1-C exp (- NTU (1 - C)) 
(9) 
If C=1, Equation 9 becomes indeterminate. For this case Equation 7 
becomes 
tao - tai =E (twi - tai) (10 ) 
Fran Equation 6, 
twi -two =E (tj -tal) 
... 
tao - tai = tWi - two 
. '. 
two - taj=tti - tom (11) 
Thus 
Q=UOAo (twj -tao) =nwc (twi - two) 
Ua Ac 
'"' 
(t twi 
wo m cpw wi - 
tao 
""" 
twl - two = NIU (twi - tom) (12) 
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From the definition of Ewe have 
E= 
twi 'wo 
twi - tai 
twi - two 
(twi - two)+ctwo - taP 
Using Equations 11 and 12, Equation 13 becomes 
'VU (twi - tao) 
E_ 
NTU (twi - tad + (twi - tao) 
(13) 
NTU 
E_ 
NTU +1 
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APPPrnnc A3.2 
Derivation of B uations 3.106 and 3.107b 
Consider an mere ntal area of a counterfloa chilled water coil surface as 
shown in Fig. A3.2. The rate of heat transfer over the area dAo can be 
expressed in three ways as follows: 
amt -0 (1) 
pct " -m cpw dtw (2 ) 
-n cp dta (3) cgct " Still 
The reason for thv2 negative signs in DIuations 2 and 3 is that the rate of 
change of tcstperatures tw and to with heat exchanger area is negative. 
Let m cpm b; r the miller thermal capacity, then 
Sift 
the d: finitionu of tn'UJ, Co anj Fc are 
UI 
NTU 
AoSIE maCp 
maces 
Cc' 
S LRnicpw 
tai - tao 
ýý s tai - twi 
Fran Equations 2 and 3 w: have, 
dgct r-r cpw dtw - 
. cr c dt., SIR =macpw dta 
-mdcprra dta 
SHR 
Now9=ta-rw . ". d9-dta-dry, 
(4) 
ma c (dta - dtw) -% cpau dta - ma cpffa dtw 
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Using Equation 4 we get, 
ma cc (dta - dtw) = mw c dtw SHR - ma cp dtw 
=dtt (nncpw SHR - mace) 
Using Equation 2, dtt may be eliminated to give 
SUR - 
ma c pma 
(dta - dtw) dgct 
c, ma ces 
ma cpw 
ma cpma dA =- dgct SHR (l - 
ma cýma 
) 
SHR ma cpw 
dA =- dgct SHR (1 - Cc) ma c pma 
Using Ekuation 1 to eliminate dgct gives 
-v° 9 CIAO ae = SHR (i - ce) ma Cpma 
Thus 
d0 
_ 
-Uo SHR (1 - Cc) 
X dAo 0 ma cpma 
Integrating we get 
8A 
oo dO -Uö SHR (1 - Cc) dA 
9 ma c° 
6i O 
In 
90 
_ -Uö 
SHR (1 - CC) Ao =- NTU c 
(1 - Cc) 
6i macpm 
Thus 0= exp (- NTUc (1 - Ce)) (5) 
ei 
But Go 
= 
tao - twi 
_ 
(tai - twi) - (tai - tao) 
ei tai two (tai twi) - (t - twi) 
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From the definition of Ec we have 
tai - tao = Ec (tai - twi) 
Frain heat balance 
ma cprna (tai - tao) 
SHR = cpw 
(t`, 
) - 
twi 
Isla Cp 
Thus two twi HR mc 
Ctai - tao) 
Using the definition of Cc and Equation 7 we get 
two - twi = Cc Ec (tai - twi) 
Using Equations 7 and 8 in Equation 6 we get 
8° 
ei 
Thus 
(tai - twi)(l - Ec) 
(tai - twi)(1 - Cc Ec) 
Ao 
-1- 
Ec 
= exp (- NTUC (9 - Cc)) Oi 1- Cc Ec 
"" 1- Ec = (1 - Cc Ec) exp (- NTUC (1 - Cc)) 
(7) 
(8) 
1- exp (- N1U (1 - Cc)) = Ec (1 - Cc exp (- NZUC (1 - Cc)) 
.E_1exp 
(- NTU (1 - Cc)) 
1 -Cc exp (-N'IU (1 -Cc)) 
(9) 
If cc = 1, Equation 9 becomes indeterminate. For this case Equation 8 
becomes 
tu, O - tti = Ec (tai - twi) (10) 
Fran Equation 7, 
tai - tao = Ec (tai - twi ) 
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two - twi = tai - tao 
tao - twi = tai - two 
Thus 
Q= Uö Ao (tai - two) 
tai - tao 
... tai - tao = N'IUc (tai - two) 
ma cIp (tai - tao) 
SHR 
Uö 10 (tai - two) S'Ht 
ma 'pina 
From the definition of Ec we have 
_ 
tai - tao tai - tao 
Ec 
tai - twi (tai - two) + (two - tai 
Using Equations lla, llb and 12, Equation 13 becares 
NTU (tai - two) 
Ec 
(tai - two) + NTUC (tai - two) 
(ha) 
Cub) 
(12) 
(13) 
NTUC 
Eý 
NTUC +1 
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APPENDIX A4.1 
DEPIVATIc OF $2UAT10N 4.8 
Consider a boiler equipped with on-off control of the fuel burner. The 
nominal full load steady state boiler efficiency measured with the burner 
operating continuously is n bf 
Consider a tine period 9o during which the boiler is on and being controlled 
by a thermostat. This is represented in Fig. A4.1. 
Let Gu be the time that the burner must operate to provide the useful heat 
required by the HVAC system. 
Let es be the tine that the burner must operate to compensate for the heat 
losses which occur during the period that the burner does not operate 
usefully. 
Let Of be the total functioning time. 
The part load ratio, PLR, is given by 
8 
e 
(1) PLR =u 
0 
Fran the definition of stop loss factor, SIF, we have for a given period eo, 
QBI x es 
QBI x (60 - 6u) 
= 
es 
c2) 
eo - eu 
nbp 
From Equation 4.6, PLEF = nbf 
But, 
Tl bp = 
Heating energy delivered to HVAC system at part load 
Total heating energy consumed by burner at part load 
-293- 
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0 QBI U nbp = gf QBI 
nbf 
o 
Thus r1 bp = eu 
n bf 
f (3) 
Thus PLEF 
nbp 9u 
(4) 
nbf 0f 
Fran Equation 2, 
SLF= es = 
of - Ou 
00 - Au 0o- 6u 
Thus, SF (O - eu) = of - eu (5) 
From Equation 1, Go 
6u 
= 
PLR 
From Equation 4, ef 
6u 
= 
PLEF 
Substituting for Oo and Of in Equation 5 we get, 
sLF ( 
Au 
- eu) _ 
Au 
- 6u PIR PLEF 
Dividing throughout by uu we get, 
su'(1 -1) =1 -1 PIR PLEF 
Thus 
1 
1+SLF (1 -1ý 
PLEF PIR 
1 
Thus PLEF =1 
1+SLF (- 1) 
PLR 
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APPENDIX A4.2 
BOILERS 
GUIDE ZO FULL IAD EFFICIENCY AND Sim IOSS FACTOR 
On/off control only. 
Ref. TYPE OF BOILER FULL MAD 
EFFICIENCY 
Small natural-draught gas boilers 
80°C maintained 72.0 - 79.0 
10 Large natural-draught gas boilers 
80°C maintained 76.2 
Large forced-draught gas boilers 
80°C maintained 80.9 
6 Oil pressure jet 74.0 
Wall flame oil, 70.0 
7 Gas 88 kW on off 77.0 
Concord 75.0 
11 Fuelsaver 76.5 
Average efficiency 1981 77.0 
9 Low thermal capacity (small boiler) 75.5 - 76.5 
High thermal capacity (small boiler) 
L 
71.2 
4 Sectional CI forced draught gas 76.6 
Sectional CI natural draught gas 73.1 
8 Average gas and oil fired boilers Not 
domestic to large Available 
SLF 
0.025-0.055 
0.023 
0.007 
0.04 
0.06 
0.04 
Not 
Available 
0.014-0.022 
0.02 
0.02 
0.04 
0.05 
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12 Shell type oil fired boiler 77.6 0.03 , 
Efficiencies fall between 70.0% and 80% 
SLF fall between 0.01 and 0.06 
APPENDIX A4.3 
TABLE 1 
Catalogue Data for 70.3 kW Reciprocating Water Chiller (Full Load) 
'IWCl (°C) 'IWE2 (°C) QE ()dgl) P (W) 
23.9 4.4 70.3 19.4 
23.9 5.6 72.8 19.7 
23.9 6.7 75.6 19.9 
23.9 7.8 77.7 20.1 
23.9 8.9 79.5 20.3 
23.9 10.0 81.6 20.6 
26.7 4.4 68.2 20.0 
26.7 5.6 70.7 20.3 
26.7 6.7 73.5 20.5 
26.7 7.8 75.6 20.7 
26.7 8.9 77.7 21.0 
26.7 10.0 79.5 21.2 
29.4 4.4 66.1 20.7 
29.4 5.6 68.9 21.0 
29.4 6.7 71.4 21.1 
29.4 7.8 73.8 21.4 
29.4 8.9 75.9 21.7 
29.4 10.0 78.1 21.9 
32.2 4.4 64.0 21.4 
32.2 5.6 66.5 21.7 
32.2 6.7 69.3 21.9 
32.2 7.8 71.7 22.3 
32.2 8.9 73.8 22.6 
32.2 10.0 76.3 22.8 
35.0 4.4 61.9 22.2 
35.0 5.6 64.3 22.5 
35.0 6.7 67.2 22.8 
35.0 7.8 69.6 23.2 
35.0 8.9 72.1 23.5 
35.0 10.0 74.5 23.8 
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TABLE 2 
Experimental Part Load Data for 70.3 kW Reciprocating Water Chiller 
ZWCl (0C) ZWE2 (OC) QEPL (kW) PPL (kW) 
24.3 6.6 70.0 19.0 
24.0 7.0 63.6 17.6 
25.4 6.6 61.2 17.7 
29.8 6.6 51.0 17.9 
28.4 7.4 49.2 17.3 
27.8 7.8 40.8 15.9 
27.9 7.4 40.4 15.3 
28.3 7.6 34.8 13.9 
26.1 8.5 19.7 9.2 
Tables 1 and 2 are taken fron Ref. 19 
G77 
APPENDIX A4.4 
TABLE 1 Factors of Merit for Forced-Draught Cooling Towers 
Typical values of 
Type of Cooling Tower Factor of Merit FOM 
Sprays located in a horizontal Single-stage 0.4 to 0.5 
tunnel, with no packing Two-stage 0.45 to 0.55 
Three-stage 0.55 to 0.65 
Vertical spray-filled tower, High water loading 0.5 to 0.6 
no packing Low water loading 0.6 to 0.7 
Vertical, with packing High water loading 0.55 to 0.65 
Low water loading 0.65 to 0.75 
Industrial packed towers 0.6 to 0.7 
Industrial, densely packed towers having 0.7 to 0.8 
perhaps a high pressure loss 
Natural-draught large cooling towers as used by 0.65 to 0.75 
ESC OM at power stations 
Table 1 is taken fran Ref. 26 
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APPENDIX AS 
OF VAV SYSTEM COMMMM 
A5.1 HEATING OIL 
Geanetrical Data 
Seat exchanger consists of circular tubes with continuous fins having the 
following characteristic data: 
Surface designation: 7.75 - 5/8T 
Tube arrangement : staggered 
Tube vertical spacing 38. lnm 
Tube horizontal spacing 44.45nm 
Tube outside diameter 17.17nm 
Tube inside diameter 15.17inn 
Fin spacing 3.227nm 
Fin thickness 0.406nm 
Hydraulic diameter 3.86rnn 
Free flaw area/Face area 0.4812 
Fin area/Air side area 0.95 
Coil Data 
Face area 2.4m2 
Air side area 118.8m2 
Water side area 6. Om2 
No. of water circuits 40 
No. of rows of tubes 2 
Heat Transfer Performance 
Air side heat transfer coefficient, ho, can be calculated using Equation 3.77 
with Cl and C2 having the values 0.1036 and - 0.35804 respectively. 
- Water side heat transfer coefficient, 
hw, can be calculated using Equation 
3.80 for laminar flow and Equation 3.81 for turbulent flow. 
-301- 
other Data 
Water flow temperature 40.6°C 
Maximum water mass flow rate 2.4 kg/s 
A5.2 CDOLI G OOIL 
Geometrical Data 
as for heating coil 
Coil Data 
Face area 2.88m2 
Air side area 284.70m2 
Water side area 14.40m2 
No. " of water circuits 40 
No. of rows of tubes 4 
Beat Transfer Performance 
ate the air and water side heat transfer coefficients as for the heating 
coil. 
Other Data 
Water flow temperature 4.4°C 
Water maximum mass flow rate 4.1kg/s 
A5.3 H[MEDIFIFR 
The humidifier is of the wetted cell type and can be considered to have a 
constant effectiveness of 0.9. The water pump electrical consumption is 
0.120kW when humidifier is on. 
A5.4 SUPPLY AIR FAN 
The supply air fan is of the axial flow type. The fan rotor efficiency is 
assumed to be 90%. The fan has the following characteristic data: 
-302- 
FAN CHARACTERISTICS 
(m3/s) 
1.24 
1.5 
2.0 
2.5 
3.0 
3.5 
4.0 
4.5 
5.0 
5.5 
6.0 
6.2 
(kW) 
1.431 
1.930 
2.824 
3.729 
4.701 
5.759 
6.897 
8.092 
9.337 
10.678 
12.233 
12.953 
I 
A5.5 SUPPLY AIR DUCT 
The supply air duct is assurred to have an overall UA value of 1.002 kW/K. 
A5.6.1 OUTSIDE AIR Z ERAZURE AND REL1TIVE BU41DITY FOR SM7 1981 
Time Outside Air Temperature Relative Humidity 
(h) (°C) ($) 
1 14.463 84.635 
2 13.938 88.951 
3 13.750 91.256 
4 13.963 89.712 
5 13.495 91.422 
6 12.725 94.790 
7 12.463 96.134 
8 12.675 95.780 
9 14.495 91.338 
10 16.100 87.440 
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Time Outside Air Temperature Relative Humidity 
(h) (°C) ($) 
11 17.488 77.203 
12 19.038 68.761 
13 20.588 62.601 
14 21.625 56.881 
15 22.825 53.625 
16 23.499 50.083 
17 23.675 47.201 
18 23.725 49.302 
19 23.025 51.095 
20 21.675 54.384 
21 19.493 62.117 
22 19.338 64.988 
23 19.225 66.341 
24, 18.813 70.030 
A5.6.2 OUTSIDE AIR TEMP RAZURE AND RELATIVE HUMIDITY FU NDVEMBER 4 1981 
Average values on the hour 
OUTSIDE AIR TEMPHRATURE RE A1TVE HUMIDITY 
(h) (ck) c$) 
1 10.100 78.141 
2 8.950 81.862 
3 8.750 83.833 
4 8.713 82.863 
5 7.475 84.531 
6 6.725 87.565 
7 5.563 94.925 
8 5.800 92.934 
9 6.263 93.080 
10 9.225 83.645 
11 10.638 75.062 
12 12.150, 68.734 
13 13.438 65.901 
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ME aYl'SIDE AIR TEMPERATURE RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
(h) ft) ($) 
14 14.125 65.945 
15 14.863 61.325 
16 15.688 60.236 
17 14.863 60.247 
18 14.388 60.698 
19 11.688 74.352 
20 10.250 84.000 
21 10.513 80.736 
22 9.775 82.738 
23 9.262 85.198 
24 8.425 86.147 
A5.7 MCM OCNDITI ZS 
Average values on the hour 
TDO DRY BULB TEMPERATURE RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
(h) - (0c) (8) 
1 20.02 50.11 
2 20.12 50.79 
3 20.31 52.09 
4 20.59 53.93 
5 20.93 56.18 
6 21.30 58.70 
7 21.70 61.30 
8 22.07 63.82 
9 22.41 66.07 
10 22.69 67.91 
11 22.88 69.21 
12 22.98 69.89 
13 22.98 69.89 
14 22.88 69.21 
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TIME LRY B JIB TEMPERATURE RELATIVE HL IIDITY 
(h) (°c) ($) 
15 22.69 67.91 
16 22.41 66.07 
17 22.07 63.82 
18 21.70 61.30 
19 21.30 58.70 
20 20.93 56.18 
21 20.59 53.93 
22. 20.31 52.09 
23 20.12 50.79 
24 20.02 50.11 
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